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Why is this book needed
and who is it for?

This publication is made available during a crucial period in Central and Eastern European social policy reform.
In Bulgaria specifically, a mass deinstitutionalisation movement, managed by the government in close cooper-
ation with local authorities and with the financial support of the European Commission, is at last gaining mo-
mentum. In February �010, Bulgarian government authorities announced that a total of 1�7 institutions will be
closed over a period of 15 years, beginning with orphanages for children with disabilities through the first proj-
ect framework, “A childhood for all”.

These administrative and policy reforms, marked by national strategies, action plans and monitoring reports,
are certainly a step in the right direction for the institutionalised children of Bulgaria. However, most participants
are still left guessing as to how to put deinstitutionalisation into practice. Yet to be addressed are the challenges
and problems stakeholders face as they undertake the practical aspects of closing an institution or establish-
ing new community-based services.

Thus the purpose of this manual is to help clarify deinstitutionalisation in practice, by:

� Presenting the different stages of moving from institutional to community living through case study, and
� Outlining the challenges and problems this reform presents, which should be acknowledged and addressed

by decision-makers, policy-makers and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) together.

This document presents a detailed record of the experience of The Cedar Foundation, which stands behind the
successful closure of the Home for children with intellectual disabilities in Gorna Koznitsa, and currently man-
ages six Small group homes (SGHs) in Kyustendil housing �4 of the residents from the institution. We aim to de-
scribe The Cedar Foundation’s practices – with their successes and their flaws – as well as the challenges we
faced and the lessons we learned throughout this journey.

This manual is meant for municipalities, state authorities and NGOs which are or will become closely involved
in the deinstitutionalisation process in Bulgaria. It does not presume to provide a one-size-fits-all solution;
rather it is intended to provide readers with insight into some of the facets of the reform which – at this early
stage – can help improve the chances for success in future efforts.

Finally, this manual is intended to become one of the many “best practice”tools which can be utilized to achieve
the ultimate goal of the deinstitutionalisation reform in Bulgaria – full social inclusion and a better quality of life
for current and future users of community-based services.
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Abstract

The countries of Central and Eastern Europe are entering a new era of reform in services provided to their many
children and young adults who have been abandoned into state care. As part of this reform, deinstitutionali-
sation – the process of closing down institutions and creating community-based residential alternatives – is at
last being emphasised as a means of rectifying the rights violations so long suffered by these vulnerable groups.
Deinstitutionalisation is however a long, complex process and it is important for stakeholders to explore, share
and discuss best practices in the field, in order to draw from the experiences of others.

This book, intended for practitioners, government authorities, non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and
other concerned parties, shares the experiences of The Cedar Foundation and local collaborators in the dein-
stitutionalisation of children and young adults with intellectual disabilities from the institution in Gorna Koznitsa,
Bulgaria. It focuses on the creation of high-quality, community-based Small Group Homes (SGHs) as a viable al-
ternative to the institutional model, when foster or family placement is either not appropriate or available. The
events which occurred are described in detail, openly revealing both the successes and the ‘lessons learned’ of
the Foundation’s project.

In each chapter or “phase”, readers are presented with the actions of The Cedar Foundation and other stake-
holders, the challenges faced in implementing the project, and interviews, quotes and anecdotes from a wide
range of stakeholders in the project. Every section of this book culminates in a “Looking Back, Lessons Learnt”
list of recommendations for current and future participants in the process of deinstitutionalisation in Central and
Eastern Europe.

The introduction describes the background of deinstitutionalisation in Bulgaria, and how deinstitutionalisa-
tion has become a keystone for reform in social service policy for children and other vulnerable groups. The
evolution of Bulgaria’s National Deinstitutionalisation Strategy, including the “Childhood for all”program, is
explained and the policies’accompanying frameworks and place within the European context are summarised.
It explores the definition and various aspects of deinstitutionalisation, and how Bulgarian policy-makers de-
fine the principles of and approaches to deinstitutionalisation practice in Bulgaria. It outlines the proven dam-
ages inflicted by institutional living on children and adults and explains why deinstitutionalisation and providing
children with a family-type environment is more cost-effective to the community as a whole. The introduction
ends with an explanation of how readers can most effectively utilise this book.

Chapter (Phase) One, “Analysing the Situation and Identifying the Key Stakeholders” describes briefly the history
of the Institution for Children with Intellectual Disability in Gorna Koznitsa, Bulgaria, as well as the factors
which led The Cedar Foundation to commit to closing the institution. It discusses the importance of conduct-
ing a situation analysis before embarking on deinstitutionalising a Home, and outlines the primary roles and
responsibilities which each key player in the Gorna Koznitsa closure project assumed in the joint effort to
change the lives of the Home’s 58 residents.

Chapter (Phase) Two, “Planning”, underlines the importance of planning all stages of institutional closure well
in advance. Crucial decisions such as the location, terrain and architectural style for new SGH services are ex-
plored, in the context of the Gorna Koznitsa project. It explains why the new service framework – the type of
service, number of service users, and building setup – is one of the most influential factors in determining the
outcomes of deinstitutionalisation. It discusses the preliminary work which needs to be conducted in the com-
munity before any closure project starts, from analysing community services to developing productive part-
nerships with the appropriate community stakeholders.

Chapter (Phase) Three, “Preparing for Change”, stresses that the best interest of the child/client should be the
primary guiding factor in all preparatory phases for closure of any institution. It explores the details of con-
struction, furnishing and equipment in the arranging of new services which reflect a family-type environ-
ment which can more effectively meet the needs of children and young adults with intellectual disability. The
majority of this chapter is dedicated to what steps The Cedar Foundation took to prepare those whose lives
would most be affected by deinstitutionalisation: the community, the caregiving staff, and the clients them-
selves.
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Chapter (Phase) Four, “Moving and Adaptation”, describes the logistics of how the children and young adults
from Gorna Koznitsa were relocated to their new residences, and touches on the other administrative tasks
surrounding the final closure of the Home. More importantly, methods for effectively relieving transition anx-
iety are thoroughly discussed: The Cedar Foundation describes its experiences in helping the community, the
staff and the children/clients adjust to such significant change, with the least possible trauma. Results from
the first rounds of clients’ development assessment are shared.

Chapter (Phase) Five, “The new service: A Case Study of Cedar’s SGH ‘Siyanie’”, suggests that practitioner organi-
sations (most often NGOs) are most effective at managing SGH services. The chapter offers a comprehensive
view of the structure, programmes, and philosophies of the SGH services managed by The Cedar Foundation
in Kyustendil, Bulgaria, and how these programs have affected client development in the longer term.

Chapter (Phase) Six, “Moving to the next level”, focuses on ensuring lasting quality in an SGH service. Measures for
ensuring quality of care and genuine social inclusion are discussed both in the European context and within
the framework of the services managed by The Cedar Foundation. It details the internal and external pro-
grammes created and/or utilised by The Foundation, which make opportunities in education, employment,
recreation, and specialised community services available to its clients. Case studies are included, in order to ex-
amine some of the most challenging moments which The Cedar Foundation has faced in its efforts to include
the clients in community living.

Chapter (Phase) Seven, “Sustainability and Additional Services”, states that residential services for all groups ul-
timately should be recognised as a concern of the community as a whole, and highlights the Foundation’s
vision for Kyustendil, Bulgaria in becoming a leader in quality social service for people with disabilities. Issues
which affect the sustainability of an SGH service such as service effectiveness, financial security and support
of volunteers and other community members is highlighted. It suggests the importance of developing a
wide array of community services to meet the varied needs of people with disability in any community, to
ensure that all children and young people are provided with equal opportunity and a higher quality of life
in Bulgaria.
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Introduction

A public outcry and the beginning of change

With the approval of the Child protection act in 2000, the Government of Bulgaria made a formal policy com-
mitment to deinstitutionalise thousands of children housed in state-run institutions. Progress was later made
in terms of developing a legal framework which supported deinstitutionalisation. However, until the approval
of the national strategy “Vision for deinstitutionalisation of the children in Republic of Bulgaria” in February
2010, therewas no (evident) political will to close institutions; as a result of this the reformhas often been piece-
meal and ad hoc. The concepts of“reforming”and“restructuring”institutions inmany cases led to structural im-
provements in buildings rather than real changes in the lives of children.

In September 2007 the BBC film, “Bulgaria’s Abandoned Children,” aired in the UK and put Bulgarian social in-
stitutions in the international spotlight. The film uncovered the harsh realities facing children with intellectual
and physical disabilities in the decrepit residential home St. Petka, in the village of Mogilino. The film invoked
an international public outcry, forcing politicians and the general Bulgarian public to acknowledge the horrific
conditions in its state institutions. It also served to fuel themovement of NGOs, Bulgarian and otherwise, which
weremobilising to effect change in the sphere of human rights and deinstitutionalisation in Bulgaria. In March
2008 the film was screened at the European Parliament. In 2009 the EU Commissioner for Employment, Social
Affairs and Equal Opportunities Vladimir Spidla set up the Ad Hoc Expert Group on the Transition from Institu-
tionalised to Community-based Care, which brought together European umbrella organizations representing
the rights of children, families, elderly and disabled people. A sub-group on Bulgaria was established.

This resulted in the uniting of forces between the European Commission DG Regional Policy and DG Employ-
ment. The Action Plan “Investing in improving the life of children living in institutions in Bulgaria”was created,
and the decision was made to invest some 20 million euro from the Operational Programme for Regional De-
velopment 2007-2013 in alternative services for children institutionalised due to poverty, disability or lack of ap-
propriate services. Later it was decided that funding for the process would also be provided by the Operational
Programme“Development of Human Resources”and the Programme for Development of Rural Areas. A group
of stakeholders gathered in Bansko, Bulgaria in September 2009 for a seminar called“Leaving No Child Behind,”
at which the different aspects of the deinstitutionalisation process were discussed and the newly formed Bul-
garian inter-ministerial working group was introduced. This event marked the official beginning of the deinsti-
tutionalisation reform. Finally, the National Strategy“Vision for Deinstitutionalisation of Children in the Republic
of Bulgaria”was created in 2010 (herein referred to as the “National Strategy”). The Action Plan guiding the Na-
tional Strategy was later developed, and the first Monitoring report was published in 2010-2011.

“Childhood for all”

The first initiative of the Operation“Leaving No Child Behind”was inaugurated during 2010, under the name“A
childhood for all.” The aim of this program is to “change the philosophy of care for children with disabilities, as
the most vulnerable group among the institutionalised children, putting the accent on institutionalisation risk
prevention, support to families and ensuring a family or close-to-the-family environment for every child from
a residential institution for children with disabilities”1.

The project is expected to conclude in 2014 and includes two components: 1. Planning measures for deinsti-
tutionalisation and 2. Providing community-based social services. Its framework guides the transfer of children
and young adults from the Homes for children with intellectual disabilities and Homes for medical-social care
for children.

___
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1 Challenging Behaviour: Analysis and intervention in people with learning disabilities, Eric Emerson, Cam-
bridge University Press, 1995



The British-based Lumos Foundation, together with the State Agency for Child Protection, conducted joint stud-
ies from October �010 through the beginning of �01�, assessing children with disabilities in the Homes for chil-
dren with intellectual disability and the Homes for medical-social care for children under �, and their families.
These assessments provide a snapshot of up-to-date information in order to facilitate the planning process for
the closure to be implemented in “A Childhood for all.”

A total of 1797 children and youth with disabilities over the age of �, living in 55 institutions (�� homes for children
with intellectual disabilities, 1 home for children with physical disabilities and �1 homes for medico-social care)�

are expected to be deinstitutionalised. The project budget is estimated at 4 960 400,17 BGN� (� 54� 794,90 EUR).

European and international context

The deinstitutionalisation reform in Bulgaria exists within a wider European and international policy and leg-
islative context, and is linked to a number of policy instruments which address the rights of children and adults
with disabilities. These documents include:

� The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child,
� The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD),
� The UN Guidelines for the Alternative Care of Children,
� The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union,
� The Europe �0�0 Strategy,
� The European Disability Strategy �010 – �0�0, and
� The Council of Europe Disability Action Plan �006 – �015.

These are the key legislative, policy and strategic documents which set the scene for change, establish the in-
stitutional setting to be a violation of fundamental human rights, and call for integrated living in the com-
munity.

A more detailed description of these documents is included in Appendix 1.

The institution and its impact

The institution, as a concept, has many different dimensions. The institution not only is a building, usually a
large one, where many people live together. It is a model, functioning under strict rules and a common agenda
for all residents. It is a way of seeing, valuing the group or service as a whole, as opposed to the individual with
his/her individual needs. It becomes a mind-set for those who have been institutionalised for a long time. It is
a psychological condition. It is a framework, both visible and invisible.

Research has shown that institutional care has the following negative consequences on a child’s development:

� significant delays in physical and motor development;
� considerable delays in sexual development and the onset of puberty;
� higher incidences of psychological and psychiatric disorders and stereotypical behaviours such as body-

rocking and self-aggression;
� inability to form attachments: lack of attachment plays a key role in poor emotional development, behaviour,

cognitive development, social competence and mental health;
� delayed social development;
� lower rates of IQ;
� lower measures of height and weight.
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� Action Plan to the National Strategy“Vision for Deinstitutionalisation of the Children in the Republic of Bulgaria”,
Monitoring Report, �010 – �011

� Action Plan to the National Strategy “Vision for deinstitutionalisation of the children in the Republic of Bul-
garia”, Monitoring Report, �010 – �011



Institutional care also has a negative impact on adults with intellectual disabilities, resulting in:
� exclusion from society;
� lack of personal life;
� lack of employment opportunities;
� lack of income;
� isolation.

Practice shows that, though it is a slow and gradual process, improvement is possible for children and adults who
are taken out of institutional care and given the opportunity to experience life in a family and community set-
ting. International research demonstrates that children taken out of institutional care have4

� significant recovery in physical growth;
� a reduction in psychological disorders;
� improvement in IQ.

Clearly, the older the person is, the slower the process of recovery from institutionalisation will be, and in some
cases a full recovery may not be possible. That is why it is essential that children are taken out of institutions at
the youngest age possible, that there is early prevention in place so that they never become institutionalised
and – furthermore – that children are never placed into the institutional setting in the first place.

What does deinstitutionalisation mean?

The definition, presented in the National Strategy “Vision for deinstitutionalisation of children in the Republic
of Bulgaria,” reads as follows:

Deinstitutionalisation is a process of replacement of institutional childcare with community-based fam-
ily or close-to-family-environment care, which is not limited only to taking children out of institutions.

ARK Bulgaria defines deinstitutionalisation as “being about transforming the system of and approach to the
provision of care. It does, by definition, mean “deinstitutionalising” individual children. But it is not enough to
change the lives of a small number of children if the system itself is left intact”.5

The Cedar Foundation underlines another important aspect of deinstitutionalisation:

“Taking the person out of the institution is easy. The real challenge is taking the institution out of the person”
Lindsay Saltsgiver, Operations Manager, The Cedar Foundation

Deinstitutionalisation is a complex process. It is about closing the old institutional settings and creating com-
munity-based alternatives. But it is also about working with families and with the whole community, and at-
tempting to change the mentality of all, including the formerly-institutionalised.

A multi-level process

The deinstitutionalisation process is carried out on many levels, including:

� Working with families in order to prevent children from being abandoned, or to support children’s reinte-
gration;

� Training professionals to support the process;
� Ensuring foster care opportunities, and training and support for those interested in providing it;
� Working with the respective institutions and professionals toward the creation of programmes for social sup-

port and protection of the biological and extended family;

___
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4 Action Plan to the National Strategy “Vision for deinstitutionalisation of the children in the Republic of Bul-
garia”, Monitoring Report, �010 – �011

5 Transforming children’s lives, De-institutionalisation in Stara Zagora, Bulgaria, ARK Bulgaria, �009
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� Establishing alternative services and forms of care to create opportunities for taking children out of insti-
tutions or preventing their placement;

� Encouraging the development and careful monitoring of adoption practices;
� Involving civil society in the whole process of institution closure and service provision;
� Putting children and families at the centre of all work with children;
� Raising awareness among the general public (especially clearly articulating the meaning, purpose and pub-

lic benefits of deinstitutionalisation);
� Encouraging dialogue and cooperation among all stakeholders;
� Modifying legislation and policy-making to serve the needs of the children and to support service providers

with the goal of providing the best services possible.

Main principles

The National Strategy has identified the following main principles for the deinstitutionalisation process re-
garding children:

� Actions favouring the best interest of the child – According to the UN Convention on the Rights of the
Child, this is the leading principle which dictates that the interests of the child must be put above the inter-
est of all others, including parents, potential adopters, foster parents or institutional staff.

� The family is the best environment for child development – All professionals working in the area of de-
institutionalisation must have an equal understanding of the negative impact of institutional care on children
and about the importance of the child being raised in a healthy family environment.

� The social inclusion of children is of primary importance – This should be achieved by providing oppor-
tunities for all children to participate in all aspects of community life, including attendance at local kinder-
gartens and schools and the use of local healthcare, transport and other public services.

We would add the following principles regarding deinstitutionalisation of both children and adults:

� Users’ involvement – Children and adults must be allowed to participate in all decisions which concern
them, to the greatest extent possible.

� Person-centred approach – All activities should be undertaken in support of the individuality and the spe-
cific needs and desires of the children and adults who are involved.

� Social inclusion of adults – In all aspects of life, adults should be given the opportunity to be included.

How to approach deinstitutionalisation?

The following outlines the approaches listed in the National Strategy. These points are again focused on chil-
dren, but most of them can also be applied to young adults and adults. By exploring the Cedar Foundation ex-
perience, it will become clear to what extent these are implemented in practice.

� There must be a needs assessment for every child, which must include an evaluation of family capacity and
the possibility of the child being raised in his biological family.

� Not a single child should be taken out of the institution without an action or care plan developed in coop-
eration with the child and his current and future caretakers, or with his biological family, whenever possible.

� Maintaining positive contact and emotional connection between the biological family and the child, when-
ever possible, must be a main element of the provision of permanent care to every child, regardless of the
possibility for future reintegration.

� A placement in a family or close-to-family environment must be provided for all children leaving institutions
eligible for closure – no child shall be left behind.

� Institutions are not to be closed by moving children from one institution to another.
� Priority must be placed on placements in family environment – in searching for services alternative to insti-

tutional residence, primary efforts shall be targeted at reintegration of the child into his biological family
when appropriate and does not threaten the child’s well-being. When this is not possible, another permanent
solution is explored in the best interest of the child, during which placement in a family of relatives is a pri-
mary option and after that – in adoptive or foster families.



� Children should be placed in residential services housing only a small number of children, when placement
in a family is not possible. The search for family type care does not stop with the placement of a child into res-
idential services.

� Looking for a permanent solution for the child is a key part from the action plan, in order to minimize the
child’s relocation from one form of care to another.

� Children must be included to the greatest extent possible in the process of choosing the form of care which
shall be provided.

� Brothers and sisters must be located and raised together except where this is not appropriate or possible.
� After taking children out of institutions, capacity must be decreased until the final closure.
� Priority should be given to the closure of institutions for children with disabilities, in parallel with homes for

medical and social care for children 0-� years, because the housing of children in such institutions and at
such an early age is the most devastating to their development.

� Active involvement of the institutional staff in the process of deinstitutionalisation, development and im-
plementation of programs for training, re-qualification and redirection of the staff towards alternative social
services in order to use the existing capacity and human resources.

We would add the following two approaches:
� Development of new integrated services (based on needs assessment) for support of biological families in

order to ensure sustainability of reintegration as well as prevention (gatekeeping)
� Reinvestment of the funds, saved by the decreased capacities of institutions, into the new services.
� Institutional buildings should not be used again for a residential type of care for children after the children

have been taken out and the institutions have been closed.

Is it cost effective?

Deinstitutionalisation is not only about human rights, values and actions which need to be taken. It has also a
financial dimension, involving considerable costs for the transition from institutional to community-based care
and support. Significant investment will be required for:
� making assessments of institutional residents and individual plans for their transition;
� the recruitment and training of staff for the new services;
� re-training of social service, health and education professionals;
� information campaigns for preparing the community;
� campaigns for the recruitment and training of foster parents;
� offering quality residential services;
� the establishment of additional support services where needed.

In the beginning of the process, the old institutional setting and the new services might operate in parallel, in
order to ensure the smooth transition of the residents. This will add to the financial cost. In the short run, dein-
stitutionalisation and new services are more expensive than the current status quo. However in the long run
things look much different. ARK Bulgaria lists a few reasons which show that “it makes sound economic sense
to support deinstitutionalisation”6:
� direct support to families is more cost-effective, as well as having measurably better outcomes for children;
� there are potentially very high economic costs related to the negative impact which institutional care has

upon children and young adults given the significantly higher rates of unemployment, homelessness and
criminality amongst institutional care leavers;

� care leavers are more likely themselves to become young parents and many are likely to struggle with rais-
ing their children, who may well then enter the institutional care system perpetuating the costly cycle of eco-
nomic and social disadvantage;

� institutions represent a very inefficient use of resources given the considerable infrastructure which needs
to be maintained.
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How to use this book

The complexity of deinstitutionalisation could hardly be grasped in a “seven steps to…”, “ten methods of…” or
“know-how techniques” manual. Therefore, this document does not have the ambition to serve as an instruc-
tion book for deinstitutionalisation of Bulgaria. It does not assume that the model of the Gorna Koznitsa closure
is the only viable model, nor does it imply that the practices of the Cedar Foundation were perfectly orches-
trated.

This is an attempt at an honest reflection on what occurred from the year �007 through the present day. This is
a case study, demonstrating the practical experience of The Cedar Foundation in closing an institution, creat-
ing community-based family-type services and striving to provide a better quality of life for �4 children and
young adults with disabilities. It will not protect the reader from encountering the same challenges Cedar faced,
the difficulties overcome, the successes or the failures. It will reveal the strengths it has identified in the reform
movement…as well as the weaknesses.

Three features, at the very least, distinguish the Cedar Foundation experience in Bulgaria:
� Gorna Koznitsa was the first completely closed institution for children with intellectual disabilities following

the closure of the Mogilino home in April �010;
� The process of closing Gorna Koznitsa started long before the “Childhood for all” project aimed to close all

institutions for children with disabilities, and was completed independently of its framework and funding;
� The Cedar Foundation has the distinction of being staffed, directed and supported by people from all over

the world, who bring with them unique experiences and a very international view on life, social justice and
the social sector. More importantly, however, all Cedar employees live and work in Bulgaria, raising families,
using public services, sharing in the joys and hardships of Bulgarian life. The Cedar Foundation is a Bulgar-
ian organization.

In addition to the Cedar perspective, this document communicates the perspectives of its local partners and sup-
porters in the process – the Kyustendil Municipality, representatives of the educational system, and local em-
ployers.

This document contains seven chapters, with nine Appendices. Each chapter is a chronicle, written in the pres-
ent tense to allow the reader to make the journey alongside The Cedar Foundation. Interspersed throughout
the text are interviews, case studies, and quotes illustrating the realities which the Foundation faced as it met
new challenges. At the end of each section are included recommendations, based on the experiences the Foun-
dation, intended to help others who have begun or will begin a similar endeavour.

The reader may draw on the information contained in this book in whatever manner he deems most useful.
Some will pick and choose the sections which are most useful to their present circumstances; others will read
it cover-to-cover in order to get a comprehensive picture of the experience of closing an institution and estab-
lishing quality social services. In all cases, the National Network for Children and The Cedar Foundation hope that
by sharing this experience they will enlighten readers and make the deinstitutionalisation process just a little
bit easier for others.
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Phase One:
Analysing the Situation and

Identifying the Key Stakeholders

Every good plan begins with a thorough assessment of the situation, which should include a good look at the
history and characteristics of the institution. In this chapter we set the stage for the closure of the institution.
We provide a background of the Institution for children with intellectual disabilities and describe the major
problems in the Home, which ultimately lead to its closure. We explain how The Cedar Foundation got involved
in the project and what attempts had been made to push for the closure of the Home before the Foundation
began its work. We describe the main players in the project, their roles and responsibilities as they developed
throughout the whole closure process, and we make recommendations as to how to effectively analyse the sit-
uation and move forward with deinstitutionalisation plans.

1. Reflecting on the past: The history of the Home in Gorna Koznitsa

The Home for children with intellectual disabilities in Gorna Koznitsa was founded in 196�. The institution first
existed as a home for children aged � to 10 with intellectual disabilities and had a capacity of 70, until �00�
when the Home’s profile changed. In April �00� it became an institution for children from 10 to 18 years of age.
By �009 the number of children had decreased to 58, of whom 16 were children and 4� were young adults over
the age of 18, who had by now come of age and never left the institution. The residents represented different
ethnic origins, hailed from different regions of the country and were diagnosed with a variety of intellectual or
multiple disabilities.

1.1 Regional characteristics

The village of Gorna Koznitsa falls under the Bobov dol municipality and is situated between the towns of Kyus-
tendil and Bobov dol. It covers an area of �5 square kilometres and has a population of �85 residents7.

The Bobov dol municipality is situated in Southwest Bulgaria, covering an area of �06 square kilometres, com-
prising 11% of the overall territory of the Kyustendil District. The municipality consists of 17 villages and one
town – Bobov dol – with a total of 6767 citizens (according to data from �008). Over 6�% of the municipal pop-
ulation is concentrated in the town of Bobov dol. The local economy is closely tied to the mining of brown coal.8

The town of Kyustendil is a county capitol in the Southwest region of Bulgaria. It, together with the other 71 vil-
lages and towns in the district, has a territory of 964 square kilometres. The municipal population is estimated
to be at 74 000 persons. 9

1.2 Governance of the Home

The Home in Gorna Koznitsa at one time was under the financial and methodological jurisdiction of the Mu-
nicipal service for social assistance (later renamed the Department for social assistance), a structure of the
Agency for social assistance. This changed in January �00�, when all financial responsibility for its management
was transferred to the Mayor of Bobov dol, whereas the methodological responsibility remained with the
Agency. Despite such changes made in central governance, the consistent efforts of the institution management
to improve the conditions in the Home did not lead to improved living conditions for its residents.
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1.3 Problems in the Institution

As in many institutions, the following issues afflicted the Home in
Gorna Koznitsa:

� The facility was in poor repair. The buildings were not constructed
to serve the purpose for which they were being used. They were not
big enough, lacked an adequate water and sewage system, were not
wheelchair accessible, and after years of abuse and financial neg-
lect the buildings were literally falling apart.

� Individual needs were being neglected. Due to the lack of quali-
fied staff and the management structure of institutions, the mini-
mum number of children grouped into one classroom was
approximately 19. Often, up to �0 children and young adults were
gathered into one classroom due to one or more staff members
being on sick leave or vacation. It was painfully clear that one
teacher, no matter how effective, simply cannot meet the individ-
ual needs of �0 children with intellectual disabilities.

“In the evening time,when the institutional schedule dictated that all childrenand youngadults
should bathe before bedtime, three staffmembers – usually cleaning ormedical staff, not qual-
ified teaching staff – were responsible for bathing nearly 60 residents. As a result, complete
chaos reigned every night, when ideally the residents would be engaged in calming activities
to help them get to sleep. This was especially upsetting for the more sensitive residents and
those with autistic disorders, and at times led to physical injury of residents. Another problem
we identified was that none of the residents were ever taught how to bathe themselves. What
struck us was that adult and child residents would be unclothed and bathed together, indis-
criminate of their level of sexualmaturity or vulnerability to sexual assault. Staffwas quickly be-
coming frustrated with the situation and giving up on attempting to work responsibly.”

Lindsay Saltsgiver, Operations Manager, The Cedar Foundation

� The Home was isolated from necessary services and other communities. The village of Gorna Koznitsa
is located in a remote region. While the distance between the village and the nearby larger communities of
Bobov dol and Kyustendil was not geographically great (�0-�0 km), lack of frequent public transport and
condition of roads served to isolate the village. This led to:
� Lack of appropriate support services, day care, rehabilitation services, educational opportunities, sport

and leisure activities in which all residents have the right to participate. Thus existed a complete void of
opportunity for socialization in a community context.

� Isolation from appropriate specialist and medical care: While the Home in Gоrna Koznitsa employed nurs-
ing staff, the multiple needs of the residents (especially psychiatric and psychological care) were not being
met adequately. The trip to the larger communities for the care of one or several residents was often un-
dertaken only in an emergency (emergency medical care of psychiatric care). Residents had not visited
dentists in years.

� Lower standards of qualification of
care workers in Home: The physical
location of the Home and long
commute, which often included
hours of waiting for public buses,
discouraged potential qualified
staff from applying for employ-
ment in the Home. While many of
the staff members were dedicated
and had the minimum required ed-
ucation, general public opinion
stated that employment in the
Home in Gorna Koznitsa was most
undesirable. Potentially good can-
didates had no incentive to apply.
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� Transportation problems: Roads were not cleaned effectively in the winter and the Home was often cut
off entirely, with no way for staff or food deliveries to travel to/from the institution.

� Lack of community ownership over the problem: Due to the geographic isolation of the Home, com-
munity members, including specialists working directly with the residents, developed a‘hands-off’men-
tality regarding their responsibility towards the residents in the Home. As the children grew up in the
institution instead of in a family in the community, residents were seen as complete outsiders.

� Children were housed with adults: This caused the obvious problems of safety and security, especially for
the younger and more vulnerable residents. But it also served to create a strictly defined hierarchical struc-
ture within the Home, based on a system of bullying among the residents.

� The management structure was inefficient and ineffective.

“For example, the job description for hygienists included, obviously, maintaining general hy-
giene of service users and facilities. But not only did this prevent all staff from believing that
service users could be taught tomaintain their ownhygiene, but despite their frequent contact
with the residents, it was not considered aprimary duty of cleaning staff to interactwith the res-
idents, neither in their best interest, nor towork on the residents’ development. This useduppre-
cious staff quota on persons not directly held responsible for thewell-being or development of
residents. We often heard from cleaning staff that it was not their duty to interact with the res-
idents, merely to keep them and the facilities clean.”

Lindsay Saltsgiver

A total of 45 persons worked in the Home, though residents were directly cared for by only 71% of those staff
members. The remaining �9% handled only administrative tasks.10

� Financing was inflexible and inadequate: There was a unified state standard upon which the budget and
the number of staff members were dictated. The annual budget was �7� 000 BGN (190 769 EUR) of which 190
000 BGN (51%) (97 4�6 EUR) went to salaries, and some 90 000 BGN (�4%) (46 154 EUR) to heating. The rest
was not enough to cover adequate support for the residents, staff insurance, or building maintenance.

“Hiring additional staff members, or allocating money for education, supervision and intro-
duction of good practices was absolutely unthinkable.”

Margarita Parmakova, former Director of the Gorna Koznitsa Home
and current Manager of the small group home “Siyanie”

� The outdated legal system perpetuated inflexibility: Legislation (combined with financial structures)
made no allowances for changes in the staff-to-client ratio or flexibility within strictly defined staff respon-
sibilities or areas of activity, which diminished any opportunity for team work or creative responses to prob-
lems which arose.

1.4 The First winds of change

The first attempts at initiating radical change in the Home were made during 1999 and �000, when the Home
Director Margarita Parmakova lobbied to have the institution moved into a building in the town of Kyustendil.
The attempt failed (despite the fact that the building in question is still not in use today). Margarita attributed
this to municipal leaders’ lack of acknowledgment of the problems of institutionalisation and their failure to
accept these problems as their own.

After modified regulations governing social services for children entered into force in �00�, the first inspection
of the Home, conducted by the State Agency for Child Protection, took place in �004. The inspection focused
on the compliance with the minimum requirements outlined in the Regulations. Two more inspections were
conducted during �005 and �006 but the first official proposal for closure of the institution was made by an In-
terdepartmental Commission, headed by Tsveta Antonova, Unit Director for Standards and Analysis at the State
Agency for Child Protection, in �006. The proposal called for closing the institution and merging it into another
existing institution in the “Hisarlaka” region of Kyustendil.
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Several trainings, organized by the State Agency for Child Protection, followed in �007 in an attempt to prepare
institution leaders to reform and restructure specialized institutions for child care. At this time the first official
plan for closing the Home for children with intellectual disabilities in Gorna Koznitsa was discussed. The plan was
prepared by the Director of the institution, the Department of Child Protection and the Department for Social
Assistance Bobov dol.

In mid-�007 the Regional team to the Regional department for social assistance, including representatives of
the municipalities, the child protection departments and directors of residential institutions in the region, was
created. The team, supported by experts from the State Agency for Child Protection and consultants from
UNICEF, was charged with implementing the municipal strategy for child protection and the institutional re-
structuring projects at the regional level.

Still, all the while, Gorna Koznitsa continued to operate.

Interview with the Home Director Margarita Parmakova
How did you come up with the idea that the institution must be closed, being its Director?

In the years when I was a Director there I had the chance to see other services, in England. In January 1997 I visited
such a service in the field of social care near London and what I saw made a great impression on me – the buildings,
the way the overall work was organized, the relationships with the users – and I decided that this is the direction we
should take. But this was a long time ago, when no one was talking about deinstitutionalisation in Bulgaria. At the
time the general opinion was that the existing institutions are good enough, well-structured and functional. And my ideas
didn’t take off. No matter how much I tried to change the structure of the Home in Koznitsa and the way of providing
care to the users, nothing was happening. And when the first inspections by the State Agency for Child Protection started
in 2004, I took the opportunity to tell them that the institution could not continue to exist under this form and I was
putting myself out there to insist on making a proposal for its closure. And this happened. The first plan which we made
to the best of my knowledge was the first plan for closure of a home for children and young adults with intellectual dis-
abilities in Bulgaria. Even then I was not yet aware that this plan and my ideas could be really implemented. But later
when I met Mark, and with the support I received from the Foundation, I saw that they could be realized.

Didn’t you have fears that with the closure of the institution you might not find your place in the new structures?

At that moment I was not thinking about this. The way in which the institution existed and what was happening in it
couldn’t continue because this was a cruel fight for physical survival. Not to talk about the quality of care. My fight was
related to ensuring warmth, food and clothes for the children and the young adults. These are basic needs which I was
obliged to ensure were met. I didn’t think whether there will be a place for me in the future services or not, and I didn’t
aim at proving myself. My main aim was something to be created in which the residents of the institution felt equal to
all other people. My fears were about whether or not I would manage to convince all the rest – the staff, the other insti-
tutions, the municipal management – that this is the way forward. And there was a lot of resistance in all of them.

So you faced mostly resistance from the staff?

Definitely. Even now former colleagues tell me when I meet them: ‘Where did these crazy ideas to close the Home come
from? This shouldn’t have happened. What was wrong there – quiet, calm, no one bothered the children…’ Some of
them still cannot see that the closure was necessary.

How did you try to convince them?

We had many conversations – at the general staff assemblies we included items about discussing the necessity of closure.
They themselves accepted the residents in the Home as their children, they were attached to them, and we implored
them to understand that these children need a change. And that this situation in which we were artificially keeping
them, could not continue forever. I tried to explain that there were also other opportunities for their professional real-
ization such as foster care, and that they themselves can apply to be foster parents, that there were many alternatives
for them…but only very few of them took an advantage of these alternatives.
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When Mark O’Sullivan visited, were you suspicious of his motives or commitment?

Our attempts for closure dated back earlier but overall the support of the people around me was not very strong. We had
many visits before Mark of representatives of foundations and NGOs and at first I thought his was one of the usual vis-
its where people come, express interest, curiosity, discontent and desire to help but in the next moment they leave and that’s
it. But the meetings with Mark and the conversations about what could be done continued for several months and I un-
derstood that the intentions of the Foundation were indeed more serious and deeper than superficial interest. And they
backed me up and supported me. I could call Mark at any moment and ask him for support. And I always received it.

When did you start believing that they will succeed?

There was this situation when we tried for the first time to introduce foreign experience to Gorna Koznitsa – a team from
England came to lead the first training for the staff. This however was not possible without receiving the approval of the
mayor, of the Agency for Social Assistance and the whole chain of institutions. The English team, Mark and I went to
Bobov dol and were waiting for permission from the mayor for them to enter the Home. We were sitting in the garden
in front of the municipality and we were waiting for the communication between the mayor and the Agency for Social
Assistance to happen for hours. There were phone calls and emails the whole time and the final approval was not com-
ing. And then I realized how deep Mark’s conviction was that things must change. He said he wouldn’t leave until we
got the permission and that is what happened at the end. The Agency realized that they had to let the team in.

2. Cedar gets involved

During late �007 Mark O’Sullivan, Executive Director of The Cedar Foundation, visits the institution for the first
time. He plans to propose to support them with a repair of the heating system by changing the cauldron. Costs
for heating in the winter are high and there is an urgent need for repair of the heating system. However after
an analysis and assessment of the situation the Foundation decides to target the funds to different areas in the
Home, which would have a more significant effect on the development of the children and young adults, such
as improving the living conditions, improving staff to client ratio, improving quality of care and introducing for-
eign good practices.

Increasingly Mark and the Cedar Foundation Board of Directors become interested in the Foundation getting
involved in coordinating the closure of the Home. As quickly as they had entered the lives of the children and
young adults in Gorna Koznitsa, they were taking steps to make permanent positive change. The Foundation’s
headquarters move to Sofia, and the first Sofia staff members are hired to begin the process of helping Bulgar-
ian authorities close the home properly.

Interview with Mark O’Sullivan,
Founder and Executive Director of The Cedar Foundation

How did you first learn about Gorna Koznitsa?

I was speaking to a couple who had been involved in bringing aid to different orphanages around Bulgaria and they spoke
to me about some of the things they witnessed in Gorna Koznitsa. They said that basically as far as they are concerned
it was one of the worst homes in Bulgaria for the living conditions that were there. So this sparked my interest. That’s
why I went there – just to check it out. I never went there with the intention of closing it down. But I was completely
flabbergasted that the place existed. I had already moved to Bulgaria and I thought: If I have to be living in this coun-
try I need to do something about this place. I never blamed the staff down there. I always had a sense of that this is every-
body’s responsibility. Everybody who lives in Bulgaria – the government, the public – they all have responsibility to
actually make sure that something like this doesn’t happen.

What struck you so much there?

The screaming. The half-naked kids. Boys dressed in girls’ clothes, wrong fitting clothes, somebody with one shoe on
and barefoot, the complete chaos in the place, the feeling of fear, you could almost touch it. It was so tangible. It wasn’t



the sort of place you can sit and be relaxed. It was as stressful as Wall Street – I imagine something like that, the thick
tension. And as well the depravity of the kids – they were like animals. There were all sorts of abuses there and the smell
was unbelievable, both out and inside. When you were inside you could hardly breathe, the smell was so bad. There was
sewage everywhere – it was just a nasty, nasty place.

Did it immediately occur to you that you want to close it?

Immediately. That this place has to close down. Right away we decided (it was me and our Board Director Liane):
“We’re going to close this place down.” We just thought: “This is absolutely insane”. Sometimes it helps for somebody com-
pletely unrelated to come in and to view and experience something. Once you begin to be part of a system you become
more and more desensitized, you begin to actually lose the shock that you would have with certain things that are going
on and unfortunately the staff in Gorna Koznitsa had been there for so long that they couldn’t see it. I didn’t know how
to close a home. I didn’t know how to set up new services. I just knew very clearly that you cannot have a place like this.

What was the first thing you did to turn the idea into a plan?

To be totally honest I don’t remember the exact order but we went to the government, to the relevant institutions, just
asking for meetings and said: “Do you know what is going on in this place?” At the same time contacting people in the
UK and bringing myself up to speed, to help me gain an understanding of the field as quickly as possible. I had some
understanding since I have made part of my degree in informal education; this involves looking at how people develop
in the community and how to educate people, particularly from marginalized backgrounds, if they don’t fit into nor-
mal institutions like schools. So I had some experience and exposure to social work, I wasn’t alienated to it. But liter-
ally it was very simplistic approach as this: “Do you know that this is happening? It’s got to stop.” It was quite funny since
people were saying: “Oh yes, we have a monitoring body. The place is up for closure.” But it turned out it had been up
for closure and had been monitored several years previously but if we hadn’t given such a strong signal, probably in six
years’ time it would have still been “up for closure”.

Were you convinced that you will succeed?

I knew when we started seeing the municipalities and they agreed – Bobov dol wasn’t so enthusiastic but they agreed.
In Kyustendil, the Mayor was on board. But the problem was that nobody really seemed to know what needed to be done.
There seemed to be complete disconnection between the Home, the municipality of Bobov dol, the municipality of Kyus-
tendil, between the government agencies. So then we began the process of just running between all these different stake-
holders, trying to make them do their bit and to be totally honest it was a very weird feeling. I realised that a crucial
part of our work is to support as much as we can the state and municipal people who are working in this field.

At that time there was no real belief that the homes will close down. The staff was convinced it wouldn’t. It was a very
difficult job. I remember I kept telling people that we would resource what needed to be resourced since obviously they
didn’t have the resources. But I believed that God would back me. I was talking to the Mayor of Kyustendil, saying: “We
[the Foundation] will support you. We will finance it.” Talking to the central government saying: “We will support you.
We will finance it” and then when actually we got everybody on board, it was 7 o’clock in the evening down in Gorna
Koznitsa, everybody had agreed, it really hit me like “Oh, what have we done?” because we have convinced all the stake-
holders that this really needs to happen, we don’t know what we are doing, all we know is that this needs to happen and
they are now looking at us with the energy which we were trying to get at the first place but they are now saying: “Ok,
we will do it.”

But I didn’t lose my determination to succeed in this, or the faith that it will happen. And about a week later there was
a phone call and the person said: “The government has released 3 million to close the Home”. We just thought: “That’s
absolutely amazing”. Of course then the struggles weren’t over. We had to stop them from closing it too quickly. Mar-
garita started getting different visits from people who had never visited the place, who were supposed to have visited it,
saying: “These people, we need to send them here, we will send five of them there, and we’ve got to build this house in
Kyustendil to host 26 of them. We had to stop them and to say: “No, this has got to be done correctly”. And then we had
to do the same meetings which we did previously, saying: “No, you won’t just shut the doors and kick everybody out”.
This was a bigger project. The bigger problem would be if we started shipping them to different institutions around the
country. And that was a huge battle. Because even to this date still the right services aren’t developed in Bulgaria to cope
with people with severely challenging behaviour. So it became an impossible situation there with them saying: “What
do you want us to do with these people? You cannot expect them to be living in the community”. Even though I could-
n’t see any real solution I thought: “It’s not good enough to simply not have a solution. We have to find the way”.
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3. Identifying the Key players

The Cedar Foundation is quickly learning that the closure of the institution in Gorna Koznitsa (and that of any
other residential institution) will not be possible without the active participation of a number of key players.
More importantly, each player should be working in coordinated sync with the others, clarifying what roles they
will play, communicating often, problem-solving productively, and negotiating different elements of the proj-
ect when the need arises.

Cedar Foundation identifies and describes here the most central players in the closure of the Home in Gorna
Koznitsa, and the roles which they play in their coordinated efforts in the Gorna Koznitsa project:

3.1 The Director of the institution

The director of the institution, Margarita Parmakova, will play a very central role. Margarita recognizes early on
that the institutional model presents an insurmountable obstacle to the individual development of the resi-
dents housed in the Home. In �007, in partnership with the Bobov dol Department for Social Assistance and the
State Agency for Child Protection, she develops a project proposal asserting that the Home should be com-
pletely restructured, even before The Cedar Foundation or Bulgarian ministries come to the same conclusion.
This fact encourages the Foundation that the project will be success, and foreshadows the indispensable part-
nership which the Foundation forms with such a progressive administrator.

Primary functions
The key functions of the Institution Director are as follows:
� With permission from the Municipality of Bobov dol, provides the Foundation with full access to the institu-

tion and its staff as appropriate, to assist in smooth coordination of closure and transition into new services.
� Acts as primary liaison between institution staff and parties responsible for coordinating closure:

� eases fears of staff members regarding future of Home; voices these and other concerns with coordinat-
ing authorities;

� assists the Foundation and/or future service providers with conducting assessments of staff in institution.
� Provides the setting and support for training of staff in the Home, as needed.
� As primary guardian of majority of institution’s residents:

� oversees the preparation of all necessary documentation within the Home for relocation of residents;
� assists the Foundation and/or future service provider with conduction of skills and needs assessments of

residents in institution;
� is a key player in the multidisciplinary team tasked with choosing future placements for the Home’s res-

idents.
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� As primary trustee of the institutional estate:
� oversees the accounting and documentation for all institutional property for financial closure of the in-

stitution;
� distributes all administrative documentation among the Municipality of Bobov dol and the National

Archives.
� Advises the Foundation on the Bulgarian regulatory framework and assists in the development of policies and

procedures for the new services (if appropriate).

3.2 Bobov dol Municipality

The Bobov dol municipality manages the Home in Gorna Koznitsa and therefore is the acting authority re-
sponsible for closure of the institution. The municipality also elects to open new services to house �0 adults
from the Home, in the town of Bobov dol, and thus also becomes responsible for the construction and service
provision for the new SGHs in the Bobov dol community.

Primary functions
The Bobov dol municipality acts in its capacity:
� As closing authority of the Institution in GORNA KOZNITSA:

� audits all accounting of institutional property;
� liaises with State and district agencies and the Foundation to make key decisions regarding timing and

process of closure;
Provides permissions and works in cooperation to allow access to institution of the Foundation and its trainers.
� As host community for new services:

� manages architectural design, tender and construction for building and remodelling of new houses, in-
cluding managing state financing;

� provides municipal property for location of new services;
� submits project proposal to the Bulgarian government for state funding for new service operation – funds
� are managed by service provider via municipal accounts;
� conducts processes for outsourcing of service management to NGO;
� conducts financial audits on service provider and monitors outcomes measuring quality of service;
� controls strategic planning to provide proper auxiliary services for residents of the new services.

3.3 Kyustendil District authority

The Kyustendil District authority plays an important part in the Home closure as well. Especially important is the
Regional Directorate for Social Assistance, headed by Snejana Koznichka.

Primary functions
The Directorate’s role in the process is to:
� Monitor all processes involved in the closure;
� Act as liaison between the municipalities and state government;
� When necessary, work on the strategic level to ensure that all necessary services are available within the re-

gion of the residential services;
� Participate in multi-disciplinary meetings as necessary
� Represent the local coordinating council on Deinstitutionalisation for the District of Kyustendil.

3.4 Kyustendil Municipality

The creation of the new services is impossible without the active support and participation of the Kyustendil Mu-
nicipality.



Primary functions
The Kyustendil Municipality as host community for new services carries out the following foremost activities:
� Manages architectural design, tender and construction for building and remodelling of new houses, includ-

ing managing state financing;
� Provides municipal property for location of new services;
� Submits project proposal to the Bulgarian government for state funding for new service operation – funds

are managed by service provider via municipal accounts;
� Conducts procedures for outsourcing of service management to NGO;
� Conducts financial audits on service provider and monitors outcomes measuring quality of service;
� Controls strategic planning to provide proper auxiliary services for residents of the new services.

3.5 Bulgarian Agency for Social Assistance and State Child Protection
Agency

Both agencies play a central role in the creation of the new services and putting them into operation.

Primary functions
The Agencies are especially valuable in:
� Providing guidance on regulatory frameworks for new services (the current methodology for SGHs, at the

time, was still being written and no other methodological frameworks existed);
� Supporting the municipalities and district governments in understanding new roles as host communities

for new services;
� Working with the Foundation for identification of appropriate services by providing advice and cooperation;
� Approving relocation applications for residents moving into new or existing services;
� Assisting in identifying appropriate existing services across Bulgaria, as necessary;
� Acting as liaison between municipal and district governments and the appropriate Ministries (Labour and So-

cial Assistance, Finance, Regional Development).

3.6 Local Department of Child Protection and Department for Social
Assistance

Primary functions
As bodies working under the supervision of the national Agency for Social Assistance, these authorities are re-
sponsible for:
� Providing methodological guidance;
� Managing the documentation on individual residents;
� Acting as part of the multidisciplinary team to choose future placements for the residents of the Home.

3.7 The Cedar Foundation

Cedar Foundation becomes an engine for the reform, acting at all levels and cooperating with all stakeholders.

Primary functions
The primary functions in the closure of the Home in Gorna Koznitsa are:
� Coordinating with authorities and planning all steps in the closure process and development of new services,

as well as establishing the pace at which activities are undertaken;
� Ensuring that all residents leaving the Home are relocated into residential services appropriate for the client’s

wishes, abilities and needs;
� Lobbying government officials (local, district and national) to conduct activities for closure of the Home and

opening of new services in a manner which protects the rights of the residents and follows best practices in
the field as much as possible;
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� Managing all pre-transition activities in the Home to allow for smoother transition – staff training, resident
assessments, hiring of additional staff members to assist in the transition process, development of transition
plans;

� Becoming outsourced service provider for services in Kyustendil: creates entire structure of new services
and currently manages SGH services for �4 residents in the community;

� Acting as part of the multidisciplinary team to choose future placements for the residents of the Home;
� Assisting in the relocation of 10 residents into existing services in Bulgaria and providing induction training

for the staff of those services;
� Developing and implementing new assessment tool for skills and needs of residents.

! LOOKING BACK, LESSONS LEARNT:

The lessons which we wish to share with you reflect the challenges which we at The Cedar Foundation
faced during this tenuous time, especially as we strived to plan ahead the coordination of the whole clo-
sure process.

They are as follows:

� Hold regular meetings to discuss progress.
There was unfortunately many times a general lack of communication between interested parties – no
structure existed at the time to ensure effective communication among stakeholders in the process.
Round table meetings were very few and far between. This should be the function of the Regional Com-
missions for Deinstitutionalisation, together with any NGO involved in work in the respective Home
and/or with experience in deinstitutionalisation. Regular bi-monthly meetings are at the very least nec-
essary for regular monitoring of procedural progress and timely identification of risks.

� Start with a SWOT analysis.
We now know that at this early stage we should have analysed the situation more thoroughly by con-
ducting a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) analysis, at the very beginning of the
process. With the participation of all stakeholders and coordinated by a Regional Commissions for De-
institutionalisation, this tool would have been useful in getting stakeholders to come to a consensus
on our ultimate goals, timeframes, and in identifying potential risks and pitfalls, before encountering
them.
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Phase Two:
Planning

Planning, and using a thoughtful approach in considering what lies ahead, is the most important starting point
of every successful deinstitutionalisation story. From identifying and contacting the potential partners to care-
fully contemplating and clarifying every step in the process, the planning phase will structure and direct all ac-
tions towards achieving the ultimate goal.

The Cedar Foundation had a very short period of time to dedicate to planning and strived to make use of this
time as efficiently as possible. In this section are chronicled the following events:
� How Cedar located communities willing to accept the new SGH services;
� How Cedar worked with those communities to identify suitable terrain;
� How the partners developed architectural plans for the new buildings;
� How stakeholders negotiated the details of the service framework (number of service users, types of services,

how the services would fit into then-outdated regulatory framework);
� How Cedar analysed the existing supportive services in each community; and
� How official partnerships were formed during the planning phase.

The Foundation’s project flowchart for the closure of the Home in Gorna Koznitsa is included in Appendix � of
this publication for reference.

1. Setting the stage: Identifying communities, locating terrain and
designing architecture

Vitally important to the deinstitutionalisation process is recognizing that the issue does not belong solely to the
institution itself. It should be acknowledged as a concern of the municipality and its general public as well. It
is also essential not only to define the key participants in this project, but to actively involve them in all prepara-
tory processes.

In �007-�008 very few municipalities had a clear vision or well-planned municipal strategy regarding the de-
velopment of the social services in the territory. Without such strategy, authorities cannot clearly justify the de-
velopment of residential and supportive social services, and there is a very real risk that deinstitutionalisation
will be misunderstood by the authorities involved. Deinstitutionalisation should be an irreversible process
which moves in a forward direction and does not accept compromises.

“We still had to convince somepeople in civil service of the necessity of integration and inclusion
of children and adults with disabilities after all the years of isolation and neglecting their rights.
Itwasdifficult toovercome the local attitude that peoplewithdisabilities cannot live in the town,
that they are not able to socialize and integrate and that the town is not themost suitable place
for them. Evenmore sowhen themunicipality did not have a clear position on thematter.”

Margarita Parmakova, Manager of Kyustendil SGH “Siyanie”

1.1 Identifying the municipalities

The first stage in planning is to identify the municipalities where the new services will be created, and to reach
an agreement with municipal leadership.

“Togetherwewere taskedwith creating new services andproviding opportunities for equal ac-
cess to all existing services in the twomunicipal centres in the areas of health care, education,
culture, sport and other social services.”

Margarita Parmakova
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Cedar Foundation finds support from the Mayor of Kyustendil, Mr Peter Paunov, who demonstrates an under-
standing of the problem and openness to cooperation. Once having supported the idea of creating new SGHs
in Kyustendil, he offers several plots of municipal land which could serve as the base of the new houses.

The situation is slightly different in Bobov dol. The town itself is dealing with several difficult problems, includ-
ing a steady exodus of the population due to the closure of parts of the local mines. There is stubborn opposi-
tion between the political interests of the municipal management and the Municipal Council. It is difficult to
convince theMunicipal Council to approve the complete closure of an institution which had existed for almost
45 years and the transfer of part of the residents to the town.

Representatives of the Agency for Social Assistance support the Foundation in its efforts by participating in a
number of meetings with the municipal management and by looking for a suitable piece of land for the con-
struction of the new buildings.

1.2 The struggle for the “23”

Anothermajor obstacle facing the Cedar Foundation is the lack of adequate alternatives for placement of an ad-
ditional 23 young adults from the Home after its closure. At this time, a total of 58 residents – 15 children and
43 young adults – live in the institution. The funds from the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy to Kyustendil
are originally allocated during 2008 as follows:
� Approximately 1 600 000 Bulgarian leva (BGN) (820 513 EUR) for the creation of two small group homeswith
a capacity of 14 children each in Kyustendil (total 28);

� Approximately 1 300 000 BGN (667 000 EUR) for the creation of two small group homeswith a capacity of 10
young adults each in Bobov dol (total 20).

In the attempt to prevent the creation of another institution in Kyustendil (The Cedar Foundation emphasises
that 14 children in one SGH constitutes an institution), this proposal is later changed and the capacity in Kyus-
tendil is decreased to a total of 15 children from the Home and one child from another local institution. This
leaves a total of 23 young adults in the Home for whom no alternative residential option was available.

In search of a solution to this problemCedar turns to theMinistry of Labour and Social Affairs and theDirectorate
for Social Assistance Bobov dol. From this moment on the Foundation repeatedly attempts to draw the atten-
tion of the state, district and municipal authorities to the young adults who now have no alternative.

During the year 2008 Cedar Foundation meets with the Mayors and/or Deputy Mayors of the municipalities of
Pernik, Radomir, Blagoevgrad, Dupnitsa, and Sapareva Bania, in the search for another municipality willing to
welcome some of the 23 young adults left in the institution. All decline to participate in the project, due to lack
of interest in the issue, conflicting strategic priorities, fears of financial insecurity, plans to establish services for
children from their own institutions, and/or a supposed lack of human resources in the area.

UNICEF supports Cedar in its search of a hostmunicipality andmakes contact with existing services in othermu-
nicipalities in the Razdol, Velingrad,Montana and Blagoevgrad districts. All of themdecline to host the new serv-
ices due to being at full capacity of their own group homes. What is particularly frustrating is the fact that, of
the 58 residents in the Home in Gorna Koznitsa, only 7 were born in the Kyustendil or Bobov dol area. 13 were
born in the Blagoevgrad District and 9 in the Pernik District. There is simply no incentive for a municipality to
reach out to care for their own.

The Cedar Foundation hosts a round-tablemeetingwith key stakeholders during July 2009 to address the prob-
lem and find solutions. Present are representatives from the Agency for Social Assistance, the State Agency for
Child Protection, the Kyustendil Regional Directorate for Social Assistance, and two NGOs working in the field
of deinstitutionalisation. Participants search for openings in appropriate services around the country.

As a result of this meeting two existing Protected Homes – in Marchevo (Blagoevgrad) and Ardino (Kurdjali) –
are identified and approved by the Cedar Foundation, and agree to accept a total of ten residents from Gorna
Koznitsa. Initially, staff from these homes is instructed by authorities to travel to Gorna Koznitsa to“pick out”their
respective residents, pack themup and bring themhome. Cedar interferes and, while it does not succeed in pre-
venting the directors from choosing their residents, it does insist on the implementation of a transition period,
which includes the following:
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� two ‘get-to-know-you’visits to the protected homes, accompanied by staff members from Gorna Koznitsa
� transition plans and risk assessments
� meetings between Gorna Koznitsa and protected homes staff to discuss individual plans and needs of resi-

dents
� 3-day‘handover’, duringwhich Gorna Koznitsa staff stays at the protected homeswith the clients during the
move.

“We find this to be the veryminimumofwhat should bemandatory for any transition, especially
from an institution to a community-based service. Moving, in itself, is a difficult experience for
anyone; ‘being moved’ with no regard to personal preferences, relationships developed with
staff, or familiarity with the new environment is a trauma which can feel life-threatening to a
person with intellectual difficulties, and should be banned as practice.”

Lindsay Saltsgiver, Operations Manager, The Cedar Foundation

Ten young adults are transitioned into their new Protected Homes in Marchevo and Ardino during October
2009. The Cedar Foundation, committed to the well-being of all residents in the Home in Gorna Koznitsa, con-
tinues to visit the protected homes inMarchevo and Ardino for a year after the clients relocate, and implements
training programmes with the staff in each of these services.

At this point, the Foundation decides also to create separate small group homes for at least a portion of the
young adults. The Municipality of Kyustendil provides two flats in different parts of the city for the settlement
of 8 young people from the Home in Gorna Koznitsa.

1.3 Finding the appropriate terrain

The Cedar Foundation seeks appropriate terrain in themunicipalities of Kyustendil and Bobov dol, according to
the following criteria:
� The terrain should not to be isolated or a long distance from the city centre.
� The plot should be located near or among other residential buildings, so as to be integrated into the envi-
ronment.

� The different services – for children and for young adults – should be in different locations in the mu-
nicipality.

� The area should have pleasant surroundings and be as accessible as possible, allowing personswith disabili-
ties to be mobile out in the community.

� The homes should not be located in close proximity to each other or to other social services, where the re-
sult can resemble any kind of large institution, or give the impression of being closed off, isolated or remote.

� The terrain should be large enough to provide for bigger grassy areas and spaces for walking or recreation.

The idea is to create a social service which closely resembles a family home. The terrains selected are those
which most fully meet the requirements of the Foundation.

“Many of the meetings were disappointing as we didn’t see sufficient will in the municipal au-
thorities to change the system. Butmany of themcouldn’t understand the deinstitutionalization
ideaand that the new services shouldn’t be small institutions but family houses.Wewere aiming
to do the best for children and we didn’t see understanding on behalf of some local authorities,
even the central, that this is agoodpractice and that thenewservices shouldbebuilt in thisway.”

Toni Stoykova, Marketing and Communications Coordinator, The Cedar Foundation

The most appropriate plot of land in Bobov dol is large and located directly in the centre of town. It houses an
old kindergarten, to be refurbished into a Centre for Rehabilitation and Integration (a support facility to serve
both the incoming residents and people with disabilities from the general community). The Cedar Foundation
recommends the second SGH to be located in a different area of the community. However, the municipality
proceeds independently with developing the architectural plans for the builds, and Cedar is later shocked to
learn that all 20 adult residents are to be housed on this one plot of land, along with the rehabilitation centre.
This clearly characterizes the creation of one“small institution”, right in the centre of the town of Bobov dol.

Together with the Bobov dolmunicipality and the Agency for Social Assistance, the Cedar Foundation searches
for appropriate homes or empty plots of land for purchase in the area, placing advertisements in public places
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all over the community and imploring the municipality to contribute a municipal apartment for the cause. No
appropriate buildings or plots are, however, located – houses are not wheelchair-accessible, or are located on
dangerous terrain, apartments are too small to house the appropriate number of residents, or plots are too
close to the mines, or located in remote villages rather than the town. Thus the Foundation is forced to proceed
with the municipality’s original architectural plans, where all residents are to be located on one plot in the cen-
tre of town.

1.4 Architectural planning and Tender procedures

The Municipality of Bobov dol themselves commission the architectural plans for the building and remodelling
for �0 adult residents in Bobov dol. In Kyustendil, a Sofia-based architectural firm, LP Consult, supporters of The
Cedar Foundation, donates fully-completed architectural plans based on information gathered from the Mu-
nicipality of Kyustendil and the general guidelines provided by the Cedar Foundation.

As with any construction project managed by a local municipality, pre-construction phases are heavily regulated
by law. Architectural plans must be approved by the Municipal Technical Council and building contractors must
bid in a public tender to win the rights to the project. These phases, and the processes involved, can take a con-
siderable amount of time, and project planning should take into account the low feasibility of a quick turn-
around of each phase.

In Bobov dol this process is expedited by the fact that municipal architects design the buildings. The tender
procedures flow smoothly.

In Kyustendil the process proves to be a bit more difficult. After the architectural plans are completed, the Tech-
nical Council takes close to four months to approve the design due to several factors. The biggest roadblock is
presented by confusion within the Technical Council regarding the type of building to be built and under what
standards it should be assessed – by the standards set for a residential building, or according to those for an in-
stitutional building (see section �.1 of this chapter, “Negotiations regarding type of building”). The Cedar Foun-
dation, in the end, is required to provide the Council with written consent from the Agency for Social Assistance
that the buildings should, indeed, be considered residential, in the spirit of creating a home-like environment
for the residents as opposed to an institutional structure.

The floor plans for the new structures in Kyustendil can be found in Appendix �.

For Cedar the key requirements for all buildings housing the residents from Gorna Koznitsa are:
� Maximum two residents should be placed in one bedroom.
� Size (square meters per person) and accessibility (full access to all points in all buildings) must meet the re-

quirements set by other EU countries (Cedar uses the United Kingdom Department of the Environment,
Transport and the Regions’ 1999 Building Regulations for Access and Facilities for Disabled People).

� Each new building, while housing 8-10 people total, should be divided into two completely separate living
quarters for up to five people, with separate entrances.

� Each household should resemble a normal household, and should avoid creating an institutional environ-
ment, to the greatest extent possible. All aspects of the home, including details such as location of the wash-
ing machine, size of storage space, and living/dining room layout should be modelled off of a regular
household.

� Eating and cooking facilities, especially, should hold only a small number of clients (no more than five). This
is especially important as children and adults with disabilities who have been institutionalised often experi-
ence a manifestation of their fears and anxieties most vividly during mealtime. Food stealing, violence, and
chaos sometimes result when too many residents are grouped to eat together.

Apartment remodelling

The municipality of Kyustendil commits to accepting �4 residents from the Home into the town of Kyustendil.
However, once the architectural plans are complete and all parties are satisfied regarding numbers of residents and
layouts of the buildings, only 16 residents can be housed on the municipal terrain originally set aside for the new
services. At this point Cedar begins the process of identifying additional terrain for the remaining 8 residents (it is
not yet decided who those residents would be). These additional 8 spaces will be for young adults, which presents
the perfect opportunity for the Foundation to support them in apartments nestled within the community.
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“The municipality happily showed us the apartments which it had available. We agreed im-
mediately to one apartment, in a block building, in a neighbourhood close to the new builds.
This apartmentwas in dire need of remodelling but TheCedar Foundation committed its funds
and human resources for the project, which took approximately threemonths.
One apartment was located in the very centre of town, right off of the plaza, flanked by the
wedding chapel andanewly-built residential and shopping centre. It was one of the fewpieces
of real estate whichmatched our criteria for where we could house four of the eight residents.
However we were faced with quite a bit of resistance from some in the municipality, due to its
very location –Weheard,more thanonce, that ‘these people don’t belong in the centre of town’.
Wewere grateful, however, that we were able to find progressive leaders to support us.”

Lindsay Saltsgiver

The Cedar Foundation lobbies to procure this apartment, as it meets their criteria for living space. They plan to
house the highest-functioning young adults in this apartment and work steadily with them on independent liv-
ing skills, until they can support themselves in an observed, rather than �4-hour-care environment. The Mayor
assents and grants this apartment after approval from the Municipal Council.

Cedar uses the following criteria to find apartments suitable for the target group:
� Living space should be spacious enough for four people to not feel crowded.
� There must be a fully-functional kitchen and full bath.
� The apartment should be on the first or second floor of the building; if on the second floor there should be

a working elevator.
� There must be enough bedrooms to allow � residents per room.
� The building should be close to neighbourhood stores, cafes, and other common community areas.

Some of the biggest concerns during the remodelling of both apartments included:
� Making the apartment energy-efficient (insulation under flooring, using the least expensive clean form of

heating in the apartment, installing new windows);
� Ensuring that any glass in the apartment – windows or doors – is made of safety glass or thick, unbreakable

glass (even under normal circumstances);
� Ensuring that the electrical and fuse boxes are lockable; that all electrical sockets and switches are tightly

screwed into the walls, if not level with the wall itself (to prevent residents from pulling them out)
� Installing laundry dryers – in the winter it is nearly impossible to keep such large amounts of clothing dry;
� Windows can be opened in several ways, either cracked open (opening at the top) or fully open (swinging

to the side);
� Windows positioned low on the wall have a bar to prevent anyone from falling out
� Paint colours or wallpaper is chosen considering the favourite colours of service users, if possible; if not,

should reflect the gender of the residents to live in given space.

! LOOKING BACK, LESSONS LEARNT:

Here we share the lessons we learned as we set the stage for the new services in Kyustendil and Bobov
dol:

Identifying appropriate municipalities and choosing terrain
� Have a clear vision
All parties, especially the municipality, should have a clear vision and thorough strategy, in which peo-
ple with disabilities are given the place and the support that they deserve in the community.

� Focus on the real needs of the users
When faced with the challenge of creating completely new social services, it can be tempting for lead-
ers to focus on financial issues and pressure to close the home as quickly or as cheaply as possible. How-
ever the real needs of the users should be the priority at all times, when solving problems or making
decisions regarding their interests. Deinstitutionalisation is neither sustainable nor practical if the serv-
ices will not meet the needs of its clients.
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� Consider larger communities and smaller village communities with good access to larger towns

“Whenwewere searching for locations for the new services,wedid everything possible to avoid
developing services in smaller communities (villages). We now know that, for some older resi-
dents, moving into a larger townmay bemore traumatic than it is worth. The development of
services in villages can actually increase the residents’ chances of integration if the community
is smaller andmorewelcoming thana large town. The key here is balance – anynew service de-
veloped in a village MUST have easy access (transportation) to larger towns where good sup-
porting services such as Day Centres are located.”

Lindsay Saltsgiver

� Consider the community’s motivation to develop supporting services
Any community which has the physical capacity to develop new supporting services to meet the needs
of the residents, should also demonstrate a desire to do so. This should be made clear from the start –
residents should not be expected to have their needs met by the residential service alone. Access
to quality supportive services and the support of a progressive municipality are crucial parts of the clo-
sure of any institution for people with disabilities.

� Choose your terrain very carefully
Buildings for the new services ideally should not be located on one single terrain. Instead the ter-
rain(s) of choice should allow for structural (not to mention social) integration into the surrounding com-
munity. Consider the problems that a municipality will face when it creates another institution, right in
the middle of town – this does not benefit the municipality, the public, or the residents.

Architectural design for new structures and/or remodelling
� Closely monitor the development of the architectural design
Close monitoring is needed to ensure that all materials are as safe as possible (as in the case in Kyus-
tendil, fewer glass sliding doors, complete non-slip surfaces on outdoor patios, etc.)

� Complete separation of houses from one another
While this created further tension in the Kyustendil service’s already-stretched staffing budget, a small-
institution environment was avoided when the homes were not located next to one another.

� Effective communication between architects, municipality and builders
We at The Cedar Foundation acknowledge that as an NGO we should have been more actively involved
in facilitating such communication. This would have prevented some of the problems which eventually
arose due to miscommunication, for example:

� Questions regarding type of building and Expert Council progress;
� Inaccurate geographical survey information provided to architects by municipality which caused

major problems during construction;
� IConcerns of the municipality that the architects are not active enough in consulting builders after

plans are provided (during construction).

� Visual integration of buildings into their surroundings

“While they aremodern andhandsomeby European standards, the newbuildings in Kyustendil
do not “match” well the surrounding neighbourhood – they are almost too European and not
enoughBulgarian.While this point has beendebatedmany timeswithin andoutside our team,
care should be taken in any case to consider how the buildings themselves integrate into their
surroundings. Thiswill also affect howwell the buildings and, subsequently, their residents, will
be accepted into the surrounding community”

Lindsay Saltsgiver

� Safety first
In developing the structural base for new services, attention should always be paid first to the safety of
the residents.

� Running costs second (especially heating systems)
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As a general rule, we have found that it is worth the investment to install solar energy systems for hot
water heating and electric. Whatever method is chosen, Cedar has found that the cost of heating, after
personnel salaries, remains its biggest expense, as it did in the institution. It would benefit municipali-
ties and providers to plan to minimize these costs as much as possible.

� Get advice from the right party, and avoid creating a sense of “disownership” within the mu-
nicipality

As an NGO, we at Cedar strongly recommend that, especially if a municipality plans on outsourcing its
service management to an NGO, they should seek advice regarding the structural facility from one of
the following:

� Ithe NGO assisting with the closure of the Home;
� Ian NGO in Bulgaria with experience in running services for people with intellectual disabilities; or
� Ian NGO in the area which may eventually apply to become the outsourced provider.

The work required to serve people with intellectual disabilities, especially with residents who have lived
their whole lives in institutions, is very specific. The structural facility of a service will be a key factor in
determining the success of that service – the extent to which the service can meet the needs of the serv-
ice users. Thus in every possible circumstance municipalities with little experience with this target group
should seek the assistance of those who do have experience.
The phenomenon of creating a dysfunctional service within the municipality, then outsourcing the serv-
ice provision, with the expectation that an NGO will turn this dysfunction into function should be avoided.
If there is an NGO which is assisting with the closure, the municipality should let them consult on details
regarding the structural base of the service.

Interview with Peter Paunov,
Mayor of Kyustendil Municipality

How did you decide to undertake this step, to help close the home in Gorna Koznitsa?

There’s nothing more normal, more human. Even before the facts about the condition of the home in Gorna Koznitsa
were made public, I was already informed that the situation there was very difficult. We had a discussion with the
deputy-minister at the time, Ivanka Hristova, who shared her concerns that the colleagues from Bobov dol didn’t have
the necessary capacity to help the children. And then the idea to accept the young children and to provide a terrain, to-
gether with the colleagues from the Municipal Council, was born. And despite the incidental difficulties which came up,
they were more political games…, you see that things were brought to a good end so that the children feel good. I don’t
see more human and more normal reaction from giving a helping hand. Furthermore, we have had numerous exam-
ples and in our partnership with The Cedar Foundation and work with European experience. And that’s why we are
very grateful that children are with people who have the experience and know how to look after them.

Didn’t you have concerns about how the community might react – that there might be resistance?

The motivation to help a child excludes all similar concerns. We set up a goal; we walked the road in the best possible
and proper way. Of course, the community itself was informed. We didn’t let room for any speculation. For us it’s clear
that all children should feel in the best possible way together with their peers and among all people, and that’s why there
wasn’t any dissent. There was a moment of speculation at the very beginning after the moving, as there was with
Mogilino, but we didn’t give anyone any reason to think that we would compromise the future of these children in any
form and now I see that everyone is very happy. Not to mention that we also managed to cultivate a terrain which was
in very bad condition. I don’t have time for such concerns because of the extremely strong motivation. Children take the
first place, and then comes everything else.

What difficulties and challenges did you face during the process?

The main challenge was to create conditions which are really the best for the children. We ourselves didn’t have experi-
ence, and concern only was not enough. That’s why I’m glad that we were lucky to have people who are specialists, apart
from the specialists in the Home, who loved the children very much. The partnership with Cedar was very valuable be-
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cause they have the necessary experience. I had the opportunity to witness the love Cedar and people around Cedar have
for children. The numerous celebrations I have attended justified that. That’s why it was a chance that life met us with
them and since the moment they took over we can only learn from their experience. Such solicitude…WithMark we have
partnered several times as well as with the other representatives of the foundation. It’s good that the capacity of the com-
munity becomes bigger so that we can take more and more children and help them feel secure in a normal environment.

Whatmessage would you send to other colleagues of yours where there’s forthcoming deinstitutionalisation?Would
you give them some advice?

The only thing I could say is: love children. When you love children, you don’t need advice. Your intuition leads you on
the right way. Then look for the right people with whom you could partner. If you don’t have it inside, then it’s difficult
for someone to advise you. And this is now a fact – we have the experience of such partnership and things can happen.
However, you should have the love inside, so love children.

Two of the young women from the Small group home “Siyanie” are already working in the municipal sweet shop
“Champions”. Would you say something about that?

They are fantastic. At the moment, when they receive their chance in life, equal with everybody else, they use it in the
best possible way and show how they give everything from themselves, how good and dedicated they are. They are amaz-
ing. That’s why you can’t draw a line. They are surrounded by love.

What lies ahead with regard to deinstitutionalisation in Kyustendil?

We continue with the homes in “Hisarlaka” – for children to 3 and from 3 to 6 years old. We will start building a pro-
tected home of the same type. We are already working on two social projects – building protected housing and in the
same neighbourhood we are building a centre for work with all children to up to 7 years old. Apart from that, there will
be also a strong social focus for children in disadvantaged situation, especially of Roma origin. To be together with their
peers in the educational process so that they can receive the necessary social and health culture. The leading thing for
us in terms of motivation is: the children.

I suppose your aim is not only to develop services but also achieving the end goal – social inclusion?

Certainly. That’s exactly what I mean. Using every opportunity so that they may live in the best possible way, to be
among their peers, to realize themselves on the labour market. Not a single chance should be missed.

Would you like to add anything?

I hope that we are as respectable as the children. They show what extreme potential they have. I hope, we the adults
also are at their level and that’s why we work and give everything of ourselves. So that we are able to protect their in-
terests in the best possible way.

2. Considering the Details: Creating the Service Framework

A great difficulty is the lack of adequate legislation regarding the character, the type and the requirements
which Cedar has tomeet at the creation of the SGHs for adults. At this verymoment, in a parallel to the process
of the service creation, another process is going on - the creation of a state Methodology for SGHs homes for
adults. The only guidance which Cedar has is the Methodology for SGHs for children so the Foundation has to
find the best way of solving many issues on its own.

2.1 Negotiations regarding type of buildings

One of the keymoments in the project creation is the task of convincing the Regional Health Inspection that the
building should be categorized as residential public. This means that the sanitation regulations applied to insti-
tutions should not apply, as institutional environments are significantly different than the homeenvironment. For
example, in the institutional regulations, foodmust by lawbedelivered to the institutionby outsourcedproviders.
This prevents the service user from any opportunity to go to the store and buy food supplies, as he would in a
family household. In institutions, food is to bepreparedby a cook in a kitchen, inaccessible to the service users.This
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denies the service user the right to even remotely become familiar with a kitchen and all its parts. Clearly the in-
stitutional regulations do not apply to the new service structure, but how to get around them?

After a number of successful meetings with sanitary inspectors and directors of the Inspectorate in 2009, Cedar
manages to convince them that the building has to be approached as a residential one.

“Themain argumentwas the comparisonwith our own homes inwhichwe live and the future
home for the children. The purpose and the idea for the creation of a community based family
type service was to make it look more like our own home, not only in terms of relation, up-
bringing and care but also in terms of division of the different areas and rooms. We had to de-
fend this understanding in a fewmeetings of the technical expert council in themunicipality but
at the end our strong conviction and persistencymanaged tomake the experts to believe in its
rightness. Otherwisewewould be doing nothing to change things or even create a family-type
environment in our houses.”

Margarita Parmakova

2.2 Negotiations regarding type of services

During the planning phase Cedar is obliged to continue using the broad term “alternative services” without
strictly defining the type of service into which the Gorna Koznitsa Home residents would relocate. It is clear
that, again, the legislation and social policy of the Bulgarian government lagged far behind the needs of serv-
ice users exiting institutional care. The Cedar Foundation, parallel to closing the Home in Gorna Koznitsa, par-
ticipates in discussions on methodology and legislation in Bulgaria as much as possible; however, it isn’t until
several months before closure of the Home that legislation is updated to allow for the appropriate types of
services necessary.

Regarding the Children: When Cedar starts the creation of the small group homes, the methodology for Small
group homes for Children in Bulgaria is still being written. Thus at that time there is no official methodology to
be followed. Questions remain as to whether the methodology would pertain also to children with disabilities
(and, whether it would extend also to include adults with intellectual disabilities).

“This had its charm though since we felt free to use the other countries’ experience and good
practices andwe felt satisfied with the fact that we create something new and unknown.”

Margarita Parmakova

Regarding the Young Adults: While some of Cedar’s residents are potentially appropriate candidates for the
only currently-existing service type,“Protected Home”, it is clear that themajority will not receive sufficient care
and support in the framework defined as this type of service. Until 2010, the term“Small GroupHome for Adults”,
with funding equal to an SGH for Children, simply does not exist.

All new services opened as a result of the closure of the Home in Gorna Koznitsa are defined as SGHs – distin-
guished between SGHs for children and SGHs for adults.

Until distinct residential services for peoplewith behavioural disorders are established in Bulgaria, staff of SGHs
should be thoroughly trained in procedures such as physical restraint and behavioural management.While the
SGH service type is the most suitable environment which is offered in Bulgaria today, it is clear that state fund-
ing is inadequate tomeet not only the basic needs of SGH services, but also the needs of themost troubled res-
idents exiting institutions.

2.3 Negotiations regarding the number of service users

The number of residents is one of the most essential factors Cedar considers. In general the smaller the group
living in a residence, the more:
� capable the staff will be in meeting their individual needs;
� calm and composed the residents will feel;
� residents will be able to acquire skills for independent living;
� able staff and residents will be to develop positive and trusting relationships.
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Originally the municipalities suggest grouping all residents together into one building, creating what Cedar
considered to be a ‘small institution’. This is a natural evolution of thought in Bulgaria at the time, as the coun-
try has never seen residential services with small numbers of residents grouped together. In addition, funding
provided by the state is too minimal to allow for smaller group numbers. The Cedar Foundation faces perhaps
one of its biggest challenges in convincing authorities that �8 residents in one building does not represent “al-
ternative” services.

In Kyustendil, Cedar succeeds in negotiating plans to house 16 residents in two different buildings, each di-
vided into two separate living spaces for four residents each. This represents a compromise – acknowledging
that current funding will not allow for groups of four residents with separate staff, but with the expectation that
funding levels will be increased to allow proper care to be provided in the future.

In Bobov dol, Cedar has less involvement in decisions regarding the number of residents to be housed, as the
municipality is responsible for commissioning architectural plans. However the compromise reached is for the
housing of �0 residents in two different buildings.

! LOOKING BACK, LESSONS LEARNT:

Here we share our recommendations regarding developing the framework of any new social residential
service:

� Determine the number of residents well in advance
This is one of the most important factors influencing the success of any service. Anyone seeking to de-
velop new services should use caution in deciding how many clients will live together in one setting. We
observe that the smaller the number, the more effective the service will be, but the more staff will need
to be hired. At the time of publication of this booklet, funds provided by the state (and suggested staff-
to-client ratios) are insufficient by up to 100%11 for the provision of minimally effective services for clients
with moderate to severe intellectual disability. Therefore co-financing on the part of the NGO-service
provider or municipality will be inevitable if the institutional model is to be avoided. When determining
numbers of service users, other factors should be taken into account, including:

� The individual needs and risk assessments of clients and potential behavioural problems or re-
sistance to moving into the community;

� The location of the residence (will the apartments be dispersed around the community or will all
residences be grouped into one spot?);

� How much personal space will be allotted in each residency, per service user
� The age of residents and availability of support services or schools in the area
� The staffing and shifts schedule – for example, will there be a “meal shift”, to lessen the burden

and chaos during mealtimes if larger numbers of clients must eat together? How will morning and
bedtimes be covered, to ensure that clients are provided with individual opportunities to learn in-
dependent living skills?

� Clarify your cause to the institutions in charge.
Service providers may have to do a fair amount of explaining to other local authorities (health inspection
authorities, municipal technical councils, etc.) about the type of buildings which will house the residents
and their distinction as residential buildings which house wards of the state. Regulations on internal poli-
cies regarding structural details are still not updated appropriately and providers may need to lobby or
negotiate, coming to a compromise, to ensure that the service is not treated as an institution and that
clients receive support in a setting which resembles a regular home.
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11 Problem areas in service provision of Small Group Homes (SGHs) and recommendation for corrections in fi-
nancial standards, Bulgaria, National Network for Children, �01�



3. Reaching out: Analysis of existing services and Development
of Partnerships

3.1 Analysing existing services in the community

Before analysing how well services in a community will meet the needs of potential clients, it is necessary to con-
duct an analysis of what those needs are. The community service needs of clients may include:
� Community services which directly respond to the disability. This includes supporting services such as:

� Day care centres
� Rehabilitation and integration centres
� Resource teachers
� Specialised psychiatric facilities (in the case of accompanying psychiatric disorder)
� Accessible buildings and transportation (in the case of accompanying physical disorder)
� Employment services (job coaches, sheltered workshops etc.)

� General public services, on which the disability has no bearing:
� Medical services: (General practitioners, specialists and emergency medical care)
� Psychological care services
� Dental and Eye services
� Educational services: (schools, kindergartens, higher education)
� Public transportation
� Employment opportunities
� Civil participation opportunities
� Sport and leisure opportunities

In many communities one will find all services offered in the second category, but few or none offered in the
first. This should be used as an opportunity to develop the community to become hospitable to those with dis-
abilities, whether that means implementing projects for the building of wheelchair ramps, or creating whole new
social services in the community to meet the needs of the incoming residents.

Cedar invites expert groups to visit the Home in Gorna Koznitsa to conduct assessments, and hires a group of
local Bulgarian experts to conduct individual assessments.

Using a combination of both assessments for each client, Cedar gets a comprehensive picture of the following:
� History of the resident and diagnoses
� Assessment of Skills Development
� Recommendations regarding type of residential service appropriate for client and his/her needs for staffing

or specialists within or outside of said service
� Developmental goals
� Medical and psychiatric needs
� Recommendations on improving quality of life within the institutional setting

Cedar also begins working on a tool with which it can monitor development of each client without the need for
highly-specialized evaluators – a tool which can be used on a regular basis within the service, by care workers
who do not have specialized degrees but are trained in how to conduct the assessments using the tool. The or-
ganizations ARK Bulgaria shares an instrument, co-developed with Hope and Homes for Children, which Cedar
modifies to reflect the realities of the lives of institutionalised children with disabilities.

Using the results from these assessments, especially regarding specialists needed, the Foundation then set out
to analyse the availability of supporting services or specialists in the communities of Bobov dol and Kyustendil.

“The availability of services was not the deciding factor in determining whether a community
was appropriate for our clients; though it did provide a starting point for our negotiationswith
municipalities for the development of appropriate supporting services”

Lindsay Saltsgiver, Operations Manager, The Cedar Foundation
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� Analysis (through meetings with leadership) should include:
� Capacity, willingness and openness to working with clients who do not live with their families;
� Types of services offered and specialists present
� Possibility of developing joint programs for new clients
� Internal policies regarding individual planning and monitoring of skills development

3.2 Developing Partnerships with other stakeholders

As all of these types of public services will be involved in serving the clients in some way, it is important that
these services be seen as partners and that a common understanding is expressed, formally or informally, that
deinstitutionalisation is good and that all involved will work for the good of the clients. Collaboration with dif-
ferent institutions and organisations is essential for the process of planning. It is a necessary condition for fa-
cilitating change in public attitude to ensure equal participation of the users in the life of the local community.
Supporting a good quality of life including developing psycho-emotional and cognitive skills in the users is im-
possible without social inclusion.

“First public reactionswere negative. A big part of the community thought that the place of the
children and young adults was not in the community. We saw unfriendly looks, we heard un-
pleasant statements andwe didn’t get a lot of support from others in the neighbourhood. Our
efforts had to be directed towards not only the local institutions and organisations but also to-
wards the people who were, naturally, curious – our neighbours, the salespeople in the local
shop, the cafe owners next to the houses, the people working in the nearby school and kinder-
garten. By creating contacts and relationshipswith the local community and trying to get them
onour sidewewere aiming to promote friendliness, tolerance and understanding and to iden-
tify our partners for the future. Our attention was also focused on young adults, public figures
and volunteers interested in the problems of children and young adults with disabilities.”

Margarita Parmakova

An important partner for informing and engaging the community is the local and national media. Cedar does-
n’t miss an opportunity to appear in media, to inform and to invite the community to its events. This way it tries
to change the attitude of the community towards its newest members.

The foremost partners in the process are the municipalities of Kyustendil and Bobov dol, with which The Cedar
Foundation signs formal partnership agreements. These agreements define roles and responsibilities and affirm
the common goal of creating a good model of care in Kyustendil which can then be included in the national
standards and applied in the whole country as an important part of the decentralisation of services for people
with disabilities. Ideally, partnerships should be realised at all different levels – with supportive services and
technical experts, Deputy Mayors and Mayors, Directorates and Regional Units for Social Assistance, and ex-
perts from the Agency for Social Assistance, the State Agency for Child Protection and the Ministry of Labour
and Social Policy.

! LOOKING BACK, LESSONS LEARNT:

Here we share our recommendations regarding how to explore local services and establish partnerships
within the community:

� Start with individual assessment of the needs of the clients
It is important to begin with comprehensive individual assessments of the needs of the clients leaving the
institution. Assessors should be aware of the impact their assessment may have on the future of the in-
dividual. It is also useful if the initial assessments are the first step in the utilization of a comprehensive
skills development monitoring system (such as the tool Cedar created).

� Analyse all types of community services
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“In hindsight we now know that it would have been useful to analyse all community services,
not just those who cater to people with disabilities – health and dental, schools and kinder-
gartens, educational centres andother extracurricular services for children/youth. Someof our
biggest challenges, after moving into the community, came about because we had not prop-
erly identified or prepared professionals from all of the services with which our clients would
have contact”

Lindsay Saltsgiver
See Chapter � for more information.

� Start right away to develop partnerships with other services in the community
This analysis is an opportunity to begin forging very important partnerships with other services in the
community, and to communicate the necessity of and benefits to deinstitutionalisation from the very
start. Providers should work to get public services on board with the process.

“We have been confronted many times by stubborn resistance from specialists working in the
community (even thosewhowork directlywith peoplewith disabilities)whowere not in favour
of deinstitutionalisation beforewemoved into the community. This reflects negatively on their
work with our clients”

Lindsay Saltsgiver

� Talk about missing services
When a particular service is missing, it is key that discussions regarding the future development of said
service begin right away. The success of the residential service will very much rely on the availability of
good supporting community services.

� Think outside the box
Be creative when identifying potential partners. For example, the salespeople in the shops in the neigh-
bourhood, the nearby café owners, the children in the neighbourhood, local athletes or other role mod-
els, etc. Partners from the local community are your future ambassadors in the larger community.

Interview with Lindsay Saltsgiver,
Operations Manager, The Cedar Foundation

How did you get involved with The Cedar Foundation?

I was still a U.S. Peace Corps volunteer when I first got involved with The Cedar Foundation. The Foundation’s then-
Marketing Manager, Lincoln Frager, a friend from the Peace Corps, told me about the work that Cedar was hoping to
do with the Home in Gorna Koznitsa. I was fascinated, to say the least. As a volunteer I had managed an orphan spon-
sorship program and witnessed first-hand the negative consequences of the old “deinstitutionalisation” policies in Bul-
garia – when the government was closing down or restructuring institutions with no reasonable alternative and no
regard for the effects it would have on the children involved. So I was excited when I was invited to help out, and I whole-
heartedly believed that we could really make a positive impact. I started out as a volunteer, but it soon became clear
that the Project Manager position was a great fit for me. My responsibilities have grown since.

What was your role during the closure of the Gorna Koznitsa institution?

I played several roles in the project, actually; though thankfully we had a small but great team of dedicated people work-
ing toward the same goal! First and foremost I was responsible for planning out the project and managing each differ-
ent stage of the closure. This was no simple task, and as deinstitutionalisation hadn’t really begun full-swing in Bulgaria,
this required a lot of research and communication with our advisors, who shared their experiences. I also led the team
in the design of the new services, and I directed the development of the training programs that we offered. I worked very
closely with Margarita Parmakova and the municipalities, and I was closely involved in each activity undertaken by the
Foundation, every step of the way.
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What struck you most when you first visited the institution?

That list is quite long! Gorna Koznitsa wasn’t the first institution I’d seen in Bulgaria, but it was the first one for peo-
ple with intellectual disability. I think I was most taken aback by what appeared to be a complete lack of activity – just
a lot of people bunched into one yard and a few classrooms, with absolutely nothing to do and no one to help them do
it. Everyone was just sitting around, and staff was more like counting heads rather than actually engaging them. I
worked as a special educator in the US, where we designed activities to help the child reach developmental goals, and
every step was carefully calculated; thus I was shocked to see that they were completely left to fend for themselves. Also
I couldn’t believe there were grown men and women inhabiting the same space as small, vulnerable children. And
everyone’s clothes were ill-fitting, pants falling down, men wearing skin-tight pink women’s blouses, nothing seemed to
fit anyone. It all just seemed, at first, like complete chaos.

Which were the biggest challenges you faced during the closure and immediately after?

There were times when I really couldn’t believe how little understanding there was toward what we were trying to do. I un-
derstand that change is difficult and that there will always be resistance to the unknown, but we heard somany negative com-
ments, even from educated, professional people. It was a difficult mentality to contend with. We had to deal with a lot of
inflexibility in the Bulgarian system, so wewere alsomaking decisions that pushed the limits of how social services were per-
ceived by authorities in Bulgaria – thankfully, slowly lawmakers are also beginning to modernize the framework in which
community-based services will operate. And we were, of course, challenged by the lack of funding available in Bulgaria for
the operation of quality social services which actually meet the needs of the client. We are still contending with this!

How did you overcome them?

Well, I think regarding the mentality towards accepting and supporting people with disability in the community, we
just kept right on with what we were doing, despite the resistance. Our philosophy has always been that people will never
accept these children if they are not given the chance to accept them. Nothing in Bulgaria is going to change unless
someone instigates that change. That kept us going. This also helped us deal with the inflexibility of the current sys-
tem. Though we carefully worked with authorities to make sure that they understood why we were pushing the enve-
lope and what we felt needed to change. As for the financial strain of trying to run a decent social service, we meet that
challenge with lots of fundraising. Though we won’t be able to keep it up forever; for several years now we have also been
lobbying the government, to help them realize what a huge task they’re undertaking with deinstitutionalisation and to
make them see that current funding levels are seriously inadequate.

When you look back now, what was your (Cedar’s) biggest success?

When I think back to that last day when the last group of young adults left the Home in Gorna Koznitsa, I still get chills. It
was a dark, overcast day, and we were all so weary, so exhausted. But it was one of the best days of my life. I think we all
felt the same profound relief and joy that never again would anyone be forced to live in that horrible place. I’m so proud to
be able to say that we were a big factor in making that happen. Sentiment aside, this in itself was a huge success. I also am
proud of the fact that in Kyustendil we have one of the highest caregiver-client ratios in Bulgaria. For a long time I couldn’t
sleep at night wondering how we were going to cover the shifts needed without being forced to put the clients back together
in groups of 16 with one caregiver. We worked really hard to find people to sponsor the caregivers necessary, and our serv-
ice would be a much different, more institutional and impersonal place without such support. Of course, we still worry
about keeping the sponsorships going and still don’t feel it’s enough – but we are making the nearly impossible possible.

What do you wish you knew then, before starting the process?

I wish I would have been more aware of the potential ways in which some of the clients could react to these life changes;
we would have done even more thorough risk assessments and implemented more effective transition activities before
the clients moved into the new residencies. I also wish that I had known just how long some of the project steps would
have taken, before we began. In many cases tasks took twice, three times longer than we planned. Knowing this would
have decreased some of the confusion we experienced and would have helped everyone make a smoother transition.
More importantly, I wish I had known just how possible this would be, before we started! I came into this with little
specific experience with deinstitutionalisation. So, before we began and also many times during the project, to me our
task just seemed so huge and the obstacles so insurmountable. I think that I could have saved myself a lot of worrying
along the way – Are we going to succeed? Can this really be done? Are we on the right track? – had I been more con-
fident that all this would be achievable. Now I am just so glad to see the incredible change in the children and young
adults who benefited from all our hard work.
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Phase Three:
Preparing for Change

The preparatory phase for closure should be well-planned and should never be rushed. While time will, in most
cases, be of the essence and authorities will most likely want to complete the closure as soon as possible, the
best interests of the client should guide all decisions during preparation for the big day, especially:
� Each client’s emotional and psychological readiness for the event
� In all possible cases the wishes, preferences and input of the client themselves
� The psychological preparedness of staff and their thorough understanding of the basic principles of quality

care.

Notice that among these factors are not listed:
� Availability of funding for the new services (timelines for switching funding between the institution and the

new services)
� Politically-motivated timelines
� The modernization of legislative and policy regulations.

While each of these will play a role in the process, they should never be the sole factors which dictate any step
of the process. Most of all, The Cedar Foundation recommends that all stakeholders view the clients as people,
not objects which simply need to be moved from one location to another. No matter how non-verbal the client
is or what the level of disability, he will be very sensitive to his surroundings and will be deeply affected by
every decision made in his interest. It is all too easy to forget this in the face of so many decisions and such com-
plex factors, but the power is within the authorities and service providers to make this a smooth life transition
rather than a traumatic event for each and every individual client.

In this chapter we chronicle the events surrounding the planning phase of the Gorna Koznitsa project:
� Contracting, construction, and furnishing of the buildings and handover to the service provider;
� How we made efforts to prepare the community for our clients’ arrival;
� Our successes and failures in preparing the children and young adults for this change in their lives;
� What we did to help prepare the staff, and how we handled the administrative details of personnel changes

upon the closure of the institution.

“In deinstitutionalisation, do not mistake ‘construction’ as being synonymous with ‘prepara-
tion’. There aremanyother activitieswhich shouldbe conductedparallel to thebuildingprocess,
in order to ensure a smooth transition.”

Lindsay Saltsgiver, Operations Manager, The Cedar Foundation

1. Construction and handover

The municipalities of Kyustendil and Bobov Dol handle all aspects of the construction process, as state funding
is directly managed through municipal accounts. This step can be broken down into several phases:

1.1 Tender procedure

As required by law, all construction of buildings for public use must be contracted out to a construction com-
pany through tender procedure. In Kyustendil, the call for proposals includes landscaping, building, finish-
ing and furnishing; in Bobov dol, separate tender procedures are undertaken for building/landscaping and
finishing/furnishing. In response, Kyustendil receives a bid from only one candidate and Bobov Dol receives
several bids. This process takes much longer than expected in Kyustendil, as the municipality, with its already
strained resources, struggles to prepare the paperwork required for the tender – perhaps due to the fact that
the architectural plans themselves are outsourced. In Bobov Dol, the procedures go quite quickly and
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smoothly. Cedar works to try to keep both municipalities on a parallel track, so that closure of the Home can
occur in the same month both for residents moving to Bobov Dol and for those moving to Kyustendil. In
both municipalities, the construction company is contracted to complete all phases of the construction, in-
cluding landscaping and furnishing.

1.2 Construction of buildings

Both municipalities hold ground-breaking ceremonies during August of �009, attended by at least 100 guests
from the media, residents and staff from the Home in Gorna Koznitsa, The Cedar Foundation, and local neigh-
bours, including neighbourhood children who are curious about the new children who will be moving in. For
many, this is the first time the public is meeting the residents from the Home in person, and there are mixed re-
actions. However the ceremonies are a success, and all celebrate this important milestone together.

As always in construction, obstacles must be overcome regularly during the building of the new homes in each
community. However some of the key issues Cedar faces are as follows:

Bobov Dol
� The basements of the buildings are leaking moisture from groundwater due to a poor drainage system. This

in fact nearly threatens the entire building/remodelling process.
� Construction of the SGH and reconstruction of the Centre for Social Rehabilitation and Integration is delayed.

Kyustendil
� The geological survey information provided from the municipality to the architect is inaccurate. As a re-

sult, the layout of the terrain and building locations has to be changed mid-construction, as digging for
the building foundations unexpectedly hits an underground spring. This, in turn, creates several areas of
the terrain which cannot be effectively utilized by the residents. It also takes a financial toll on the build-
ing company.

� As the architectural planning is done off-site and the builders are not involved in developing the archi-
tectural plans, facilitating communication between the architects and builders becomes critical (espe-
cially when the above-stated problems arise). This ultimately becomes the duty of the Cedar Foundation,
who organizes meetings between the architects, builders and municipality to iron out major issues which
develop during the construction process.

� While the municipality contracts the company to complete construction in 1�0 days, this proves to be an
ultimately impossible timeframe. As a result the building process enters the winter months, during which
little can be completed; the construction ends up taking nearly ten months instead of four.
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1.3 Finishing and furnishing

Details regarding the finishing, furnishing and equipping of the new buildings raise many new questions. The
answers to these questions ultimately reflect the philosophy of the service and individual needs of the clients,
and have a significant effect on the longevity and quality of the service provided. While not going into every de-
tail, the following Question and Answer should serve to summarize some of the main ‘grey areas’ in the finish-
ing and furnishing of new SGH services:

Do the houses need equipment formedical sterilisation?
In an ideal SGH service for people with intellectual disabilities, the answer would be no, as there should be no
requirement that medical procedures be conducted on-site, and vulnerability to bacterial infection would not
be of significant concern. However one should be aware that there will be incoming residents who have not
received appropriate care their entire lives, and/or residents with multiple disabilities, leaving them vulnerable
to even ordinary household germs. Thus it is best that this equipment be on hand in case it is needed, and that
individual service providers use their best judgment as to the scope of need for such equipment.

What kind of furniture should we use?
While, again, this is individual, some of Cedar’s recommendations are:
� Sturdy furniture is a must!
� Furniture should have no sharp edges, if possible (round tables should be used instead of square, fo-

r example);
� Cabinet handles should be“embedded”in cabinet doors if possible; also hinges should not be located on the

outside of cabinet doors as this poses a safety risk;
� Furniture should be comfortable but easily cleanable, including seat cushions, etc. Incontinence will be a

common occurrence, at least until residents can learn to use the toilet properly
� Glass doors on furniture should be avoided
� Care should be taken to provide enough seating spaces for all residents PLUS staff (in living room and around

kitchen table)

Dowe need clothes dryers?
The Cedar Foundation initially tried to work without
clothes dryers (as Bulgarian households usually hang
clothes to dry) but ended up having to purchase them in
the end. Clothes dryers are highly recommend, if possible,
to help staff and clients keep up with laundry needs.

What kind of flooring is best for an SGH?
Non-slip, durable, easy to clean flooring is essential. Non-
slip tiling is especially essential on outdoor patios, etc.

What about window dressings?
In Kyustendil there was quite a bit of debate about
whether to install external roll-down shades or use nor-
mal, indoor shades and curtains. Cedar opted for the lat-
ter and, while regular replacement of shades was
necessary while teaching the children to stop bending
them, ultimately this was the right decision. The curtains
and shades very effectively give the houses and apart-
ments the feeling of ‘home’.

Plastic, ceramic ormetal dinnerware?
While it may be tempting to buy all plastic or metal ware,
it is also important that such everyday household items
do not constantly remind one of an institution. Addition-
ally clients should ultimately be taught how to handle
dishware, breakable or not. Cedar recommends using
plastic at first, then once residents learn how to handle
dishware, switching to ceramic. High-quality plastic drink-
ing ware is more practical than glass.
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1� See “Medical model for disability” in the Glossary section.

What kitchen appliances are needed?
The staff and residents in Kyustendil most frequently use:
� microwave oven
� juicer
� stick blender, especially where there are residents who need their food pureed
� electric kettle

What about security systems – are they necessary?
Guided by methodological recommendations, Cedar installed silent security, human-response (SOT) systems
in the SGHs in Kyustendil. While there has never been a need for them, they have helped staff feel safer dur-
ing overnight shifts. Should a client exit the premises unannounced, such a system will alert the staff member
on duty. However there are cost factors to be considered and providers should make a judgment call on
whether to install security systems in their buildings.

1.4 Legalisation and handover

All buildings must obtain Act 15 and 16 for public use in order to be brought into public domain. In Kyustendil,
once the construction is completed the municipality guards the property until the contract is signed with ex-
ternal service provider and residents move into their new homes.

! LOOKING BACK, LESSONS LEARNT:

Here we share our recommendations regarding construction of new buildings to house SGHs for peo-
ple with disabilities:

� Allow sufficient time for all phases of the construction
When planning the closure of a home parallel with the construction or remodelling of buildings for new
services, it is best to plan as much time as possible for this phase. This way providers avoid the situation
where the closure of the institution is immediately imminent but the construction is lagging behind,
leaving nowhere for the clients to relocate.

� Be thoughtful to what deinstitutionalisation means for the client
When working with the construction company, the following should be priorities:

� client safety and security;
� giving the SGH a feel of ‘home’;
� providing opportunities for clients to learn independent living skills;
� hygiene of the facility;
� operational costs (will an item help cut down on running costs, or increase them?).

� Get the construction company on board
It is helpful also to get the contractor and project managers on board with what the buildings will be used
for, and the above priorities which should set the tone for all decisions made during the building process.

� Maintain good relations with the builder
New builds or renovations will always present different structural issues. Municipalities and service
providers will very likely need to contact the builder after move-in for minor repairs to the build. It is
essential that this is set into the contract with the builder, and that it is clear that the service provider
can contact the builder (through the municipality if necessary) for repairs, for a limited time after the
opening of the new services.
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2. Preparing the Community

Having identified the partners it is important to start building productive relationships with them. Once agree-
ments have been signed defining the rights, obligations and responsibilities of all the parties involved, every pro-
ductive meeting with local and national partners serves to strengthen the relationship and increase trust and
mutual support.

2.1 Identifying medical specialists for the new clients in Kyustendil

Finding good medical care for persons with disabilities is a significant and often disenchanting challenge fac-
ing both institutions and community-based residential services. Persons with disabilities are often perceived to
be hopelessly ill because of the widely-accepted, yet outdated, medical model for disability1�; spending too
much effort on these patients has, in the past, been considered pointless. The General Practitioners (GPs) who
serve children with disabilities sometimes give up quickly due to a number of common misconceptions:
� children and adults with disabilities represent a challenging group, complicating the work of the doctor and
� burdening him with unnecessary and immeasurable risk;
� a higher number of specialist referrals due to the potential instability of the patients’ health might be re-

quired, which in the Bulgarian healthcare system is problematic;
� a wide array of specific medications might need to be prescribed, which requires a special regime and addi-

tional examinations and observations;
� more thorough examinations may be required to observe the effects of the medicines on all the organs and

systems;
� details and the specific characteristics of a disease may be unfamiliar, which requires a lot of time and re-

search;
� there is a lot of pressure involved in working with children with severe disabilities;
� as they may not fully understand what is happening to their bodies, patients with intellectual disability react

to the fear and pain they may be experiencing and are less cooperative during examinations.

Cedar receives many refusals from doctors in Kyustendil but finally finds a talented doctor willing to provide the
clients with compassion, adequate help and timely treatment.

Another necessity which arises is that of finding a child psychiatrist who will meet the needs of Cedar’s clients
for regular observation, home visits in the residence, and systematic consultation regarding medications. The
Foundation contacts the only child psychiatrist in Kyustendil and attempts to prepare her for her future work
with the service users.

Most dentists decline Cedar’s requests to use their services, and it takes nearly six months after the children
move into the community to find a dentist to care for the residents’ teeth. Service users also travel to Sofia to
visit oral surgeons.

2.2 Ensuring educational opportunities

In the institution in Gorna Koznitsa, several days a week, all children attend regular educational sessions with
specialized teachers from the School for children with intellectual disabilities in village Stob. These teachers fol-
low the children and continue educating them in the Kyustendil residencies. However, the Foundation values
social integration as much as educational opportunity and envisions integrated education for all of its clients.

For this reason service employees begin a series of meetings with the Director of the 6th Primary School in Kyus-
tendil. The school is in proximity to the Day Care Centre attended by the children, which makes it a convenient
option. However enrolling children with disability into a mainstream school turns out to be more difficult than
anticipated:

The children have to be examined by a special commission of experts who meet at certain times during the
year. This commission assesses the child’s capability to study in a mainstream class with a resource teacher.
The respective school has to check how many children with disabilities are already in attendance and whether
there are enough resource teachers available to take more.
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Finally, the Resource Centre must decide whether they can provide enough teachers to work with Cedar’s clients
in a mainstream school.

During the first year of service operation, Cedar does not manage to enrol a single child in a mainstream school.
Meanwhile, the teachers from Stob continue their work with the remainder of the children but instead of school-
ing them at home they conduct their studies in a room provided by the 7th elementary school.

2.3 Attending the Day Care Centre and Rehabilitation Centre

Several of the residents in the Home in Gorna Koznitsa visit the Centre for Social Integration and Rehabilitation
twice per week. In �008 Cedar meets with the managers of the Rehabilitation Centre and the Day Care Centre
“Faith, Hope, Love”in Kyustendil, to ensure access to more children and young adults, to work with qualified pro-
fessionals such as a speech therapists, psychologists and specialized teachers. The Foundation also hopes to
get the support of professionals for the preparation of the children and young adults for their relocation.

The Cedar Foundation is impressed by the conditions in the Centres and by the wonderful opportunity it pres-
ents to the children and young adults from the Home. The Foundation lobbies to increase the number of clients
attending the services, once the children and young adults are settled into their new home in Kyustendil, but
with little result. The children simply are not considered to be the ideal clients for either centre and only several
are accepted to attend. By �01�, five children attend the Day Centre and eight children attend the Rehabilita-
tion Centre.

2.4 Visiting other services which exercise good practices

An important element of the preparation for the Home closure is the opportunity for stakeholders to visit a
similar service in Stara Zagora. The service is planned, created and developed by ARK, which becomes Cedar’s
partner, supporter and a source of good practices in the process of closing the institution and opening of new
residential services.

The visit is organised in the autumn of �008 with the main goal of demonstrating that good practices can exist
in Bulgaria and to provide an example of what Cedar hopes to create in Kyustendil and Bobov dol. A small
delegation visits the SGHs managed by ARK and the protected home managed by Stara Zagora Municipal-
ity. The service in Stara Zagora becomes a model for the planning and organization of the new services in
Kyustendil.
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2.5 Work with the community

Cedar concedes that its efforts in preparing the community of Kyustendil are perhaps insufficient. Nevertheless
Cedar tries to spread the word about the new services and to create a positive attitude in the future neighbours
with the support of relatives and friends of the people involved in the process of institution closing.

“Oneof theways inwhichwewere able to attract community attention to our causewasbyget-
ting involved in a charity concert, organized by the pupils from theNatural Sciences andMath-
ematics high school in Kyustendil, atwhich they select a ‘Miss’ and ‘Mr of their high school. This
was actually the initiative of the students themselves.We attended, with some of our residents
in the Home. They devoted a special portion of the concert to recognize our residents and the
work of The Cedar Foundation.”

Margarita Parmakova, Manager of the SGHs “Siyanie”

2.6 Reaching out to parents and family members

Most children and young adults in institutions – especially in institutions for people with disabilities – have long
been abandoned by their birth families. Before considering a small group home as an alternative to institu-
tionalisation, organisers are obliged to attempt to contact the family and explore the option of reintegration into
the family home. Locating the birth family also serves to help organise the relocation to the new services in a
way in which users may be closer to their birthplaces, and in the hope that relatives may show more interest in
them in the future, even if reintegration is not possible.

At this time, the guardianship council (the body responsible for assigning an abandoned child or adult with
disability with an appropriate legal guardian) prepares all of the paperwork necessary for transferring a child or
vulnerable adult to a new location.

“The Directorate for Social Assistance and the Department of Child Protection Bobov Dol re-
searched and located all of the parents and close relatives of the children and young adults in
the institution inGornaKoznitsa. They tried to establish contactwith them inorder to revive the
lost relationships. But only two families expressed a desire to re-establish contact: One family
brought their daughter home, andone father now regularly visits his daughter in the Protected
Home in Ardino.”

Margarita Parmakova

! LOOKING BACK, LESSONS LEARNT:

Here we share what we have learned as we reached out to the community in Kyustendil:

� Conduct stakeholders’ analyses
Map out all of the involved parties and key players in the reform, clarifying their roles and interests. Then
identify yourself (organization) on this map and try to see through how you connect to the others, what
your interests are, what sort of information and support you need.

� Don’t underestimate the role of your partners
The role of the partners should never be underestimated no matter whether they are directly involved
with the deinstitutionalisation process or are part of the larger community. Everyone has their unique and
special role.

� Work with the official institutions
The official institutions and a productive relationship with them are important conditions for plans
and projects to be supported by the state structures and to become a base for innovative changes
and thinking.
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� Supporting services must be prepared for change as well
The residents of alternative residential services have the right to receive the same specialist sup-
port in the community (physical rehabilitation, speech therapy, psychological services) which is
provided to children who live with their families. This can be difficult for support service staff to
recognize, as the common misconception is that children living in a residential service should get
all the care they need in the Small Group Home. We continue to meet with resistance from spe-
cialist support services in Kyustendil, who are not well-trained to meet the needs of our specific
client group. Supportive services in the community must be well-prepared to work with the in-
coming children and young adults; they should be included in training whenever possible, and
should administratively increase their capacities to accept the incoming children and young
adults.

� Show off good practices
Provide an opportunity for people to see a good practice, a good model of what you are aiming for,
in order to convince them that nothing is impossible.

3. Preparatory work with children and young adults

An important element in moving residents into a new service is their preparation. This includes preparing them
mentally and emotionally for the move and helping them get ready to acquire certain skills and habits needed
in community life.

Cedar invites a team of professionals who are well aware of the deep waters of the process, including Francis
Ma and Anna Tylor, both key players in the deinstitutionalisation process in England.

3.1 Implementing adaptation program

The first visit of the UK partners is in the summer of �008. Their main goal is to assess the situation and offer an
effective strategy for how to prepare the children and young adults for the new services. The plan includes a
number of main directives:
� Changes in the buildings:

� installing doors to the bedrooms and creating separate rooms for the girls and boys;
� installing lockers in the bedrooms and living rooms and creating spaces where private possessions can

be placed;
� renovating many of the rooms.

� Changes in the organisation of work:
� decreasing the number of children per group;
� increasing the number of staff;
� changing the existing daily agenda;
� changing the distribution of children in the bedrooms;
� changing staff’s attitude towards users and their roles in working with them;
� preparing individual assessment of the users in order to define their individual needs and create short

term transition plans and long term plans for development;
� ensuring a possibility for all the users to visit the social services in the town of Kyustendil – Day Care Cen-

tre and Centre for Social Rehabilitation and Integration;
� increasing qualification of the staff;
� changing the educational – vocational process, while putting the focus on the individual and his/her abil-

ities and needs;
� changing the work methods;
� creating individual programmes for development into which development of skills for independent

living is integrated.
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Cedar succeeds in fulfilling part of the recommendations, as follows:
� the number of the classrooms is increased
� the number of children and young adults in the separate groups is decreased
� children and young adults are divided into separate groups, which diminishes the risk of the younger ones

being victimised in crisis situations of challenging behaviour;
� separate rooms are created for different activities – speech development, getting to know the environment,

domestic labour, basic learning;
� the classrooms are refurbished, as well as the bedrooms and the kitchen with the dining room, in order to

create a more home-like atmosphere;
� the number of children eating together is decreased (consequently the atmosphere and the environment

during eating times is also improved);
� wardrobes for personal belongings are installed;
� there is an attempt to divide the bedrooms for girls and boys but this happens only for a small number of the

residents – � boys and 10 girls – due to the structure of the buildings and lack of space.

Ani’s Story
Ani13, who has always wanted to have her own room with a wardrobe, own toilet articles, perfumes and cosmetics,
is very happy that this has finally happened and that she is the “boss” of this room for girls. She starts teaching the
other girls in the room how to dress, how to wash themselves, how to make their beds and fold their clothes, when
and how to change their bedclothes. Each time when there is a visit from donors or volunteers, she always insists on
showing them her room of which she is very proud. With her interest in cosmetics she gives the service the idea of cre-
ating a “female club”. The girls put on makeup, do each other’s’ hair, and give each other manicures. Ani tries to keep
certain rules for hand and face hygiene and no female visitor leaves the place without a freshly done manicure. For
her this is her dream fulfilled, a way to feel part of the female community and at the same time – to show her skills,
desires and aims.

The changes in the environment and the way in which residents’ time is re-organised have a significant effect
on the development of many of the children and young adults.

3.2 Summer camps

One of the tasks in the period of preparation is for the residents to gain hygienic domestic skills and
habits for more independent living – to learn to eat quietly and calmly, to not grab food from one an-
other, to be able to serve food, wash themselves, dress themselves, to behave in society and other skills
and habits which we all learn subconsciously, imitating our parents and relatives already in our child-
hood. Institutionalised children, especially those with intellectual disabilities, miss this opportunity in
their development and never get the chance to learn these skills. Even exposure to well trained profes-
sionals who have the knowledge, skills, strong will and big hearts doesn’t always help them to com-
pensate the loss.

“We organized summer camps in 2010, with the help of volunteers. Pupils and teachers from
a private Catholic high school in England, together with staff from the Home and represen-
tatives of the Foundation, organized a variety of activities. They were not held in the Home
but in the community of the town, whichwas to soon accept them– Kyustendil. Visits to cafes,
shops, restaurants, games and entertaining places, painting in the classrooms and around
the 3rd Primary School were organized. In addition they visited the group homes which were
still under construction and established contact with the people who were building their fu-
ture home”.

Margarita Parmakova
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Two volunteers from England – Alan and Jennifer Watters – contribute significantly to the preparation of
children and young adults for the transition. In �008 – �009 they devote several visits to Bulgaria to the residents of
the Home in Gorna Koznitsa. Their attention is focused not only on training of staff but also on direct work with the
children and young adults. They participate in the daily activities of the Home. They organise a gardening class
through which the young adults gain labour skills and self-confidence, besides a few tomatoes, carrots, courgettes
and parsley. They develop a temporary sensory room and spend significant amounts of time with the staff, trying
to teach them how to use a person-centred approach in their work.They also take the children and the young adults
to the town and for those of them who have more challenging behaviour this is the first time out of the Home.

3.3 Talking about moving

Staff in the institution speaks openly with the residents about the upcoming move, as much as possible.

“The goal was, of course, to help the residents understand what was happening and to help
ease them into the idea as early as possible. Ideally, we would have taken it one step further
and gotten the residents more involved in deciding where they wanted to live, in what kind of
setting, and with whom – thus transforming what has been a passive experience into some-
thing inwhich the client is activelymakingdecisions for himself.Where thiswas possible,wedid
involve residents. Unfortunately in this situation thatwas not possiblewith themajority of the
clients, as they had never made choices even regarding what they wanted to wear, let alone
what community they feel would bemost appropriate for them. This ultimatelywas one of the
biggest weaknesses of the project – not enough self-determination for the clients themselves.
We did, however, make every attempt to help the government and other authorities see the
clients as people, not ‘sacks of potatoes’ as we say, who can be moved at the whim of the au-
thority without regard for the wishes or input of the client”.

Lindsay Saltsgiver

3.4 Grouping Residents: Multi-disciplinary team decisions

During the spring of �010, the Cedar Foundation holds a multidisciplinary team meeting to decide which resi-
dents would move to Kyustendil and which to Bobov dol. Present are:
� The Kyustendil Regional Directorate for Social Assistance;
� Bobov dol municipal representatives (Social Assistance);
� Cedar Foundation representatives;
� 4 staff members with different specializations, plus the director, from the Home in Gorna Koznitsa, which in-

cludes the legal guardian(s) of all of the residents in question.

During the meeting the case files of each of the 48 residents in question are reviewed, and the best option for
residency is discussed among the team. The criteria which Cedar uses to determine placements (as always,
using what is in the best interest of the resident as a guide), are as follows, in general order of priority:
� type and capacity of new service provided in each community;
� family relations, keeping siblings together;
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� the wishes of the client, where expressed – this can be very difficult to ascertain, not only due to the lack of
exposure of the client to the world outside the institution, but also because Cedar does catch staff trying to
manipulate the opinions of the clients by “teaching” them which community they would say when asked;

� family relations, location of any known relatives of the client – locating client as closely as possible so as to
promote rebuilding of relationship in future, where possible;

� support services present in the community – will they meet the needs of the client?;
� client-client relationships, both adverse and positive. Ensuring that clients are placed safely but keeping

friends together where possible;
� client-staff relationships – this is not wholly possible as at the time staff has not been hired yet for the new

services

Unfortunately, the capacity of the new services in Kyustendil and Bobov dol is five less than the total number
of remaining residents. The Cedar Foundation notifies authorities of this problem many times to no avail, be-
fore resorting to having to choose which five residents would be relocated elsewhere. As a multidisciplinary
team, this issue is discussed thoroughly and five residents tentatively chosen for residency outside of the new
services.

“There were many arguments about the type of services in which to place the young adults.
Therewas anopinion that if they don’t have certain habits and skills andhaven’t reacheda cer-
tain level of their development andability tomanagewith different life situations, they should-
n’t be placed in community-based services. The community based and residential services up
until now had been kept only for the young adults with lighter disabilities and for the rest the
only suitable form of care was considered to be the institution. The appropriate service simply
did not exist. Our big regret is that initially two and later on onemore young adults were situ-
ated in institutions – two youngmen in the Home for adults with intellectual disabilities in the
village of Kudelin, Vidin district, and a young woman - in the Home for adults with disabilities
in the village of Kachulka, SlivenMunicipality.”

Margarita Parmakova

As no alternative options are presented by authorities, the Cedar Foundation travels throughout the country in
search of appropriate existing services for five young adults. Most services in Bulgaria are full to capacity or in
terrible shape, and there are no appropriate services for the people with the most complex multiple disabilities
and challenging behaviour. After several months of searching, and on the figurative eve of the closure of the
Home, two clients are assigned to SGHs for people with intellectual disabilities, and three are most unfortu-
nately assigned to institutions for people with intellectual disabilities.

3.5 The First Residents Exit the Home: Moving into Marchevo and Ardino

The Cedar Foundation has very little time – one month – to prepare the 10 residents for moving into the Pro-
tected Homes in Marchevo and Ardino in October �009. The Foundation manages to make transition plans and
to organise visits in the services together with the clients so that they can meet the staff, the service and the
place and adjust to the idea of moving. The staff of the services also pays a two-day visit to the Home in Gorna
Koznitsa where they have the chance to communicate with the users and to see their documents. However the
rushed process took its toll on the ease with which the young people accepted their circumstances.

“There was something that really bothered us. Initially we got a visit from the service manage-
mentwhere themain purposewas to see the residents of the Home, to try to communicate with
them ifpossibleand to “cherrypick” them–tochoose thosewhoweremeeting their requirements
without any preliminary in-depth assessment of their abilities and needs. We were initially told
that on that very day that those who were chosen would be transferred into their services. We
managed tomake an agreementwith the Agency for Social Assistance to prolong this period to
amonth, which gave us the possibility to prepare them for themove. The timewas inadequate,
butwe tried to enable the transfer tohappen ina smoothandpainlesswaybecauseweexpected
the young adults would not accept it calmly, which is exactly what happened. At our first visit to
thenewgrouphome therewasnoproblemand they felt fine, taking it asa trip, butwhen the final
move came, they were constantly searching with their eyes for people from the staff in Gorna
Koznitsawhowere accompanying themand repeating that it was time to go home.”

Margarita Parmakova
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Maria, Svetla and Vasil also show how the changes reflect the development of the users. All of them become
calmer, more communicative, feel more independent and significant, become persons.

Vasil’s Story
Vasil is part of the first group who leaves the Home in October 2009. He is very independent, quiet and calm. In the in-
stitution he lives in a room together with two more boys. Cedar repairs this room and turns it into a multifunctional
room – living room, bedroom, entertainment room. In the beginning he doesn’t feel responsible for keeping it in order,
often does not make his bed, doesn’t put his clothes together and doesn’t clean it but after many conversations, reminders
and demonstrations from the staff on how to do all this, he has changed positively. He feels proud of having his own space,
wardrobe and belongings. He has changed and his behaviour has formed as one of an individual with his own prefer-
ences and opinions. He shows interest in the guests to the Home who bring cameras.

After his first meeting with the camera and after he finds out what he can make with it, he doesn’t stop looking through
the lens and rediscovering the world by making pictures. In the last days before moving to the group home in the village
of Marchevo he has made his own pictures - and very good ones - of his friends in the Home, the guests and staff. Dur-
ing the transition period the purpose of which is to adapt to his new home – the group home - Vasil demonstrates his
newly acquired abilities to make sandwiches, serving, house work as well as fast adaptation to the new environment,
but nevertheless this doesn’t decrease the stress and tension he experiences from the separation from his closest friends
– his roommates, the staff and some of the other users.

3.6 Final ‘pre-moving’ assessments of the residents, in the Home

A realistic and in-depth assessment of the abilities of the children and young adults is necessary before they re-
locate, so that their development can be followed and future planning can meet their needs. A number of in-
struments are needed for this process – clear and precise criteria by which development will be judged,
systematic checks to be used for following their development. In this way a whole assessment system is created.
The first stage of its implementation takes place in September, a month before the final move. There is a short
introductory training on the instruments, which teachers in the Home use to assess the children and the young
adults before their move to the new services.

“This howeverwas not enoughand the results from theassessments left all of us doubtful about
their reliability and exactness. Nevertheless we took that risk and that is howwe put into place
and began the systemized and detailed assessment whichwewere about to use in the future.”

Margarita Parmakova

Interview with Peter Hristov, Social Work Coordinator,
The Cedar Foundation, December 2010 to March 2011

How did you start working for The Cedar Foundation?

I found out that the foundation was working on the closure of the Gorna Koznitsa home and that they were looking for
a person who had experience in deinstitutionalization. I applied and they offered me the job. I worked for The Cedar
Foundation a year and three months, until March 2011.

What were your responsibilities?

I participated in the closure process, in the users’ assessment, identification of their needs, and preparation of the old in-
stitutional staff so that they were less concerned about the closure of the home. We planned the transition process together
with the Home director and other Cedar staff, focusing on the placement process for the young adults, training for the
new staff, training and supervision of the staff in Marchevo and Ardino, as well as in Kyustendil and Bobov dol. I iden-
tified and prepared another NGO to run the services in Bobov dol, and helped develop and implement rehabilitation
programmes. People talk about deinstitutionalization but we should not forget that this is a very complex process and
it spans a lot of social prejudice. Without knowing, most people commit social exclusion, not social inclusion. And this
was a problem in all localities where we worked, to varying degrees.
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And what were your findings from the children’s assessments?

Basically what I expected. The users functioned far below their real levels of abilities, given that they had lived in a
home and that the psychiatric deprivation there depleted their potential considerably. First, they communicated far
below their true abilities because they hadn’t communicated. They were neglected. The second thing which was ob-
served, typical for an institution, was that many suffered from concomitant conditions such as incontinence. This was
largely because of the social defenses of the staff, who were conscientious, but at the same time isolated from these peo-
ple. They used diapers as there wasn’t anyone to take them to the toilet.

On an institutional level, other main deficits were that the assessments they used previously in the institution weren’t
accurate. They weren’t accurate for the simple reason that the medical documentation kept in the Home was inaccu-
rate. For some residents the documentation said that they functioned very well, which wasn’t the case; for others, ac-
cording to the documentation they shouldn’t have even been alive yet they were vital, smiling people. There was a big
discrepancy between documentation and reality. Also, the diagnoses of most users didn’t correspond to their actual con-
ditions. If the international classification of diseases had been used, and it was indicated that they had severe learning
disabilities, other concomitant conditions should also have been identified.

Another thing which they had because of their life in an institution is that they functioned socially at a very low level,
they acted purely on instinct, demonstrating knee-jerk reactions – they lacked the ability to function in a group, to ob-
serve personal and other borders…this was a very disturbing thing which was difficult to handle in 2010. I don’t blame
anyone, simply this was the reality. Some of the users had long-term illnesses, such as hepatitis. Also, because many of
the users were given various medications without full blood analysis, it turned out that they had damaged livers. Other
serious conditions were evident, not resulting from their disabilities, but resulting from the way of life they led. Some of
the users were unable to identify themselves sexually, people who were over 18. There was a boy who wore women’s
clothes and carried a purse.

How should assessments be conducted?

The assessment should be based on skills – whether they can talk, what they can do. The assessments we conducted
took a lot of time, but I must admit that that I continue observing them. This is an on-going process. It also included
an assessment of the needs and the deficits of the staff in order to see what they should build upon so that they could
work with children and young people more effectively.

Is there something else you see as a problem in the deinstitutionalization process?

Many new services risk failure because of the problem with the lack of leadership which is prevalent in Bulgaria. Espe-
cially in small localities, social prejudices could lead to failure of the services. That’s why there should be on-going su-
pervision and training of the staff. Another problem is the lack of supportive services. They should be developed – the
services should be structured around the personality rather than the personality around the services.

! LOOKING BACK, LESSONS LEARNT:

Here we share what we learned, as we worked to prepare the children for their new placements:

� Allow enough time for preparation

“Moving the children and the youngadults from theHome to the new services took a fewhours
but the preparation for it required a lot of time, work and other resources. Such a turning point
in the life of every person requires preliminary psychological preparation, acquired and formed
basic skills and habits, essential for one’s survival. And for this a well-organized and planned
transition period is needed in which skills for independent living are created via different ac-
tivities. The users get to know their newhomeand the community. It is important that this tran-
sition is smooth andpainless and to create a feeling of security instead of fear of the unknown”.

Margarita Parmakova
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� Use old connections for facilitating a painless transit
Separation from people who have been with and supported one for years is painful for everyone in-
volved. Despite the poor conditions in the Home and the inadequate, outdated work methods used
there, the majority of the residents and staff in Gorna Koznitsa had developed a relationship of attach-
ment, which the children and young adults relied on. By cutting this connection they felt completely
abandoned and helpless. These relationships shouldn’t be underestimated but instead should be
analysed and used for the painless transit to the new stage of their lives.

� See the client’s best interest as the main priority
It is crucial that decisions are made with the client’s best interest as the priority – not the interests of the
municipality, service, staff, etc., except where they parallel the best interest of the client.

� Involve the clients when deciding about their placement
It is also very important for all involved to remember that all clients have the right to participate in the
decisions made regarding their placement, as much as is possible. Cedar has found that, especially for
many people who have worked with the institutional system for years, it is difficult to view the residents
as people with the right to determine their own destiny. We should always treat each client – and all dis-
cussions or decisions regarding that client – with the utmost respect for the human rights with which
he/she is endowed. They can be included in a number of ways:

� insist on the client’s presence in every meeting where he/she will be discussed;
� take the client to visit several possible communities/residential services before deciding where

they should be placed, and find a way to let them express to you their preference;
� explain at every step of the way what is going on and what their future may hold – they may or may

not understand or respond, but this is their right!

� Enable the clients to express their preferences and consider them
Always be very observant of the personal preferences of each client, and make sure they are noted in their
individual care/support plan. When these preferences are noted, it will be easier to form and discuss de-
cisions which are more based on the individuality of the client (not viewing him as an object):

� pay very close attention to the relationships which the client holds dear, with clients, community
members, or staff. Do whatever possible to keep those relationships intact.

� make note of any and all personal preferences the client may have – does he/she feel better in a
smaller, more enclosed space, or does he/she need lots of room? Is he/she comfortable surrounded
by others or will he/she need somewhere where he can be alone? And do whatever possible to
meet those individual needs.

� Get everyone on board who is involved with client’s support
Make sure that all meetings, in which major decisions will be made regarding placements, are attended
by a multidisciplinary group who know the client well. This should include, if possible, all specialists who
work with the client, his/her guardian, any staff who know the client and his/her preferences well, NGO
representatives if any and local authorities. Discuss each case individually and thoroughly before com-
ing to a decision.

� Build in a sufficient transition period
It is very important to build in a transition period for any relocation process, with a transition plan and
risk assessment conducted for each and every individual. This is not only for the good of the client (and
his/her acclimation to new surroundings), but also for the benefit of staff and services who will be wel-
coming the new client, as it can mean the difference between preventing and causing future problems,
especially with behaviour.

� Have in mind the long-term consequences of your decisions
When making decisions regarding placement, keep also in mind the long-term consequences of these
decisions – will the service be a suitable place in which the resident can reach his/her full potential? Will
the client’s family members be given an opportunity to reconnect in the long-run? Will the community
in question offer opportunities for the client once he/she turns 18 years old?

� Use consistent criteria for all users
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Use the same set of criteria for deciding placements for each and every individual. Make sure that the
criteria are determined before the individuals are discussed.

� Determine placements well in advance
Determine placements as far in advance as possible, so as to provide the opportunity for a thorough
transition process.

4. Preparing the staff

The Cedar Foundation has a regular presence in the Home, from the moment the closure is definite. With per-
mission from the Municipality of Bobov Dol, Foundation representatives are present at all-staff meetings. This
provides the opportunity to communicate with staff members consistently.

Great care is taken in how the closure is presented to the staff in the Home in Gorna Koznitsa, as reactions of
the staff to the imminent closure of the Home vary greatly. Some staff members view it as an end to their em-
ployment, automatically assuming that they will lose their job and income. Some staff members assume that
they would automatically be transferred to the new services, without needing to go through a hiring process.
Cedar is very honest about what staff could expect by discussing:
� The inevitability of complete Home closure (staff had gotten used to NGOs working temporarily within the

Home, then “disappearing”);
� Anticipated time frames for closure;
� Transparent hiring process for new services, open to all Kyustendil and Bobov Dol community members;
� Complete change from current methods used, and the expectations of them during the transition time in the

Home:
� Staff presence at all mandatory meetings and trainings;
� The acceptance of upcoming changes with an open mind whenever possible;
� The hospitable treatment of foreign trainers and experts (some problems with this do initially arise).

At the same time Cedar also tries to focus on the benefits which these changes will bring to staff members in
the workplace. The Foundation regards as very important the concept that providing better, person-centred
care will give more job satisfaction; it reminds them of this frequently, at every opportunity. More importantly,
however, it tries to give staff members as much opportunity as possible to see the upcoming changes as a way
to improve themselves professionally.

“It was essential for us tomaintain a balance of sorts – to give staff every chance to prove their
dedicationanddesire to adapt to higher expectations, but also to ensure that thosewhowould
behired for thenew serviceswouldprovidequality care to the clients. In the end, allwere treated
as newapplicants for new jobopenings,who came to the tablewith the slight advantage of al-
ready knowing the clients (dependingonhowwilling theywere to become “deinstitutionalised”
themselves. Eventually somewere hired, some not, for the new services.”

Lindsay Saltsgiver

A total of �1 staff members apply and are invited to an interview for the new services. Twelve of them are hired
initially in the following positions: service manager, accountant, � team leads, and 7 social assistants. Later, two
more ex-staff members from the institution are hired.

4.1 Preliminary training in the institution

As soon as the decision is made to fully close the Home, Cedar recognizes that it is best to start working with
the staff as soon as possible, in the institutional setting.

“We knew that we would need to begin the transition process in the Home, before the reloca-
tion, and began ‘retraining’ the staff in person-centred care long before the changes were to
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take place.Weaimed to start building the foundation of the philosophy uponwhichwe felt the
new services should be based, to give staff a head start in learning newmethods and philoso-
phy, and to begin assessingwhich staffmemberswould be able to accept such a big change in
the way they work with the clients. This also gave us an excellent opportunity to be as trans-
parent as possible in the process, in front of the staff – to demonstrate to them thatwe intended
to change not only the location of the residents, but the whole way in which Bulgaria works
with peoplewith disabilities.Wewanted to show to them thatwillingness to change, openness
to accepting new ways of working, and hard work, would ultimately work in staff members’
favour when it came time to hire for the new services”.

Lindsay Saltsgiver

Utilising help from various volunteers (Erin Smith, Jennifer Watters, and later Mary Crane and the Greenfields
group), Cedar devises and implements a training program, mandatory for all staff of the Home. Topics include:
� Effects of institutionalisation;
� Person-centred care;
� Privacy, Dignity and Principles of care;
� Trust and Communication;
� Teaching strategies;
� Behaviour management (multiple sessions);
� Occupational Therapy overview.

Assessment
After several phases of training, the Foundation attempts to assess the staff’s understanding of the topics learnt
through a comprehensive test. While it is clear that this method will give only cursory information on how much
the staff had learned, it is the only way possible considering the environment of the institution.

“What we didn’t expect to find is that many of the staff members had not taken an exam in
years and had no test-taking skills; we also gave them the option of taking the exam orally.
Themajority of the staff demonstrated varying degrees of willingness to change their prac-
tices for the better of the clients; a small handful resisted change to the point where it be-
came clear that they had no desire to move on into the new services, with its different
philosophy.”

Lindsay Saltsgiver

Supervision
Cedar also attempts to implement a short-term ‘supervisory’ program led by Jennifer Watters, a professional
in the field in UK and Cedar Foundation volunteer. Despite the fact that supervisory programs had been
mandatory throughout Bulgaria for years, staff in the Home have never been properly supervised and in gen-
eral are wary of having another professional, especially a foreigner, accompany or observe them during their
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work duties. While the Foundation focuses heavily on the benefits of such a program on the professional de-
velopment of the staff, only a handful of staff members utilize their sessions adequately, and since at that
point there was not enough professional manpower available the program had to be suspended until a later
point in time.

“The biggest challengewemetwhile training the staffwas that it constantly seemedas though
the institutionalmodelwould prevent implementation of newmethods; for example,whendis-
cussing teaching methods and ways to break down a simple independent living task into its
multiple steps, it was clear that no one in the institutionwould have the time to help individual
residents learn these skills during their normal daily routine.”

Lindsay Saltsgiver

Despite the many obstacles, however, Cedar does consider the training programme a success. The staff at the
very least is introduced to best practices reflecting the philosophy upon which the new services would be based.
Many of the staff members make sincere attempts at changing the way they work, albeit with great difficulty
in the institutional environment. For example, instead of changing a client’s diapers in front all of the other
clients in the room, most caretakers attempt to complete such a task in the privacy of another room or behind
a curtain, where possible (to maintain the privacy and dignity of the client).

This experience also makes it very clear to Cedar that all training which will be conducted with staff of the new
services needs to “start at the beginning” – to completely overhaul the way in which they view work with peo-
ple with disabilities.

“Nothing demonstrated to usmore clearly the fact that staff also becomes institutionalised
after years working in an institutional system. They had, for themost part, stopped seeing
the clients as individualswith individual needs, andhadgivenupon the idea that the clients can
learn new skills or take care of themselves to any degree.Weheardmany times from staff, even
dedicated staff that clearly cared for the clients, the argument that anygiven client cannot dress
himself or learn how to use the toilet because he is with intellectual disability. We understood
at this point just howmuch re-training everyone would need.”

Lindsay Saltsgiver

4.2 Administrative obligations: Hiring and dismissal of personnel

The dismissal of staff from the Home in Gorna Koznitsa begins a few months after the transfer of the first young
adults to the protected homes in October �009. With the decrease in the number of residents, the number of
staff must decrease as well. In March �010, a Commission for Dismissal is created in the Home and a full staff
assessment procedure is undertaken using clear and precise criteria – staff members receiving the lowest
number of points are released first. Staff members’ presence at and results in the preliminary training stages
are both considered, and are included in the factors measured in the point system. The assessment and dis-
missal process, administrative and paperwork procedures and the division of responsibility among remaining
staff members is approved by the Labour Inspectorate, the Employment office and the Commission for dis-
missals.

The procedure for hiring new staff in the SGHs begins at the end of May �010. The first stage is the creation of
job descriptions for the different positions for which interviews are to be announced. This is very important not
only for providing more information to people who wished to apply but also for distinguishing the difference
between candidates’hitherto understanding about care staff in the institutions (hygienist, baby-sitter, teacher,
etc.) and the new position (social therapist). Hundreds of packets of documents are printed and distributed for
this purpose, containing a list with the necessary documents for application, job descriptions for the separate
positions, information about the philosophy of the new service, directions where the documents can be filed,
the deadline, and contact information. The information is advertised in the local cable television and newspa-
pers and packets are placed in the municipality and the local labour office.

Nearly �00 CVs are submitted, and processing them takes one week. The open positions are for a manager, key
social worker, team leaders, social therapists, rehabilitators and accountant. The first interviews for service man-
ager begin in June �010. Participating in the Commission are representatives of the Cedar Foundation and one
representative of the Social Activities department of the Kyustendil Municipality. Cedar selects the Service Man-
ager first, so that he/she can participate in the Commission for the remainder of the positions. Seven highly-qual-
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ified persons are interviewed, but after careful consideration the Foundation selects Margarita Parmakova, the
current Director of the Home in Gorna Koznitsa.

“Choosing theServiceManagerwas themostdifficult of all of thepositions, andwe thought long
and hard about our selection –wewanted to hire someonewho had a very good knowledge of
the social service sector in Bulgaria, but were not so entrenched in the system that they couldn’t
be open to change.Wewere looking for someonewhowouldwork hard and lovewhat they do,
whohad strong ties somewhere in their life to vulnerable groups, andwhowouldbeopen toand
capable of helping usmake very big changes in the sector. We needed someonewho could del-
egate, handle staff issueswitha stronghand, but still be progressive, nurturinganddemonstrate
good leadership skills.WedidnothireMargaritabecauseweknewher, norbecause sheknewthe
children.We hired her because she fit the description best, out of all the candidates.”

Lindsay Saltsgiver

The next stage brings the interviews for a Key Social Worker. Following these are interviews for Team Leaders,
Social Therapists, Rehabilitator and Accountant/Administrator.

“The interviews for social therapistwere the longest andmost demandingbecause of the large
number of applicants for this position. The interviews lasted for days andwere starting at 9:00
am, sometimes at 8:30 and continued until 6 pm. We had a list with our interview questions
and the list was different for the different positions”

Margarita Parmakova

Unfortunately only the manager participates in the selection of new staff because of the large number of qual-
ified candidates for team leads, of whom only three are to be selected. Since this decision takes some time, it is
not possible to have team leads represented in the jury panel.

“We had a very difficult task since wewanted our new staff to be the best people – to have the
capacity, an innovative look towards persons with disabilities, to be positive towards change
andmost of all to be people with big souls, ready to share the pain and the joy of the children
and young adults in the service, to support them, to respect and stand for their rights.”

Margarita Parmakova

Interview with Anna Philipova Team Leader, SGH 2

What is the role of the Team Leader?

I fulfil the role of the person who should be everywhere and be connected with everything and everyone. I am also the
person who supervises the social therapists, who is part of the Central Management Unit and has the main responsi-
bility towards the children. The person who takes them to the doctor when their case manager is not on shift, and is the
key contact point for everyone. I also have administrative duties.

What does your day look like?

I like to say I am a very happy person since every morning when I come to work I see a playful child’s face and hear the
words: “Good morning girl!”. That is how my day starts. Elena meets me every morning at the door with a hug and a
kiss and these words. Then she shares with me what she did the previous evening. Whether she behaved, whether there
were problems…Then I read the report book. If there have been incidents, we need to see how to fix what has happened.
If there are sick children, I go to the doctor…Then we have lunch and do all the other tasks. I go to the shop every day
to buy yogurt and bread for the dinner. Georgi almost always comes with me. He insists on that. Also he likes to help
me take the products out of the storeroom.

What is your shift?

I work from 8:30 am to 4 pm but I never leave then. There is always something more to do. I always come when I am
needed. The team knows that when a doctor is coming, I am the first person to call, even before the doctor, so that I can
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be here when they come. I also take shifts if one of the social therapists is on sick leave. I take the children to the Day
Care Centre, now – with the driver; before, I was driving the bus myself.

You have a lot of administrative work...What does it consist of?

Making the food menu and shopping lists, preparation of a monthly shift schedule, filling in the presence form…Also I
am the person who distributes the medication. We have a child with heart problems and it is essential for him to be given
the medicines on time.

Are all these reports needed?

Probably. That required by the law. At home I don’t make reports to anyone on the type and quantity of the ingredients
I put in the meal…And I think they are too detailed. The schedule is ok. But the host book, where the grams of each in-
gredient are described, in my opinion, is something that is not suitable for this type of service. At home I do what every-
one else does – if I want an apple, I just have it.

How many people comprise your team?

Eight, including me. We have team meetings every two weeks. We discuss the work and the forthcoming activities and
events…My team is very varied. Everyone is very different as an individual but they all support one another. Every
shift tries to help the next one so that there is more time for the children left.

Which are the main challenges in front of the Team Leader?

It is very difficult. If I am too fast, the other team members will stop me. The work won’t be moving ahead. We need to
walk in one speed, together.

Is there something else you would like to add?

To me it is great that I have been given the opportunity to work here. In Bulgaria it is hard for a young adult who has just
graduated to get the job they want doing. There is always someone with more connection, the “right” friends…Whereas I
was given this opportunity here and not only this but also to develop. I started as a social therapist – I really wanted to do
this job. And five months later I was already a Team Leader. I have been in this position for a year now.

4.3 Induction training and Orientation

Once hiring for the new services in Kyustendil is complete and Cedar signs the contract for service provision with
the Municipality of Kyustendil, it moves on to the phase of Induction Training for all staff members who are to
work in the new services. Induction training and orientation is a common mandatory practice in established
European services. It is meant to:
� provide the foundations upon which new staff members’ practice is based;
� provide new staff with essential safety and security training before they have any hands-on practice with

the clients;
� introduce staff members to the client base safely and gently; and to
� provide employers with the opportunity to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the staff member and

needs for further / on-going training.

Induction Training:
Peter Hristov (a clinical psychologist working for The Cedar Foundation and temporarily sponsored by the British-
based organization TBACT) works with the Foundation during the transition period. He designs a training pro-
gram, which includes all of the sessions conducted in the Home, as well as others such as:
� Clinical aspects of Intellectual Difficulty
� Therapeutic community (creating a family-like community within the service, which interacts with the out-

side community)
� Teams and teamwork
� Case management
� Documentation and confidentiality
� Individual care planning
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� Ergotherapeutic assessment
� First Aid and CPR (through off-site training at the Bulgarian Red Cross base in Sofia, paid for by the Cedar

Foundation)

There is a strong focus on discussion and case study during training, and Cedar succeeds at creating a very pos-
itive atmosphere within the training group. Attendance at all induction training sessions is, of course, manda-
tory. Due to time constraints, training takes place during one full-time week, several weeks before the opening
of the new services.

“Our biggest challenge during this phasewas the lack of time –manyof these training sessions
should have been expanded to provide more thorough information; unfortunately, however,
several factors limited the time we had available. Political and financial pressure to close the
Home by late September gave authorities the impetus to demand immediate closure; wewere
unsuccessful in our attempts to lobby for two more weeks for training purposes. Additionally,
staff was asked to give their time, without pay, to complete training (though we did provide
pay, at half salary, for the time spent during training, after successful completion of three
months’ work and continuation with the service.)”

Lindsay Saltsgiver

Observation and team formation
Cedar carefully observes staff during the induction training so as to be able to form effective teams for the new
services. The Foundation team bases their decisions on the following factors:
� preferences of staff member – target group (youth or children), location, team leader;
� children with which staff member felt close;
� productive / positive relations between staff members;
� variety in each group, based on most outstanding characteristics of staff members – artistic creativity, ath-

letic ability/interest, leaders/followers, mild-mannered/boisterous, etc. We tried to create well-rounded teams
for each group of clients.

“I must admit I was pleasantly surprisedwith the initial trainings. The good newswas that the
staff thatwasn’t from the homewasn’t burdened by the system itself. Somegave up, others not.
We used the experience and the confidence of some of the people who had worked at the
home to bolster the others’ confidence.Weworkedwith the staff on accepting and embracing
the idea about the rehabilitation of the person, to continue looking at these users and clients
as human beings and to start treating themas theymight treat their own children. It’s a com-
plex process and to be only conscientious is not always enough. Many things are written, but
are not practiced. We had to be very subtle so that the staff members from the home didn’t
lock themselves into institutional thought any further. The staff came from different experi-
ences and education, andwith different attitudes, andwe had to use their positive qualities in
different ways so that the things could move forward.”

Peter Hristov, Social Work Coordinator, The Cedar Foundation,
December 2010 –March 2011

Orientation
During two orientation weeks, Cedar holds a summer day camp with the help of youth volunteers from the UK,
and staff teams are given the opportunity to work together to prepare the houses for the arrival of their clients.
The goals of orientation are as follows:
� to give the staff the opportunity to meet the residents in as positive an atmosphere as possible, without the

pressure of being directly responsible for their well-being;
� to help the clients slowly get acquainted with the new staff and new surroundings of the services;
� to make the experience as positive as possible for all involved (staff and clients), through a series of pre-or-

ganized activities and outings;
� to observe teams in action in order to make final adjustments to groupings if necessary;
� to promote team-building through completion of tasks in anticipation of clients’ arrival (purchase of small

household items, preparation of team schedules, etc.)

During the first week of orientation, staff works with their assigned groups of clients on organized camp-
like activities (tie-dyeing t-shirts, taking picnics, etc.) This gives them a chance to meet the groups, with
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which they will work, and they are encouraged to develop personal relationships with individual residents
– this would later be developed into the case management program – as much as possible. During the sec-
ond week of orientation, teams work again with their residents but more closely in the setting of the
houses/apartments themselves. They are provided with small budgets and assigned the task of creating
opportunities to decorate the houses according to the tastes of the residents, wherever possible. They also
work to complete a varied list of tasks within their teams – assigning different roles to different team mem-
bers, adjusting the upcoming schedules for the first month of work, and taking breaks together to get to
know one another better.

“We hired and trained threemore staff thanwe actually needed, assuming that at least one or
two staff would drop out or need to be reconsidered after orientation. Our contingency plan,
should all staffmembers stay on,was to openly inform them from the outset that severalmem-
bers of staff may need to play the role of substitute caretaker (for sick leaves, etc.), at least dur-
ing the first severalmonths of the service, until it was clearwhowould continue andwhowould
not. As expected, reaction to the target groupwasmixed among those staffmemberswhohad
noprevious experiencewith peoplewith intellectual disability, and two staffmembers decided
during orientation that they no longer felt the job was right for them. The third (extra) staff
member became a substitute but eventually took the job full-time when onemore staff mem-
ber resigned after threemonths’ work”

Lindsay Saltsgiver

! LOOKING BACK, LESSONS LEARNT:

Here we share what we learned, as we worked to prepare the staff for what lay ahead.

� Treat the ‘old’ staff with respect
It is really essential that staff who have worked in the institution for years are treated with the respect they
deserve – they, too, have often survived horrible working conditions in a thankless job with little pay –
just another side effect of the institutional system. Thus openness and honesty about upcoming changes,
which will inevitably affect their lives is the least we can do when working with staff. Giving them a
chance to prove themselves is the only respectful thing we can do. ‘Old’staff who are hired to work in new
services can also help new staff learn about the clients.

� Put clients’ interest first
At no time should intolerance toward the clients, a negative attitude toward changes or the people im-
plementing them, or the inability or unwillingness to work to improve the lives of the clients (to say noth-
ing of abuse or neglect) ever be tolerated. Every decision made at every stage of the project should be
made in the clients’ best interest, and if staff, authorities, or other experts are unwilling to accept this then
they should have no place moving on into the new services, or being involved with the project at all. Ex-
pectations for staff should not be lowered for the sake of convenience or to save someone’s job.

� Put in place assessment and supervision
When implementing a theory-based training program before the Home is closed, be sure to put into
place a simple but effective form of assessment and supervision. It is best if the supervisor(s) are avail-
able on a regular basis and can form positive relationships with the staff in the institution. This will give
staff the support they need to transition into a completely different style of work, as well as improve the
chances that residents will be included in key decisions during the process.

� Do not rely only on the experience of the old staff
Staff members working in an institution are also themselves highly institutionalised, with no exception.
It is important to realize that when beginning to work with staff they will need a complete overhaul re-
garding principles of care and methods for working with people with disabilities. Do not neglect this
and assume that it will come automatically from staff members who have experience in the Home.
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� Be open-minded when interviewing staff for the new services
We have in many cases been surprised about which hired staff have been successful and which have not
been so effective. It is very important to have creative, energetic people on staff, people who will try to
improve or build upon the systems already set up in the service. However the number one most impor-
tant quality a good staff member should have is a heart for the job – the patience and caring personal-
ity required to work with such a difficult target group on a day-to-day basis. The most ambitious,
educated, or intelligent person isn’t always the right fit for the job.

� Avoid “I know this person” criteria
Make sure you avoid falling into the trap of hiring people because they know you, or know someone
else of importance. We continue to be surprised by the prevalence of this practice in Bulgaria. While you
may inadvertently find quality staff through such channels, your top priority is the quality of the service
provided. This means giving all potential staff members equal opportunity to be quality staff members.
The clients don’t know, and don’t care, who knows whom – their best interests should always be at the
heart of every decision you make.

� Be prepared for changes
Most people, when they apply for this type of job, unless they have already worked with people with in-
tellectual disability, really have no conception of what they are getting into.
Be prepared to deal with a certain level of shock on the part of new staff, and always plan for the in-
evitable few who won’t want to continue, or who should not be taking a spot among the staff.

� Use the preparatory work as team-building
Cedar has found that the best team-building (at the beginning of a service) can take place during the col-
laborative efforts of the team to prepare for the upcoming arrival of their clients. We also suggest pro-
viding team members with a bit of autonomy and an opportunity to be creative, which can lead to more
effective teams with more of a sense of ownership over the work that they do (see Chapter 5).

� Train the staff in new policies and procedures early enough
We made the mistake of not thoroughly training the staff in all of the new policies and procedures be-
fore the services opens (we were still developing them at that time, and conducted training in these at
a later date). While such documents should not be the be-all, end-all of a service, they do help form the
framework in which staff will be asked to conduct their duties, and due attention should be paid to this
framework in a more timely manner.
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Phase Four:
Moving and Adaptation

Moving out of a familiar place and into a new environment can be a stressful event for anyone. If the steps are
planned out correctly, however, in the process of discharging vulnerable people out of institutions and placing
them in new facilities, one can avoid creating chaos and trauma in the lives of service users.

In this chapter we chronicle the move itself, both physical and administrative, different reactions of the chil-
dren and young adults, and the steps Cedar took to help everyone adjust to the dramatic changes that were tak-
ing place.

1. Logistics of transition and moving

1.1 The first residents leave the Home: Marchevo and Ardino

During October of �009, the first ten residents move out of the Home in Gorna Koznitsa, into Protected Home
services for adults with intellectual disability in the communities of Marchevo and Ardino. As mentioned in
Chapter �, Cedar designs and implements transition plans around this time, and convince the authorities to
allow a one-month transition period before the move would take place. The transition period, in more detail,
consists of the following:
� Two“getting to know you”visitations to the new services, accompanied by Gorna Koznitsa staff, during which:

� Gorna Koznitsa staff holds individual care meetings with each resident and new service staff;
� Clients participate in organized activities with the clients already living in the service, including eating in

the dining room;
� Clients take walks and tours to become more familiar with the new facilities and surrounding community;
� Each Gorna Koznitsa client has individual time with the staff of the new services;
� Cedar conducts assessments on the needs of the new services, for further support;
� Cedar shares and organizes the necessary paperwork – care plans / client files, etc.

� Conduction of risk assessments, individual for each client
� Recording and discussion of observations – reactions to new environment, potential first friendships, po-

tential pitfalls during the moving process.
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Moving itself takes a total of three days, again a method utilised to help the residents cope with the adjustment
as smoothly as possible. Gorna Koznitsa staff travels with residents to the new services and stays for two nights.
They spend time with the clients and their new caretakers, and help the residents decorate and organize their
new rooms, before saying their final farewells and returning to Gorna Koznitsa. Staff also uses the opportunity
to pass on appropriate final documentation as needed.

See Cedar Foundation sample Transition Plan in Appendix 4.

1.2 Timing and phases of moving – the Home empties out

The closure of an institution and the synonymous creation of new social services in the community consist of
many different stages and phases which need to be implemented in parallel. Thus, as is the case with the Gorna
Koznitsa project, planning the timing for everything – ‘the big event’ – to happen during a small window of
time needs to be as precise as possible. Authorities originally expect the closure of the institution in Gorna
Koznitsa to occur during the spring of �010. However, due to construction delays and delays in the issuance of
the necessary Act 16 documentation for bringing the new structures into use, relocation is pushed back to the
fall of �010.

By that time, pressure to close the home has grown considerably, and the final phases before relocation are
ultimately rushed. Authorities state that the primary reason for this accelerated deadline is financial – the
difficult situation in which the municipality of Bobov dol would find itself, if the Home does not close as
quickly as possible. The “heating season” is fast approaching, and there are no funds allotted for coal for
heating the institution. On top of this, technically the money allotted for each client is scheduled to move
with that client (see Section � of this chapter on financial aspects of moving). Thus the municipality of Bobov
dol also would be left without finances to continue paying staff in the Home should the moving process be
drawn out much longer. Therefore Cedar has to react quickly and re-plan the phases for moving the resi-
dents.

Physically conducting the move of 48 people is complicated, and if not organized properly can cause more
trauma than is necessary to such a sensitive target group. The Foundation, and the Municipality of Bobov dol,
organise the move out of Gorna Koznitsa into Kyustendil services to occur in the following fashion:

Kyustendil
PHASE ONE – 7 children, Kyustendil – House / Staff team #1:
� 1 moving day + 6 days adjustment period.
� Staff from Team � alternates between assisting Team 1 with daily activities in the House (cleaning, cooking),

and covering shifts in the Home in Gorna Koznitsa.
� Team � alternates between completing decorations/renovations on apartments, and covering shifts in the

Home in Gorna Koznitsa.

PHASE TWO – 8 children, Kyustendil – House / Staff team #�:
� 1 moving day + � days adjustment period.
� Staff from Team � alternate between assisting Team � with daily activities in the House and covering shifts in

the Home in Gorna Koznitsa.

PHASE THREE – 8 young adults, Kyustendil – Apartments / Staff team #�:
� Final moving day out of the Home in Gorna Koznitsa.
� Team � begins work with clients (all teams now working with clients in new services).

Bobov dol
PHASE ONE – 10 young adults – SGH 1:
� 1 moving day + approximately 10 day adjustment period.

PHASE TWO – 10 young adults – SGH �:
Final moving day out of the Home in Gorna Koznitsa.

Staff in the Home in Gorna Koznitsa work with the new service staff and the clients themselves to pack per-
sonal effects and prepare for their respective moving days. The physical move is conducted as quickly and qui-
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etly as possible, without long goodbyes or drawn-out packing, so as to lessen the potential trauma of the ex-
perience for the residents. Clients are included as much as possible, and most of them carry their own posses-
sions to the waiting vans and cars to take the ride to their new home.

1.3 Financial aspects of moving: Does the money follow the child?

During the move the principle “Money follows the child”, though officially true, is not entirely practicable. The
Home in Gorna Koznitsa has financial shortages already before the closure. The Bobov Dol Municipality is also
in a difficult financial situation. Despite the fact that federal funds for the institution legally should not be uti-
lized by the municipality for other purposes, and special funds were paid into the municipal account to com-
pensate for the closure of the Home, the Bobov dol municipality has spent the money intended for the
institution and their financial problems spill over into the institution budget. In reality the money is not reach-
ing the Home, which puts it in debt to the water and electrical companies and the suppliers of food and med-
ications for the residents.

The largest debt is towards the staff in the form of unpaid salaries and compensations, some of which are, at the
time of this publication, still unpaid (June �01�).

Even more difficulties arise. A new compensated budget is created, by which remaining institution funds are to
be transferred to the new services in Bobov dol, to be used to pay for building maintenance from October to
December �010. This gives the municipality great incentive to cut further the financial means for the Home so
that more money is kept for the new service in Bobov dol.

No problems are encountered with the funding of a new service in Kyustendil, integrated in the municipal
budget and after submitting a request for funding to the state, the necessary means are ensured from the mo-
ment of its opening.

1.4 Layoffs

The first staff cuts occur after the young adults are moved to the Small Group Homes in Ardino and Marchevo.
They begin in March �010 – half a year after the decrease in the residents’ number and the official decrease of
the Home capacity.

On �7th September �010, eight children move into the small group home No.1. Simultaneously, seven young
adults move into the SGH in Bobov dol. This marks the beginning of the final staff cuts, which in all will take sev-
eral weeks.

On 1st October �010 the second group of 7 children move into the SGH No.� in Kyustendil and seven young
adults into the SGH in Bobov dol. At this point the second group of staff members is dismissed.

In the morning of 4th October �010, two young adults leave for the institution for men with intellectual disabil-
ities in Kudelin. Despite Cedar’s many attempts, it has not been possible to find a suitable alternative service for
them due to challenging behaviour.

Later that day, two more groups leave the Home, eight to move to Kyustendil and six to move to Bobov dol. The
last staff members go with them. Part of the staff will later start working in the SGHs. For the rest, it is the final
working day.

The organization and planning of these moves is, at all times, guided by calculating the number of staff needed.
Their responsibility is to ensure proper care and prevention of risk situations which could threaten the life and
the health of the children and young adults. At the same time, it is difficult to organize as there must be staff
present in both the new services and the institution. Part of the trained staff who will soon begin work in the
SGHs is still working in the Home. Thus it is very difficult for them to be present in the two services. The prepa-
ration of the rooms, purchase of products and materials, food preparation and many other important prepara-
tory details – clothing, personal accessories, medicines, documents, hygienic procedures before leaving – all of
this happens simultaneously and is a responsibility of all the same people.
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! LOOKING BACK, LESSONS LEARNT:

Here we share what we learned, when we moved the residents out of the Home and into their new serv-
ices.

� Prepare a detailed transition plan
If at all possible, the transition out of the institution and into new services should be guided by a very spe-
cific transition plan, which favours client input during every phase. Transition plans should include plenty
of time for the client to get to know the new surroundings, new staff members and other clients in the
service before themove takes place. The whole process should be planned carefully to allow time for the
client to take “baby steps” toward his/her new life – first several hours spent in the new environment,
then perhaps a meal there, then perhaps spending one night, etc. If time allows, the client should be ac-
companied to spend a lot of free time in the new community before the move.

� Take into account client’s choices
Successful transition also means taking into account the choices made by the client, and giving him/her
the opportunity to make these choices. The paint colour of a user’s room, the position of his/her bed in
the new bedroom, the pictures which decorate the walls, these are all aspects of the new environment
which can include the choice of the client and therefore ease the transition anxiety which so often ac-
companies a move.

� Phase up the move
Whenever possible, we recommend that any move be conducted in phases – again, planned out very
carefully – so as not to cause too much alarm in the clients, or too much confusion or chaos in the actual
move.

� The money does not always follow the child
Due to the complicated procedures related to funding social services it is often the case that the child or
the adult leaves the respective institution whereas the state funding remains, until a decision is made for
ceasing the funding. Situations can also occur in which a new service is opened and state money is given
for its full capacity, before those clients actually living there.

� The “money follows the child” system is not fully effective
The money used for the opening of different social services becomes the priority, the main factor
which defines the service whereas the role and the significance of the child or the adult who enters
that service is diminished.

2. Adjusting to the new environment

2.1 Personnel

“Wewere very impressedwith theway in which staff handled the first several weeks of work in
the new services. Most of them worked overtime in order to help get the houses in order and
running smoothly, or to handle situationswith individual clients as they arose. For themost part
in the groups a very strong sense of teamworkwas present, as staffmembers supportedonean-
other and shared the experience together. There were, of course, a great many growing pains
as the first few days becameweeks, and the first weeks turned intomonths.”

Lindsay Saltsgiver, Operations Manager, The Cedar Foundation

Among the challenges Cedar faces are:
� Questions regarding schedules and shift hours, especially night shifts
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� Learning curve on managing/handling the cooking in the service – during the first few weeks more is spent
on food than was necessary, as teams adjusted to having to measure quantities and follow cookbook por-
tions

� Lack of confidence in how to handle crisis situations with clients, and worries about being alone during night
shifts

� Concerns about how to handle the medication distribution process in the groups
� Adjustments and finalizations of service policy documentation
� Initial reservations about using community medical services – staff are not used to calling emergency serv-

ices or having such close access to doctors and specialists
� Indecision about what to do with the clients during the day, to meet goals of individual care plans

Easing Transition Anxiety: Staff
Of the utmost importance during training and orientation is the openness of Cedar to communication with
staff members.

“This was a very exciting, stressful, thrilling, and exhausting time, for all staff, and we made it
our priority to be available and approachable for staff who were having a difficult time. Man-
agement staff and Cedar Foundation representatives were on call, at all hours of the day, and
wedid everything possible to support staff during this tenuous time.Wealso tried to encourage
staff to develop a sense of ownership over their teams and residencies. They were still working
with small budgets to make final adjustments to routines and features in the houses/apart-
ments, which gave themmore freedom to develop a sense of responsibility toward their work
and their ‘family-style’ group.”

Lindsay Saltsgiver

A few weeks after the opening of the service, the Foundation is visited by a group of experts from the Green-
fields School in England, led by special educator and long-time Cedar volunteer Mary Crane, who assist staff in
developing daily routines and activities for the children and young adults. The training is mandatory and staff
members work with the volunteers in groups, focusing on individual residents. Caretakers are introduced to
many new types of activities in which they can engage the clients, and the volunteers demonstrate effective
methods for organizing the groups’ days and handling difficult behaviour. While staff finds this helpful and re-
acts positively to the visit, the management realizes that it is too early in the adjustment period for staff – both
Cedar and service staff – to utilize the visit as efficiently as was needed. The volunteer group returns a year later,
after staff and clients are much more settled in the service, and the training is much more productive.

The first few months after the service opening is also a time for observation of what kind of on-going training
will be needed for staff. Cedar notices an immediate need for the following types of follow-up/on-going train-
ing:
� Handling challenging behaviours – prevention and reaction
� Conducting assessments
� Teaching independent living skills
� Working with service documentation
� Teamwork and leadership (especially for those in leadership positions)

Interview with Dimitrina Stoilkova,
Social Therapist in SGH “Siyanie”

What was your first working day like?

At the beginning I was a little bit stressed when I met the users. I wasn’t used to the children and the team. The begin-
ning was difficult. The children would go into mass hysteria. For example, Ivan wouldn’t make contact with anyone, he
isolated himself in his own world…while now he talks all the time, get involved in activities and this is incredible. The
clinical meetings where we discussed cases on how to approach and deal with the different children and to solve the prob-
lems related to them were really helpful. I think we did very well with many problems.
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How did you overcome these feelings and how did you manage with the difficult situations at the beginning?

I observed children a lot. Started to get to know them. I also had information from the colleagues but as a whole I man-
aged on my own. It was very busy and you had to react immediately. There were many team meetings and discussions
and with the decisions taken by the team we overcame the problems. The most striking example for me remains Ivan
who recently danced at one of the events. This was unthinkable at the beginning. Even, when I was on a business trip,
he cried that I wouldn’t be with him. Bonds are created. I’m stricter and at the beginning some of the children pulled
back but later they themselves understood that this is for their own good. Everyone says that Ivan doesn’t want to get
involved in activities and I make him do it. I give him a potato to wash, or an onion and that’s how…...step by step.

What do you think is the biggest achievement of the service so far and how do you see the future development?

A centre for social rehabilitation and integration should be set up as soon as possible so that there are more possibilities
for the children and young adults’ therapy and activities in the community. The progress of children is our biggest
achievement until now.

2.2 Clients

It is not realistic to think that with the closure of the Home and the placement of its former residents in the new
services the problems are over and the easy part has come.

These are the most difficult two weeks for the children and the whole team. On the first and the second day the
children are happy, taken by the euphoria of the new experience but on the third day they start asking when
they will return to Gorna Koznitsa. The short transition and adjustment period is not enough for them to real-
ize that:
� they have left the old Home in Gorna Koznitsa forever, and cannot go back;
� the new building will be their new home;
� a very small part of the people who have surrounded them for so long will be in the new home; and
� part of their friends won’t be around anymore.

“Imagine that all of a sudden you happen to be in an almost completely unfamiliar place with
strange people passing by on the street, looking at you in anunfriendly or evenhostilemanner.
Imagine that you are surrounded by many tall buildings, whose windows are lit up in the
evenings like a Christmas tree and all of this makes you feel as though you are exposed all the
time and that it prevents you from being on your own or closing your eyes. Imagine the sound
of the children playing in the neighbouring schoolyard, and the noise of the engine of huge
trucks passing by andat the same time youare feeling the loneliness of a lost child, a childwho
till yesterday had accepted the world in one way and today everything familiar is in ruins…
That child, you, doesn’t knowwhere he is orwhat is happening. If we can look through the eyes
of this child wemay be able to begin to understand this horror, fear and panic which is hard to
describe.”

Margarita Parmakova, Manager of SGH “Siyanie”

Cedar imagines that these are the feelings of all of the residents, both the children and the young adults. Many
of them ask constantly about Gorna Koznitsa and when they can return because for them this is the only place
of security, related to their hitherto life - their childhood. It takes a lot of time until they start seeing the good
things in what they have received and begin to see the new houses as their home.

They have also lost many of the people upon whom they have relied for so long, people with whom they have
established an emotional connection, who have been their friends and have supported them in difficult mo-
ments.

The environment in the building is also unfamiliar. The numerous, large rooms, the multiple entrances and exits,
the glass doors, the access to different kitchen appliances and electrical equipment, which they have never be-
fore been close enough to touch, all of this confuses and puzzles them.
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“They touched unknown and never-before-seen objects and surfaces, and even though they
felt like Alice in the wonderland this more likely puzzled them and made them feel nervous,
which sometimes resulted in emotional breakdowns. At times the users displayed challenging
behaviour and/or self-aggression due to their difficulty to accept the changes around them
and the impossibility to fully understand what was happening.”

Margarita Parmakova

Interview with Milena Dertlijska,
Team lead of SGH 1

What was your attitude towards closing the Home?

I was very positive and full of enthusiasm. I thought this was great for everyone and was happy that we were leaving
this hell.

Was this the general attitude?

Some were against moving the children, thinking that if something is created in the Home the premises would be bet-
ter. To improve the conditions there. But it is a question of opinion and my opinion was that we had to move.

How was the preparation happening? What do you remember from it?

There was very little time for preparation. It all happened very fast. We didn’t expect things to develop in such a speed
since this step had been postponed for months and years. And we didn’t believe that it will actually happen till the last
moment when we all of a sudden were in town…We always thought that the things might stop. So all happened very
fast. But the staff has been preparing with the trainings, organized by Cedar, which had been taking place in the last two
years, also with the presence of other British organizations providing training to us. So we still had some time to adjust
ourselves to the idea whereas for the children and the young adults it was a shock.

You participated in a competition and were selected for your current position. How did it go?

I always feel nervous at competitions…But it went well. The faces were familiar which was reassuring.

How did you feel after the moving?

It was confusing for me. I imagined things differently.

In which way?

I thought that only because I liked it, the children would like it too. That only because I was quickly getting used to the
new situation, it would be the same for them. But it was exactly the opposite. Even now there are children who still
need time. But then it was…hard to describe. There was even a moment when I thought I would give up. I didn’t imag-
ine the things this way. But as we got mobilized, step by step things started coming to their places.

How did you help them with the adaptation?

I don’t know whether we were very helpful in the beginning. The team was new and children were seeing them for the
first time. There were only two familiar faces one of which was mine. It was a big shock for them. The new team was
not able to handle the situation and the children couldn’t get used to the new environment. It was very difficult. I did-
n’t expect it at all.

How did they get adapted?

Some adapted faster. It was easier for the younger ones. The older ones understand more. Teodor was most problem-
atic. He has a difficult time dealing with changes, even today. He notices the slightest change and the open space makes
him feel discomfort. He doesn’t feel protected. In Gorna Koznitsa they were all staying in a small room and there was
no space at all. And the space around him in the new home stressed him a lot as well as the daylight.
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Do you think more time is needed for preparation?

Definitely. We took them here three-four times before the move but for them these were trips. At least half a year is
needed for gradual transition. It depends on the individual child or young adult as well. It is very individual. For
some this was not a problem.

Easing Transition Anxiety: Clients
The first two weeks are very difficult, but staff learns to help ease transition anxiety in their clients by any num-
ber of means:

� For staff, the first priority is to establish a connection with each child or young adult so that he feels sup-
ported. The members of the Central Management Unit (CMU)14 sometimes spend hours trying to reassure a
client. At these moments most children draw into themselves and don’t allow anyone to approach them.
Only people whom they know are able to reach them.

� Even the contact with a familiar person does not help with some residents. Sometimes a walk outside, or a
game, is more effective than allowing the child to be drawn into loneliness and isolation. Small and seem-
ingly insignificant factors are able to change their emotional condition, their sense of freedom; the oppor-
tunity to engage in their favourite activities or to hold a favourite object calms them down.

� The next step is making a contact with a GP, psychiatrist or psychologist. The psychiatrist who had cared for
the children while they were in the institution visits the new residencies two or three times to see their liv-
ing conditions but this is not adequate. She is often contacted by phone by the staff for advice and change
of their medical treatment. For the most difficult cases the therapy is changed a few times per month.

� If things get out of control and nothing helps to alleviate the problem, the local emergency medical unit is
called. The ambulance comes often during the first few weeks, to provide support, but clearly the medica-
tions they administer are only a temporary solution.

The adaptation process manifests itself differently in each child and they respond in different ways.

Maria, 13, who has severe intellectual disability, has already gone through many different emotional states. In
the institution she is neglected by the staff and is sometimes abused by the other users; she stays locked within
herself and does not seek out contact with others. She often displays self-aggression, hurting herself by making big
wounds on her head. She also shrieks, causes haemorrhages to her eyes. But in the last 1-2 months before the mov-
ing she seems calmer. After the first days in the new service however her behaviour dramatically changes. Maria
has unlocked not only auto-aggression but also aggressive behaviour towards the staff. If someone – another
child or staff member – is around her when she feels threatened or insecure and doesn’t know how to react, she
attacks them, trying to scratch them. Her screams sometimes continue all day long. She throws herself on the
bed, kicks, lying on the ground, pushes chairs. All attempts of the staff members to console her fail. Maria often
has episodes including severe shaking of her limbs and a strong desire to hit her head with her fist or against
walls, doors and cupboards.

Staff slowly learn that sometimes she calms down if she lies in the bedroom and covers her head with a blanket, falling
asleep like that and feeling protected. The blanket becomes a way for her to isolate herself from the surrounding world.
Sometimes this doesn’t help and consultation with a child psychiatrist is needed in order to change her therapy but often
also the emergency centre is contacted and she gets a sedative injection. Staff continues to work on finding ways to help
Maria calm herself.

***

Rumyana, 12, always carries small objects with her – parts of toys, pieces of cloth and paper. This is her treasure
from which she is never apart. No matter how much the staff tries to convince her to leave them in order to wash
her hands or take a shower, she refuses and brings them with her everywhere – when sleeping, when changing
clothes, when eating, walking, in the toilet, in the bathroom. She also holds her belongings close while lying in the
foetal position and sits on the floor in the same corner in one of the dining rooms. She sits without moving or chang-
ing her position. She reacts very strongly if someone tries to move her or take something of her treasure, or if she
loses something. She becomes very angry and behaves aggressively towards objects and people – kicks people next
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to her, pushes and breaks chairs, pulls the window blinds…Once she roared for 24 hours. Attempts to change this
behaviour only set off major crises.

A lot of time is needed for things to change and for the ice to break. Eventually the trust of both Maria and Rumyana
is gained.

2.3 Community

“We will never forget this first reaction of some of the people from the neighbourhood who
came to the openingof the houses. Therewas a small children’s slide onwhich children from the
community were playing and their parents were standing next to them watching. At the mo-
mentwhenour children approached the slide and tried to playwith the other children, the par-
ents pulled their children aside telling them: “Come here, leave them alone”. It sounded rude
and cruel; theywere looking at the disabled children in away as if theywere lower quality peo-
ple, as if they had a virus which could start an infection. And we didn’t blame these people for
their reaction because it was not their fault – rather we blame the state and its policies which
for years had kept children and adults with disabilities hidden and didn’t provide enough in-
formation on their existence and capabilities. We were determined to change this and started
right there, right then with exactly these people. We conversed with them politely, simultane-
ously supporting the children in their attempts to contact other children in the spontaneous
games.”

Margarita Parmakova

There are complaints from the neighbours that the children start screaming early in the morning and wake
them up. Others clearly and categorically express their disagreement with the presence of the children and
young adults in the area and raise the question of how the Foundation hasn’t found some more suitable place
for them, more remote and isolated.

Easing Transition Anxiety: the Community

The first thing Cedar does is to try, through conversation, to provide quality information to the neighbours in
the nearby shop and café. The aim is to help them understand that these are children and young adults like
everybody else with their strengths and weaknesses, individual capabilities and needs.

Simultaneously Cedar discusses with the staff in the service how to provide information about the users with-
out violating the rules of confidentiality or revealing personal information. They are advised to focus on the
positive side of their clients’ behaviour, their good qualities, what they like doing, what they do well and on
their need for being understood and receiving human warmth.

Cedar takes every opportunity to invite people who are interested in the service and the users, to visit the build-
ing, to look around and to meet their residents. The Foundation doesn’t miss a chance to invite the children
from the neighbourhood to come and mix with the children from the service. And when the residents are taken
out for a walk, Cedar tries to establish contact with the people around, to greet them, to start a chat and to call
the residents by their names.

“By identifying their personality we took them out of the common faceless mass and under-
lined their identity, significance and uniqueness.”

Margarita Parmakova

Some people show a vivid interest in what is going on in the houses and the yard, in the children and the young
adults who walk in the streets. They often stop to greet the users and to express interest in what they are doing,
where they are going and even to offer their help.

One such person is the owner of the café next door. He is interested in the life and destiny of the children. He
develops a particular sympathy and attachment towards one child, Kamen. He wants to know about his health
problems, what he likes and how he can help him. Sometimes he gives him sweets (with staff permission). And
when Kamen disappears from the house, everyone knows where to find him – arund the fence which separates
the complex from the café. This person continues to support Cedar to date, never misses an opportunity to
make gifts to the children and is always ready to provide the service with help when something is needed.
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There are also children who are friends of the children in the service. When they enter the complex with their
bikes for the first time, they are shy and insecure; some of them even ask their parents to allow them to enter
but the shared laughter overtakes their fear of the unknown. The giant parachute they raise over their heads to-
gether in a circle with the service residents, looking up with expressions of elation, somehow unites them in the
joy and happiness they feel in the moment.

! LOOKING BACK, LESSONS LEARNT:

Here we share what we learned, as we helped the staff, children and community overcome their anxiety
associated with the transition:

� Give the staff autonomy
Personnel teams should be given as much autonomy as possible in the development of their individual
residencies, so as to create a feeling of ownership over their work with the clients.

� Support your staff
Personnel need to know that they are supported by the management and municipality, and that an
atmosphere of “we’re all in this together” is fostered during the transition phase for personnel. This is
traumatic not only for clients, but also for staff, and the more they feel included and important in the
process, the better they will adjust and the more calm and effective they will be when working with
the clients.

� Assess the needs of your staff carefully
Careful observation should be conducted to assess the needs of the personnel during the first three
months, to avoid burnout (or eventual resignation) due to the change, and to nurture good practices and
goodwill among team members.

� Expect the unexpected
In the first days after the move of the children and young adults to the new services, expect the unex-
pected. Many unanticipated things can happen – total breakdowns, unlocking of behavioural problems,
aggression, auto-aggression and other challenging behaviours, some of which you have may never seen
before from the client. This is a normal defence mechanism in some individuals who in every way possi-
ble are trying to resist the changes, to deal with the unknown which all of a sudden is all around them.
They themselves don’t know how to respond to these changes or how to accept them and what is ex-
pected from them.

� Be patient
The only cure for these situations is patience and an understanding of the problem. Have a good crisis
plan in place before moving children into the new residencies and regularly update this plan. Give the
children and young adults time to get used to the changes and to start accepting them.

� Don’t blame the community
In the same way the users are traumatised in the period of adjustment to the new environment and
neighbours, the community also goes through its own period of trauma. It’s our obligation to help them
to overcome their fears, artificially fed for years, to give them time in order for the prejudices to disap-
pear.

� Constantly work to raise awareness
We should not forget our role in this process of healing, the key is in our hands and it depends
on us when and how we will provide the correct information and how we will structure it. We are
the new messengers of the users to the community, those who will create the new image of and
attitude towards people with intellectual disabilities. The way they will be accepted depends
also on us.
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2.4 First round of assessments

Despite the wide range of individual client reactions to living in a new, drastically better environment, on the
whole the effect is immediate and overwhelmingly positive.

“At the beginning the focus was more upon the adaptation. Now, you can feel that there’s
some level of integration but the first year was all about adaptation. Everything was new
for them. [The clients] needed time to accept the world we wanted to provide for them. I
was very impressed by the change in many of them – they literally blossomed in the new
service. Before that their development was suppressed, even at physical level. And now, the
attention they receive is of huge importance. They are part of our community network, and
they live truly among us.”

Jenya Petrova, Services and Volunteer Coordinator, The Cedar Foundation

Eager to track and document these results, for the first year of the service operation, Cedar collects data
about the residents’ development every three months, so as to follow more carefully where more effort
is needed and to keep up with the rapid changes that it is witnessing. After that, it collects data every six
months.

The data after the first three months reflects, in general, an increase in skills development and an average
decrease in difficult behaviours. See the table below for three-month data. The results are slightly dis-
torted for the first two �-month periods, because baseline data is taken by staff still working in the Home
with minimum of experience and training in observation and assessment. However, as time passes and
the same staff members gain experience in assessment, Cedar for the most part continues to see an aver-
age increase in skills and decrease in behaviour problems.

Assessment Results, SGH “Siyanie”, Sept – Dec 2010

Skill / Category Children

1. Independent Living Skills + 8,5 %

�. Mobility and Coordination in time and space + 4,1 %

�. Language and communication - 1,5 %

4. Social-emotional development + 0,� %

5. Behaviour + 6,7 %

6. Height + 1,6 cm

7. Weight + 1,9 kg
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! LOOKING BACK, LESSONS LEARNT:

Here we share what we learned as we began the process of conducting assessments:

� Train the staff in assessment before you begin
Take care to thoroughly train staff in assessment before conducting baseline assessments, to ensure
good quality data. Baseline data should be taken before the closure of the institution.

� Make frequent assessment
During the first year or so of the service (after closure of the institution) the changes observed in the
clients will generally be fast-paced – it is a good idea to make assessments frequently during that
year, in order to keep up with those changes and make adjustments to the individual care plans as
necessary.

� Share the results with staff
Especially when there is progress made in some area of a client’s development, staff should be openly
congratulated and encouraged. Results could be posted in different areas of the residence. As always, re-
sults should also be used in the development of individual care plans.
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Phase Five:
The new service: A Case Study

of Cedar’s SGH “Siyanie”

Every small group home service will be different, depending on the individual needs of its clients, the structure
of the facilities, the surrounding community, and the service provider. However all services should be working
toward the same goal – to provide its clients the opportunity to learn skills for life to the best of their ability, and
to support them in being included in society to the greatest extent possible.

In this chapter we outline the specific features of the SGH service (named “Siyanie” by its staff ), such as:
� Philosophy and goals
� Administrative structure and financing
� Staff job descriptions
� Policies and procedures, and
� Internal programmes designed to meet the service goals.

1. Management Outsourcing

In most cases, Cedar would highly recommend any municipality to outsource the management of the new SGH
service to a competent NGO operating in the area. The exception would be when there is no NGO working with
people with disability in the region, or when there is a specially-commissioned department in the municipal-
ity. This department should have the human resources available to effectively protect the rights of children and
young adults with disability and work towards building quality services. This is no easy task. NGOs often exist
for this sole purpose, and have access to specialists and volunteers who otherwise operate independently of the
municipality. NGOs can commit their full efforts to the work in the service, whereas the social service depart-
ment in the municipality is often overloaded with many different responsibilities and cannot afford to spend ad-
equate time on developing one service.

1.1 Procedures

The procedure for choosing an NGO to manage the services is just like any other tender procedure – the in-
terested parties submit proposals to the municipality, which are reviewed on the basis of criteria defined be-
fore the procedure begins. When Cedar applies to manage the services in Kyustendil, its proposal includes
the following:
� Copies of all legal documentation proving the existence and legal condition of the organization, including all
licenses necessary to legally manage services for children and adults with disability;

� Information about Cedar’s experience with managing projects or services, and recommendations com-
menting on our capacity to manage a social service;

� Documentation outlining the material and financial status of the organization
� A detailed plan for the service, including:

� Description of the target group;
� Short- and long-term goals and activities for the service;
� Expected results, which can be effectively measured;
� Plan for the organization of the service personnel, including their training, meeting schedules and su-

pervision;
� Activity schedules;
� Budget (on the basis of the state allowances plus in-kind contribution), including the salary fund and ex-

pected expenses;
� Strategy for sustainability of the service.
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Cedar is well aware that for many municipalities, the categories regarding financing of the service will be among
the most important in choosing a service provider. In fact, one requirement of the Kyustendil Municipality is the
contribution of �0% of the budget to be in-kind, from the NGO. Considering the current condition of the Bul-
garian state allowance, this factor is indeed very important in the decision. However, the Foundation stresses
that even more crucial in the effective management of a SGH is a good plan for the development of the
service, and the pledge that the service will be based on a solid philosophy for working with people with
disabilities – one which upholds their rights as full members of a community and which strives to help
them reach their potential, through the continual development of the service itself.

1.2 Contract between the municipality and the service provider

The Cedar Foundation signs a contract with the Municipality of Kyustendil on September 17, �010 – two weeks
before the clients move into the service – marking the beginning of the service itself and the start of service fi-
nancing. The contract outlines the following major agreements:
� The service development program (as an inseparable part of the contract itself );
� The term of the contract (� years, in Cedar’s case);
� The rights and responsibilities of each party – including financial – and procedures through which these re-

sponsibilities will be carried out;
� The conditions under which the contract can be interrupted or cancelled;
� The procedures through which disagreements or disputes are to be settled.

! LOOKING BACK, LESSONS LEARNT:

Here we share our recommendations on finding suitable management for the service:

� Outsource the service management to a capable NGO.
Management of the service should be outsourced to a capable NGO whenever possible. Municipalities
should take great care and thoroughly consider their expectations for the development of the service be-
foremaking the call for proposals. The process should be completely transparent from start to finish.

� Meet the quality standards in the service.
While the financial aspect of what an NGO can contribute to a service is important, more important is the
organization’s commitment to developing and meeting quality standards in the service.

� Get well acquainted with the contract before signing it.
The contract between the municipality and NGO should serve both sides, and both parties should review,
discuss and, if necessary, negotiate all points before signing.

2. Overview of “Siyanie” Philosophy and Goals

The SGH services managed by the Cedar Foundation in Kyustendil, for 16 children and 8 adults, are designed
with the assistance of experts in the field, both in Bulgaria and from abroad. The Foundation is continually
taking steps to improve the services and is flexible on its structure and programs in cases where progress can
be more effectively achieved through different means. The service is defined by the framework in which
Cedar operates:

� The priority is always to uphold the client’s rights, dignity, and self-determination;
� Regular assessment and improvement of service policies and programs is key to providing an effective

service;
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� The SGH is an integral part of the surrounding community, and our relationships with and reliance on other
community services is integral to the service itself.

The aim of SGH “Siyanie” is to provide a true alternative to large-scale institutional care – �4-hour residential
support in a small group setting, located in the community and closely resembling the family environment.
There is an individual focus on the needs of every service user. There is also a therapeutic aspect, as its func-
tion is to create prerequisite skills for full social integration, including in the education and the employment
spheres.

Quality service can exist only when it provides quality care which has two main aspects:
� Care and support within the service provided by the staff on the territory of the service;
� Care and support outside the service provided by the SGH staff and the partners from the community.

2.1 Quality daily care and support in a family-like environment

“No matter how simple and elementary it sounds, this term includes a large amount of work.
Startingwith the daily hygienic activities –washing, cleaning andmaintaining the premises in
the building, going through the process of creating elementary skills andhabits suchas putting
on and taking off clothes, putting your shoes on, choosing appropriate clothes, participation
in the household, eating, shoppingand cooking. All these activities are learnedby all other peo-
ple naturally in their childhood and day-to-day life; in the service they should be planned and
purposeful given that some of them haven’t been undertaken properly in the institution or
haven’t taken place at all. The other important thing is that the care of the staff in the institu-
tion had required the service users to be passive, in other words they were treated as people
‘who cannot look after themselves’. In the new service the role of the staff is not only to provide
care but also to support childrenand youngadults in their efforts to copeon their own inall type
of activities. The care and support should be individual and aimed at every service user de-
pending on their needs andwishes. Of course, the service doesn’t aim to replace the biological
family but to create asmuch as possible a family-like environment.”

Margarita Parmakova, Manager of the SGHs “Siyanie”

2.2 Care and support aimed at integration in the community

Community integration includes many aspects of life which we take for granted – education, health, rehabili-
tation, employment.

“Despite the opportunity to have educational process in the services themselveswhere all chil-
dren have the opportunity to be included, the idea for their education outside the service re-
mains and is still on the agenda. How many children in the “normal” families are taught at
home where they are visited by private teachers? Most of them attend mainstream schools
and receive their education there. At the moment three of the children attend mainstream
school with a resource teacher in certain days of theweek. Our aim is for this number to be in-
creased.”

Margarita Parmakova

As discussed in Chapter �, the clients of“Siyanie”need not only educational support in a mainstream school, but
also other specialised social services in the community – day care centres, rehabilitation centres, resource cen-
tres where they can receive adequate support from a psychologist, speech therapist, rehabilitator.

While some progress has been made in enrolling the children in supporting services in Kyustendil, unfortu-
nately Cedar has not been able to secure inclusion of the young adults into educational activities, or any com-
munity-based supporting service. No service for children will accept the young adults, and the service which
does serve adults is not equipped to handle people who have been institutionalised. This means that there is a
considerable lack of community services for adults with disability, a situation which Cedar hopes to help rectify
in the next few years (see Chapter 6, Section 4.1).
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“The institutional care had deprived the service users to be part of a reality which existed out-
side the fence of the home – norms and rules for behaviour, understanding the meaning of
money, knowing traffic rules, public places orientation, an ability for self-preservation, etc. And
all of this was a task for the team in terms of social inclusion and creating opportunities for an
adequate and significant social life of service-users.”

Margarita Parmakova

A significant part of the social inclusion process is providing support for people to secure employment. Being
employed is a main feature of creating feelings of dignity, adequacy and contribution to society and allows one
to explore opportunities for life enrichment. Despite the issues related to communication and attachment, the
children and young adults living in SGH “Siyanie” demonstrate a wide range of skills and potential for employ-
ment and it turns out that they can achieve significant progress when given adequate support (see Chapter 6,
Section 4.5).

3. Administration, Management and Structure

3.1 Staffing (human resources)

A quality service is only possible when there is excellent caregiving provided; excellent caregiving is only
possible when there are sufficient and qualified human resources. It’s important to distinguish both of these
aspects of human resources – sufficient and qualified – as necessary for the normal functioning of the SGH
Siyanie.

Number of Employees

The SGH has a state delegated annual budget in the amount of 174 1�0 BGN (89 �9� EUR), from which the funds
for staff salaries are provided in the amount of 101 000 BGN (51 795 EUR) for 17 members of staff. People work-
ing in the social sphere know all too well the methodology used for defining the number of staff in residential
care services. Specifically for SGHs this coefficient is currently 0,9 . These are for two separate SGHs – one for chil-
dren and one for young adults, spread around two houses and two apartments and requiring separate staff. Even
without conducting man-hour calculations it is clear that the state funds are not sufficient for securing the min-
imum staff necessary to cover a �4-hour schedule.

The number of staff directly involved with service users is further reduced when in the number of 17 people are
included a manager, social worker and accountant. Cedar refuses to hire additional administrative personnel (as
per the governmental recommendations – this is a carryover from the institutional system), as the human re-
source capacity is already stretched to the limit.

To deal with this very serious problem, Cedar is forced to hire additional staff to double the amount funded by
the state.

As the SGHs are separated geographically into four groups (one group per 8-child house and one group per
4-adult apartment), Cedar creates four teams who are separately responsible for their corresponding groups.
Three leaders are assigned to manage these groups – each responsible for 8 children or young adults. Each
team works exclusively with their 8 clients, and do not switch between SGHs, guided by the following ra-
tionale:
� This is a service which should be modelled on the family structure. Parents/caretakers in a family do not

change on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis.
� This encourages and helps staff to develop very crucial relationships with their clients, based on trust, secu-

rity and consistency.
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15 In �011, the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy increased this ratio coefficient recommendation from 0,7 to
0,9. However they did not increase the amount of funding provided to SGH services to pay for these additional
staff members. Thus funds for additional staff member salaries must be taken out of the funds used for food,
heating, clothing and other necessities for the children. This gives the appearance that services are being
given adequate means to provide quality care when this, in fact, is simply not true.



� This gives staff incentive to feel a sense of responsibility to and ownership over their SGH and everything
that happens there.

� This encourages staff members to bond more closely with their colleagues, when they are in smaller groups.

The main building unit of SGH Siyanie is its teams. A special place in the training process is dedicated to sessions
about the essence of a team, the stages of forming a team, team work and communication and collective prob-
lem-solving.

“The process of building and setting up the teams in the different homes or the different SGHs
required a lot of time and energy. Each team had their own development path and ways of
working, therewere changes in the teamsand some initial conflictswith the team leaders until
they becamemore settled. This process hasn’t been completed yet and this is good because the
moment when a team decides it’s formed forever and there aren’t different opinions and con-
structive criticism is amoment of deadlock and the team doesn’t function effectively.”

Margarita Parmakova

In the beginning Cedar hires and trainees �1 people – the bare minimum it needed to keep the service func-
tioning, with staff working overtime and not taking sick leave or vacation. 17 are paid through state funds and
4 through funds donated to Cedar: 1 Manager, 1 Key social worker, 1 Accountant/Administrator, � Team lead-
ers and 15 Social therapists.

Following a very heavy period of adaptation on behalf of the service users and much exhausting overtime from
the staff (who is now totally exhausted, physically and emotionally, and is quickly burning out), Cedar realizes
the urgent need of securing additional funds for more staff.

This marks the beginning of the second stage for hiring additional staff. This is followed by new interviews,
trainings, and orientation. Since November �010, the number of the social therapists has gradually increased
and, as of June �01�, reaches �4 people – 17 funded by the state and 17 funded with contributions from sup-
porters of the Cedar Foundation. The distribution is as follows:

Comparison with the Institutional Model

While the number of staff needed to cover shifts and support the clients in an SGH service is greater, the staffing
structure is much more effective. Over 90% of staff is directly involved in working with the clients toward his/her
goals. In the institutional model, this percentage is just above 70%; �0% of staff is responsible solely for ad-
ministrative tasks!

For more details on comparing models, see Appendix 5.

Employees responsible
for administration only

Employees working
directly with clients

No. % No. %

Institution (GORNA KOZNITSA) 1� 29% �� 71%

SGH Siyanie � 9% �1 91%

Service Manager 1

Key Social Worker 1

Accountant/Administrator 1

Team Leaders �

Labour Therapists �

Social Therapists (caretakers) �5

Driver / maintenance 1
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“Itwasn’t easy but fortunatelywe succeeded.Duringour ball in 2010,wemadeanappeal to our
guests – an annual salary of a social therapist in Kyustendil cost 3600 euro and this person
could contribute a lot to the life and thedevelopment of a certain child or youngperson.Wepre-
sented the situation at the moment and the difficulties we were facing because there wasn’t
sufficient staff provided by the state. Our suggestion for partnership – because many compa-
nies use that as their own corporate responsibility – was very clear and concrete. And many
companies decided to sponsor a social therapist – someonbehalf of their company, others per-
sonally and there were somewho did both.”

Toni Stoykova, Marketing and Communications Coordinator, The Cedar Foundation

Staff roles and responsibilities

The following are brief descriptions of the roles and responsibilities of each staff member:

Manager – Responsible for the overall effective functioning of the service; manages all service employees; co-
ordinates the work of all units and teams in the service; supports the team leaders, the key social worker and
all team members; manages conflicts; delegates rights and responsibilities; is the service spokesperson to au-
thorities, media and general public.
Key social worker – Supports both clients and staff; maintains close relationships with local schools, support-
ing services, the Child protection department, the Department for social assistance, and other professionals in
the community; leads meetings for planning and reviewing the care and support to the clients; works directly
with the clients on an individual basis; is responsible for managing and updating client files; manages the as-
sessment and individual care planning of clients and the case management program.
Accountant/Administrator – Responsible for managing all aspects of the finances of the services, including in-
kind contributions from the Cedar Foundation; conducts all accounting, banking, and payroll activities; pro-
vides regular reports to the Municipality of Kyustendil regarding financial activity; is responsible for maintaining
the condition of the facilities.
Driver/Maintenance – Is responsible for the safe transportation of clients, goods and equipment; maintains
service vehicles in good condition; maintains good conditions of service facilities.
Labour therapists – Work directly with the clients, developing and implementing individual labour therapy
programmes; participate in multidisciplinary team meetings for discussion of individual care plans.
Social therapists – Work directly with clients in the residencies, supporting them in everyday activities; im-
plement activities for the development of skills according to individual care plans, act as case manager to indi-
vidual clients; undertake all activities in the home, including cooking and cleaning.
Team leader – In addition to completing all tasks of Social therapist, clarifies service goals and objectives related to
the clients’development and everyday life to the teams; distributes responsibilities among the team members; su-
pervises the implementation of group activities; supports the team members and help in resolving current issues.

For more information on the Management structure See Appendix 6. For detailed sample job descriptions,
please contact Lindsay Saltsgiver at The Cedar Foundation.

Management

The service doesn’t have an officially appointed manager and accountant working full time from September
�010 to January �011, as Margarita Parmakova and Guna Bojilova are responsible for completing the inventory
and handover of the Gorna Koznitsa institution. They were released from employment with the Bobov dol mu-
nicipality once the official documentation connected with the Home was complete. The activities of the ad-
ministrative unit are managed by the Cedar Foundation team during this time.

The key social worker, the accountant and the manager are the central administrative staff for all SGHs. The
Central Management Unit (CMU) consists of the administrative staff plus the Cedar Foundation project manager,
Labour Therapists and Team Leaders. This body meets on a regular basis and is responsible for handling all as-
pects of the service.

Communication

The weekly team meetings of the CMU, where issues related to the running of the service, staff and clients are
discussed, play an important role in ensuring effective communication and smooth functioning of the service.
Additionally, each separate caretaker team holds bi-weekly meetings led by the Team Leader, where different
issues are discussed related to the organization of service activities or initiatives. Teams also hold clinical meet-
ings where individual client cases are discussed. Each month general assemblies are held, at which all staff are
required to be in attendance.
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3.2 Service budget

Though The Cedar Foundation is required to contribute only �0% in-kind to the service budget, it in actuality
contributes nearly 50% of the overall budget. This creates a great financial strain on the Foundation and is clearly
not sustainable over time. However, Cedar has found that in order to provide a service which upholdsminimum
standards for meeting the needs of its clients, it has been necessary to almost double the amount of funding
provided by the Bulgarian government. The Foundation manages this through year-round fundraising efforts,
the most important of which is our Sponsor a Carer programme – in which donors sponsor the yearly salary, in-
surances and training costs of one member of staff.

Most notably in the budget of SGH “Siyanie”:
� Despite Cedar’s use of natural gas and solar power, heating and electric costs in the winter are, after Person-

nel, the biggest expense.
� Cedar utilises, whenever possible, donations from other parties (such as the Bulgarian Red Cross) for basic

needs, such as food, clothing, or materials.
� The labour therapy program pays for itself – items made by the clients are sold at local craft fairs, the proceeds

of which are re-fed into materials for the program.
� The state allowance per child as of June �01� is 7�55 BGN (�7�1 EUR). This amount is equal to nearly �0 BGN

(10 EUR) per day. These funds are distributed in the following manner:

STATE FUNDING Expenditures, SGH “Siyanie”, 2011

The staff members needed to cover the minimum of shifts in the service, and other expenses such as train-
ing/supervision, donations, etc. are NOT represented by this percentage (in-kind staffing is not included in this
breakdown). It is clear to see why co-financing, either by the municipality or the governing NGO, is necessary
to provide services minimally adequate for the client, at least until the Bulgarian government raises the al-
lowance for provision of services in a SGHs.

3.3 Service policies and procedures

Cedar designs entirely new policies and procedures for the service, striving to move away from the overly-bu-
reaucratized Bulgarian regulatory model. It meets the minimum documentation standards required by law, but
has added more policies where necessary and minimized others where appropriate. For a list of the policy and
procedure documents utilized in Cedar’s service, please see Appendix 7.

For any service, it is crucial that policies and procedures are all connected to one main philosophy which guides
the work of all people working in the service. In Cedar’s case, this philosophy is outlined in its documents,“Prin-
ciples for Care and Support of SGH Service Users,” and “Philosophy and Obligations.” (See the document, “Phi-
losophy and Obligations” in Appendix 8). For a copy of the “Principles for Care and Support” policy, please
contact Lindsay Saltsgiver with The Cedar Foundation.

Expense category % of budget expenditure per day,
BGN

expenditure per day,
EUR

Salaries and insurances - personnel 6� % 1�,�� 6,��

Energy and heating 14 % �,78 1,4�

Food 14 % �,78 1,4�

Materials and Services 6 % 1,19 0,61

Clothing � % 0,40 0,�1

Medication 1 % 0,�0 0,10

Taxes and Fees 1 % 0,�0 0,10
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It is also very important that staff members are trained in all policies and procedures guiding their work in the
SGHs. Frequent reference to this documentation during staff meetings and conversation reminds staff members
that there is a set of ‘rules’ by which they must always abide. All staff members working in the SGHs “Siyanie” are
required to provide their signature indicating that they have read and understand all documentation connected
to the service. This helps to encourage them to read the documentation, and to prevent misunderstandings.

3.4 Internal programs

Case management

When the service is developed, it is decided that every service user will have a certain caretaker who will take
personal responsibility for them and their integration and development. The Case manager should learn every-
thing there is to know about the client and organize individual initiatives to help the client reach developmental
goals and integrate into the community. The case manager is responsible for conducting the development as-
sessments for his/her client and acts on his behalf during multi-disciplinary meetings to discuss care plans and
other matters. Cedar is still developing this program in the service.

Labour therapy

The Foundation hires two Labour Therapists in February �011, looking to create more opportunities and
activities through which clients can develop their skills and find meaningful use of their time. Labour
therapy is an active kinesis-therapeutic method where the labour activities, chosen carefully according
to the development goals of the users, are systematically planned and used. Every craft produced re-
quires a combination of physical and intellectual efforts. The programme is organized so that the client
can see the worth and product in his/her work. Two separate labour therapy programs – recreational and
functional – are created.

The recreational therapy programme in SGH “Siyanie” aims to promote communication with the clients
through art including fine art, constructive activities and applied art. The end results are very positive – the chil-
dren and the young adults have great fun in making jewellery, paintings, souvenirs, martenitsi (traditional Bul-
garian ornaments), greeting cards and items for the home.

The functional therapy programme uses work in the garden, house work, and cooking, to help clients de-
velop basic independent living skills. This is also a success – the clients do well in learning how to clean the
premises, sort, fold and arrange their clothing, serve and wash up; some even start making part of their own
meals. And they are proud to use the vegetables from their own garden. To some extent, the labour therapy pro-
gramme temporarily alleviates the problem of lack of employment opportunities and serves well to help the
young people develop good labour skills and habits.
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! LOOKING BACK, LESSONS LEARNT:

Here we share what we learned as we have worked to develop the small group home services in Kyus-
tendil:

� Calculate man-hour needs before opening the service
Before the service opens, it is helpful for the service provider to complete man-hour calculations in order
to determine the appropriate number of staff needed to provide care in the service. Factors such as sick
leave, vacation leave, shift times/breaks, and staffing overlaps (in order to pass on information from shift
to shift) should be taken into account. We have provided a sample man-hour calculation table in Ap-
pendix 9, for reference. This is one of the most difficult aspects of starting a new service, as there are so
many such factors to consider. However it is crucial to developing the service, to prevent gaps in cover-
age, discrepancies with Bulgarian labour law, and to avoid staff burnout.

� Seek donations from reliable sources
Whenever possible, seek out and utilize donations from reliable sources. Community members are usu-
ally eager to donate clothing or food supplies (though all foods must be packaged and within the expi-
ration date – check with the local health department). Some community services may be willing to
provide the service with a discount on certain services because it serves a public good.

� Always refer back to your main principles
All internal policies in any service should refer back to a set of principles upon which the service is based.
Management should refer to this set of principles as frequently as possible with staff, and even post the
principles in key areas in the residency or print them on frequently-used materials to remind staff regu-
larly of the underlying philosophy of their work.

� Review all policies and procedures during staff training
Care should be taken during staff training to thoroughly review all policies and procedures with man-
agement and staff. Any time a policy is changed, added or becomes void staff should be notified.

� Recognize that the educational system is unprepared
The educational system is still unprepared regarding the process of integration of children with intel-
lectual difficulties in mainstream schools due to a range of reasons – there is little understanding about
disabilities and those who have them; lack of sufficient number of resource teachers; insufficient work
with parents from the school with regard to tolerance and acceptance of the differences in others.

4. Longer-term results

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, The Cedar Foundation keeps close data regarding client progress in skills
development and behaviour indicators. On average, the Foundation has seen progress in every category meas-
ured, and knows that the design of the service, the programs it has developed, and the social opportunities af-
forded the clients all have positively influenced the abilities of the children and young people. The Cedar
Foundation recognizes that this data is not perfect and does not solely rely on these numbers to gather feed-
back on the success of its program. However, the Foundation does use this data to explore:
� areas where individual clients need improvement (goals for individual care/support plans);
� whether or not changes we make have a positive effect;
� where risk areas are, indicated by steady decline in results over time;
� where the focus of new programs should be in the service.

Below are two tables with averaged percent improvement compared to baseline data taken before the resi-
dents moved from the Home in Gorna Koznitsa:
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Children and/or Profound to Severe Disability:

Young Adults and/or Moderate to Mild Disability:

! LOOKING BACK, LESSONS LEARNT:

Here we share what we are learning as we continue to conduct assessments:

� Ensure that the same person conducts all assessments of one client
It is helpful if the same person conducts all assessments of one client each time – this will reduce the
chances of data being incorrect and will give the assessor a sense of ownership over the task. In the
“Siyanie” service in Kyustendil, case managers are responsible for the assessments for their client.

� Do not refer to previous assessments when conducting a new one
Assessors should not be given the opportunity to refer back to previous assessments when conducting
an assessment with clients. For most staff members, it is very tempting to emphasize progress. Treating
each assessment in isolation from other assessments helps keep data real.

� All staff should be thoroughly trained in conducting assessments
While knowledge in statistics or specialized assessment skills are not a prerequisite for collecting good
data, it is important that staff members do receive training in good assessment methods. How to not let
mood influence the assessment, giving the client multiple chances to prove a skill, how to set up the as-
sessment atmosphere, these are all factors which will affect the outcome of the assessment and there-
fore the quality of the data collected. Good training can prevent sloppy data.

Category
Adults / Severe to Moderate ID

3-month 6-month 12-month

INDEPENDENT LIVING SKILLS

insufficient
data

8,6% 8,7%

MOBILITY AND TIME-SPACE COORDINATION 4,0% 5,5%

LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION 0,0% �,1%

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 1,�% -0,5%

Total, Skills Assessment 5,0% 5,6%

BEHAVIOUR -�,9% -0,5%

Category
Children / Profound to Severe ID

3-month 6-month 12-month

INDEPENDENT LIVING SKILLS 5,�% 8,5% 11,0%

MOBILITY AND TIME-SPACE COORDINATION �,4% �,5% 11,�%

LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION -0,7% -�,9% �,8%

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 0,8% �,0% 5,5%

Total, Skills Assessment �,9% 4,7% 9,4%

BEHAVIOUR �,5% �,5% 4,0%
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Phase Six:
Moving to the next level

When Cedar designs and opens its services in Kyustendil, there are very few other Bulgarian services which can
be used as models upon which to establish its service design. For the most part the Foundation relies on a mix
of different models, most of them foreign but some also Bulgarian, in order to form the core services which it
wants to provide. Since opening the SGHs in Kyustendil in �010 and undergoing its initial period of settlement,
the Foundation has been taking measures to move to what it considers the next level – going beyond the min-
imum requirements of the law and fine-tuning to improve and expand the full range of services which we pro-
vide to our clients.

In this chapter we take a look at the different elements of quality of care and social inclusion, which The Cedar
Foundation prioritise as the next steps to ensuring a better quality of life for its clients. We describe the pro-
grammes which currently serve our children and young people and offer a case study demonstrating the power
of social inclusion.

1. Quality of care

1.1 Defining Quality of Care

Quality of care is very difficult to define. There are various angles through which quality can be considered, in
the field of social services:
� Quality as excellence
� Quality as value
� Quality as meeting user-expectations
� User-perceived quality
� Quality as management.

The choice of one of these perspectives will influence the way in which the quality standards/principles and re-
spectively the quality indicators will be formulated16 .

In its Guidelines, Handicap International (HI) concludes that the �1st century paradigm of quality takes into
consideration a holistic approach on service provision and focuses simultaneously on:
� Human resource management
� Person centred approaches
� Users involvement in service provision
� Adaptability and responsiveness of the service.

It also suggests another approach - making a correlation between quality of social services and the quality of
life in general, referring to the EASPD (The European Association of Service Providers for Persons with Disabili-
ties) which promotes this approach: the fact that quality services should base their policies and practices on
human rights related values:
� Persons with disabilities as individuals
� Focus on abilities
� Implication for families
� Equality, full participation, inclusion, empowerment, choice
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HI continues that in the light of these values, social services should develop methods and tools in order to guar-
antee for each user:
� Emotional well-being
� Interpersonal relations
� Material well-being
� Personal development
� Physical well-being
� Self-determination
� Social inclusion
� Rights

These aspects are generally considered the elements that contribute to a good quality of life of a person.

Finally, HI acknowledges the main accents that are currently recognized in all European countries in this field:
� “User involvement, participation, and management;
� Consultation and participation mechanisms on policy design between services, providers and users and the

creation of networks of local stakeholders, and the formulation of local action plans;
� Increased internal quality reviews. Monitoring, performance evaluation and sharing of best practice;
� Minimum standards (providing quality assurance for both social services and their users)
� Creating a learning environment. Training for professionals and volunteers; consultation of service users in

the design and content of training;
� Coordinated and integrated services, requiring an effective communication system and mechanisms for co-

operation between different branches of social service provision”.

Developing standards

Even if the concept of “quality care” were universal, in different countries and in different situations, the imple-
mentation of quality care will inevitably mean very different things. What is considered quality in Belgium or Eng-
land or Australia, for example, in many ways is inapplicable in Bulgaria, due to differences in regulating
structures, financial support from the government, available expertise and the stage which each country has
reached in the process of mass deinstitutionalisation. Thus what is necessary is the development of a definition
and strategy which suits the current situation in Bulgaria, and standards to which services can pragmatically aim
to adhere, considering the circumstances. The Foundation feels very strongly that the government should con-
tinue working with experienced NGOs to develop an easily-navigable system for all SGH services to be able to
meet specific criteria for provision of quality care.

The first steps have been taken in that direction, resulting in the Methodology for SGHs for Children and the
Methodology for SGHs for Adults – essential documents for any organization or municipality tasked with es-
tablishing this type of service. In �008, UNICEF began gathering service providers, NGOs, and representatives
from the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy, Agency for Social Support and the State Agency for Child Pro-
tection, to hold a series of discussions and draft the methodology. In late �011, the final draft was officially ap-
proved by the SACP and distributed to service providers around the country. While in legal terms it is not
mandatory for service providers to follow the methodology, it is strongly intertwined with the Ordinance for
Standards and Criteria for Social Services for Children, and Cedar considers the document an indispensable
guide in the development and management of SGHs services.

The Methodology – and the legally-binding Ordinance for Standards and Criteria for Social Services for Chil-
dren – sets out a minimum set of criteria for the development of an effective SGH service, and outlines indica-
tors for achievement in different categories. These documents do not, however, fulfil the role of defining Quality
of service, nor do they present a method through which different services can be measured in terms of quality,
not minimum standards. The discussion must continue, in order to develop a set of standards above the mini-
mum, so as to address the question of quality. Most stakeholders would probably agree that quality should be
measured using a number of different indicators, not just those currently regulated through inspections. Based
on the above information and its experience Cedar asserts that quality indicators should include:

1. Focus on the client
� Positive feedback from the client
� Confirmation that the human rights and dignity of the client are valued, upheld and protected
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� A personal development approach for all clients, measured by regular assessments of achievements
� Proven track record of users participating in all decisions and choices which concern them.

2. Focus on the Staff
� A programme of skill acquisition and career development, underpinned by on-the-job training and quali-

fied supervision
� High ratings of staff’s job satisfaction and low turnover rates
� Staff reviews demonstrate improvement, and staff clearly benefit from a rich and varied set of professional

development opportunities

3. Focus on the Community
� Wide scope of opportunities provided to clients for social inclusion and community involvement
� Opportunities for the wider community to engage with and support the client group and overall positive

feedback from it
� Good upkeep and condition of facilities and grounds

4. Focus on the Home and Service Structure
� The home – relationships between service users and staff are designed to and demonstrate it is the service

users home
� The facilities are appropriately designed and adaptable to meet changing needs.
� Activities are documented in ways which respect confidentiality, enable accountability and clearly reflect

and support those activities
� All procedures are streamlined and operating smoothly, efficiently and in accordance with the law.

Internally, Cedar’s next phase – through which it is moving at the time of the writing of this booklet – is to work
on all of the areas above and improve the overall quality of the service it offers. The Foundation thinks that
these quality standards should be formulated into a quality rating for every service in Bulgaria.

! LOOKING BACK, LESSONS LEARNT:

Here we share what we are learning as we explore quality of service:

� Services must move to the next level.
While the Methodology for SGHs for Children and for Adults are indispensable guides to creating serv-
ices, service providers should not stop at providing the minimum requirements to their clients. Services
should continually grow and develop to meet the needs of its individual clients, and should be open-
minded and creative in developing ways to meet those needs.

� Services should set annual goals for improvement.
Until a universal system of measuring quality of care is developed in Bulgaria, individual services should
set its own goals on an annual basis for improving services and quality of the care they provide their
clients.

2. Social inclusion – the European and Bulgarian context

2.1 Social inclusion versus social exclusion

Social inclusion and respectively social exclusion have multiple definitions which vary significantly de-
pending on the context, and have continually evolved over time. The European Union definition of social
inclusion reads as follows:
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“Social inclusion is a process which ensures that those at risk of poverty and social exclusion gain the op-
portunities and resources necessary to participate fully in economic, social and cultural life and to enjoy
a standard of living and well-being that is considered normal in the society in which they live. It ensures
that they have a greater participation in decision making which affects their lives and access to their fun-
damental rights.”

It is not possible to talk about social inclusion without focusing also on the other side of the coin - social exclu-
sion. The two processes are connected and depend on each other.

Invention of the term “social exclusion”17 is attributed to Rene Lenoir, the Secretary of state for social action in
the Chirac government, and author of Les Exclus. The EU defines social exclusion as “a process whereby certain
individuals are pushed to the edge of society and prevented from participating fully by virtue of their poverty,
or lack of basic competencies and lifelong learning opportunities, or as a result of discrimination. This distances
them from job, income and education and training opportunities, as well as social and community networks and
activities. They have little access to power and decision making bodies and thus feel powerless and unable to
take control over the decisions that affect their day to day lives”.18

A report made by the University of Bristol19 gives the following definition for social exclusion:

“Social exclusion is a complex and multi-dimensional process. It involves the lack or denial of resources,
rights, goods and services, and the inability to participate in the normal relationships and activities,
available to the majority of people in a society, whether in economic, social, cultural or political arenas.
It affects both the quality of life of individuals and the equity and cohesion of society as a whole. “

2.2 Groups under risk of social exclusion

Based on the above mentioned definitions the Bristol University report derives a series of domains and sub-do-
mains of potential exclusion:

� Resources
� Material/economic resources
� Access to public and private services
� Social resources

� Participation
� Economic participation
� Social participation
� Culture, education and skills
� Political and civic participation

� Quality of life
� Health and well-being
� Living environment
� Crime, harm and criminalization

There are certain groups who are either deprived from access or have limited access to one or more of these
domains such as:

� Children without parental care
� Disabled people
� Single parents
� Older people
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� Unemployed
� People with different ethnic origin
� Other depending on culture/society specifics.

The focus of this manual is, clearly, children and adults with disabilities. Therefore we will focus on the factors
for overcoming their social exclusion and achieving inclusion in Bulgaria.

2.3 Implementing social inclusion in Bulgaria

Legislative changes

Bulgaria ratified the UN Convention on the rights of persons with disabilities on 26th January 2012. This is an
enormous step ahead towards enabling persons with disabilities to exercise their fundamental rights. TheMin-
istry of Labour and Social Policy is responsible for developing a two year Action plan for its implementation. The
next step however should be the ratification of the Optional Protocol to the Convention which establishes two
procedures aimed at strengthening the implementation andmonitoring of the Convention. The first is an indi-
vidual communications procedure allowing individuals to bring petitions to the Committee claiming breaches
of their rights; the second is an inquiry procedure giving the Committee authority to undertake inquiries of
grave or systematic violations of the Convention. By ratifying the Optional Protocol Bulgaria would demon-
strate a real commitment towards respecting the rights of persons with disabilities and ensuring their full so-
cial inclusion.

There are three issues in the Bulgarian legislation which are closely linked to the Convention and need to be
changed in order to comply with it.

The first is the definition of disabled persons. The table below compares the definitions given in the Bulgarian
Law for integration of Persons with disabilities and the UN Convention.

The definition in the Bulgarian law focuses on the disability and the lack of capacity, making a clear distinction
between the disabled person and the healthy person. It is more in line with themedical model of disability than
with the social model and is discriminative. Therefore it should be changed in order to reflect the rights-based
approach, modelled by the definition in the Convention, whichmakes it clear that the problem is not in the lack
of capacity and/or the deficits of the disabled person but in the“different barriers”they face in the environment.

One significant problem facing people with disabilities on the practical level is the legal status of persons with
intellectual disabilities and the existence of the Bulgarian guardianship procedure. Currently persons with in-
tellectual disabilities are not allowed to act as legal persons. As a result Cedar faces the following significant
problem: its users who are over 16 are not able to access the part of their disability allowancewhich is transferred
to their bank accounts. The bank does not consider their signature as valid and requires a signature from a
guardian. Article 12 of the Convention however reaffirms that persons with disabilities have the right to recog-
nition everywhere as persons before the law as well as to enjoy legal capacity on an equal basis with others in
all aspects of life.

The third problem is related to the assessments made by the Labour-expert doctor commission (TELK). Once
the Commission decides that someone is not capable to work, especially if the person is classified as 100%

Law for integration of persons with disabilities ,
Additional regulations- §1,point 2

UN Convention on the rights of persons
with disabilities

„A person with permanent disability“ is a person
who as a result of anatomical, physiologic or mental
disability is with permanently reduced abilities to per-
form activities in a way and to a degree possible for
the healthy person, and for whom the medical ex-
pertise bodies have established a degree of reduced
capacity for work or have determined type and a de-
gree of disability 50 and over 50 %.

Personswith disabilities include thosewho have
long-term physical, mental, intellectual or sen-
sory impairments which in interaction with var-
ious barriers may hinder their full and effective
participation in society on an equal basis with
others.
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lacking labour capacity, then the person is not allowed to work; if they are hired, the employer can be fined for
breaching the law. Changing this label is a long and expensive process. Article 27 of the Convention prohibits
“discrimination on the basis of disability with regard to all matters concerning all forms of employment, in-
cluding conditions of recruitment, hiring and employment, continuance of employment, career advancement
and safe and healthy working conditions”.

These are not the only changes which need to bemade in the national legislation concerning persons with dis-
abilities. While this is not an exhaustive list this is a description of some of the key problems we have faced in
our day to day work.

Political engagement with the outcomes

Achieving sustainable growth and a stable macroeconomic environment are important preconditions for real-
izing the priorities of the social inclusion policy. This however on its own right does not lead to social inclusion.
Additional measures for improving the quality of life of persons with disabilities, this their social inclusion, need
to be integrated in all state policies and –more importantly – amechanism ensuring their implementation has
to be introduced.

There are a number of strategic documents dealing with the rights of persons with disabilities including:
� Strategy for ensuring equal opportunities for persons with disabilities 2008 – 2015
� Strategy for corporate social responsibility 2009 – 2013 with annual Action plans to it
� Long term strategy for employment of persons with disabilities 2011 - 2020
� Draft national strategy “Vision for deinstitutionalisation of adults with mental health problems, intellectual
disabilities and dementia”

If they are properly implementedwith the respectivemonitoring, this would improve significantly the social in-
clusion of persons with disabilities.

Preparing the local community

Asmentioned in previous chapters the local community is very important for achieving social inclusion of per-
sons with disabilities. Together with the NGO sector, the government and the media have an important role to
play for raising awareness of the rights and capacity of persons among the local community. There should be
special programmes and/or strategy devoted to it on the governmental level. Then, of course, the service
providers themselves should direct their efforts towards preparing the community and introducing its new
members in a way which enables there acceptance and integration.

Improving the educational system

The access to mainstream schools for children with disabilities has significantly increased in the last few years.
Still however some significant improvements are needed in order to achieve their full integration in school.

Ordinance No. 6 issued on 19 August 2002 on education of children with special educational needs and/or
chronic diseases entitles children with multiple disabilities to be integrated in mainstream schools with a re-
source teacher. Following the completion of the class, they receive a certificate stating that they have learned
the knowledge and skills envisaged in the individual plan. However this is without scores and only with words
such as “successfully completed.” Children with severe intellectual disabilities who cannot learn the state gen-
eral educational requirements are referred to special schools. After completion of eighth grade, irrespective
whether in a mainstream school with resource support or in a special school, the students receive a certificate
for completed class and if they would like to continue their education this may happen only in special classes
for vocational occupationwhich exist in the special schools. The ordinance is not sufficiently clear whether chil-
dren with severe intellectual disabilities can be enrolled in a mainstream school or only in special schools. The
diagnostic commission at the Educational inspectorate decides what type of education the specific child needs
and refers him or her to a helping school or mainstream one with a resource teacher.

The number of the resource teachers in themainstream schools is not sufficient in order to support all children
and persons with special educational needs and to provide quality and in accordance with their individual
needs education. The number of classes spent in themainstream class is also insufficient – Elena and Georgi at-
tend school two or three times per week and attendmainstream class with the other children only in themusic
and sports subjects.
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In addition, the school education takes place in a day form for children up to 16 years old. Following the com-
pletion of this age, irrespective of the grade reached by the child, it is necessary to receive a special permission
from the Ministry of Education in order to be enrolled in the next class. Otherwise, he or she would automati-
cally drops from the day form and should be enrolled in an individual form of education which however at this
stage doesn’t exist for children with intellectual difficulties.

For the young adults with disabilities who have turned 18 years old, and who hadn’t attended any form of ed-
ucation, there isn’t a possibility to make them literate despite that the Regulations for implementation of the
Education Act says that ”use their right to education in the educational system irrespective of their age” (art.�).

Another serious problem is that the textbooks and the educational materials as well as the programme/syl-
labus itself are not adapted for the needs of children with intellectual difficulties so that the educational mate-
rial is offered in a way which is accessible to them.

Health care

Access to adequate health care must be a priority of every strategy for social cohesion. The right to health care
is a basic human right (Art. �5, Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union)�0 and no one should be
deprived of it on the base of income or place of living. It is an obligation of the state to ensure equal access to
quality services to all its citizens.

The health care reform led to significant financial pressure upon the already low level of incomes of the people
with disabilities, which makes their access to quality health care very difficult. The funds provided from the Na-
tional Health Insurance Office are extremely insufficient to cover the costs of the medicines. The problem with
the medicines is extremely important for the children and people on daily and highly expensive therapy. The
huge costs for medicines limit additionally the financial means which are necessary and could be used for more
adequate social inclusion.

Employment

Integrated employment is an expression of, and an opportunity for, social inclusion. Properly remunerated em-
ployment gives financial autonomy and inclusive opportunity. Thus employment is a direct expression of fun-
damental human rights.�1

In order to provide a sustainable integration of the people with disabilities on the labour market it’s necessary:
� public awareness raising of the capacity for work and talents of persons with disabilities with special ac-

cent on persons with intellectual disabilities and mental health problems for being the most stigmatised
groups;

� cooperation with employers and awareness raising among them;
� support for the enterprising among people with disabilities;
� consultations and training which are adapted to the specific needs and interest of the people with disabili-

ties;
� flexible labour market and working time in accordance with the needs of the concrete employees with dis-

abilities;
� official introduction and implementation of the supported employment model;
� including labour integration in the priorities of the Partnership agreement of Republic of Bulgaria for pro-

gramme period �014 – �0�0 for the EU Structural Funds.

A lot of this is already present under the form of different policy, legislative and financial instruments and ben-
efits. There is still a lot more to be introduced and sustained in order to achieve labour integration of persons
with disabilities and especially of persons with intellectual disabilities and mental health problems.
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3. How Cedar works to promote inclusion – Internal programmes of the
SGH “Siyanie”

Cedar considers the securing of a family-type environment as the first important condition and a necessary
prerequisite for social inclusion. SGHs “Siyanie” are a good example of a mode of a residential care social serv-
ice in which the work of the team and the lives of the users are organized in such a way so that they are as close
as possible to the family environment. The atmosphere is supportive, based on care, patience and stimulation
of the abilities and talents of the children and the young adults.

The work of the Foundation with regard to social inclusion is carried out through two plans, relying not only on
a well-designed internal programme but also on a series of efforts to utilize external services to improve client
inclusion in public life.

3.1 Internal Programmes in SGH “Siyanie”

Cedar works within the service in the form of training of the staff in how to support the development of the po-
tential and the independence of the children and the young adults. Cedar’s policy is to support the users to ex-
ercise their right of choice about everything which concerns them and their day-to-day life. The staff aims to
understand what the wishes of every child and young adult are even if this is made difficult by the degree of
the disability. Every month the team leaders gather two or three interesting cases which show how the social
therapist was able to understand the wish of certain service user and to take this into account. Often these
cases are related to what the children want to play with, what clothes they would like to put on, where they want
to go, what the menu should be, etc. During the recruitment process of applicants for social therapists in the
service, Cedar includes one of the girls from the SGH “Siyanie” in the recruitment panel. She has the opportu-
nity to attend the interviews, to meet personally the applicants who might become part of the team in the serv-
ice where she’s placed as well as for the applicants to be in first contact with some of the people they would
support.

During the period �007 through �010, Cedar is visited five times by the British couple, Jennifer and Alan Wat-
ters, who train the staff to begin changing their mentality about the way they work. Jennifer, an experienced
psychiatric nurse and Alan, a caretaker in several UK-based residential services, help entrench the philosophies
of person-centred care, privacy, trust and dignity, in Cedar’s training programs, service philosophies and policy
guidelines. They are also the first Cedar volunteers who began accompanying the children and young people
on walks in the community.

In the beginning of March �011 at the invitation of director Luc Verbeke, staff members from the Kyustendil
SGHs pay a visit to Den Dries – residential social services for adults with disabilities in Evergem, Belgium. The visit
is part of the EU Twinning Programme for professional exchange and is facilitated by The Cedar Foundation.

Luc Verbeke arranges for the Bulgarian staff to be introduced to a wide range of services. They visit Day Care cen-
tres, arts, technical and industrial workshops, sensopathic rooms, farms and fair trade shops where people with
disabilities work. At every service the local staff deliver a lecture on the methods of individual work with the
clients. They also discuss different models for working with challenging behaviour with the Den Dries team.

In mid-May �011 staff members from Kyustendil SGHs and Day care centre Kazanlak for children and young
adults with disabilities conduct a study trip to The United Kingdom to exchange experience and adopt best
practices of work. The programme organised by a consistent Cedar volunteer, the physiotherapist Helen Baver-
stock, includes visits to various types of services in London and the area – supporting community teams, day
care centres, consultation teams, a respite care centre, a hospice, etc. The trip gives the Bulgarian professionals
a very broad view of the English system supporting people with disabilities and a chance to exchange ideas with
their English counterparts on various topics regarding methods of work and good practices.

For four years in a row a team from Greenfields Specialized School, Newcastle visits The Cedar Foundation and
conducts training with the staff members in Kyustendil. Mary Crane, Karen Dodds, Karen McElwee, Barbara Bur-
ton, Julie Boito, Sarah Knapper, Judith Anne Robson and Roisin Crane do theoretical and hands-on training ses-
sions with the social therapists on various topics: Sensory Work and Sensory Stories, Managing Challenging
Behaviour, Sex Education, Developmental Play Activities, etc. Mary Crane is an official advisor to Cedar and pro-
vides professional advice on regular basis through the year.
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Other English professionals who join the Cedar team in Kyustendil in October 2011 as volunteers are Peter and
Bridget Charlesworth. They are both special needs teachers who have experience working with young adults
with mild, severe and profound learning needs. They have trained and worked at a special school in Essex, a
model of good practice, previous to volunteering with The Cedar Foundation. During their time in Kyustendil
they train staff on the topics of managing challenging behaviour, create a symbol system for communication
with the users and train the staff on how to use it, a therapy room and a new system for document organisa-
tion, participate in teammeetings in both the service and office in Sofia and provide their input. Based on a se-
ries of interviews with all the staff members conducted together with the Cedar Services and Volunteers
Coordinator Jeni Petrova, the three of them produced a Strategic Development Plan for the Kyustendil service
with proposed actions in 11 areas and a timetable for their implementation. Their advice to the new established
social services in Bulgaria is as follows:
� Surround yourself with people who knowmore/have more experience than you in the given specialist field
� Have a clear, focused, structured vision for the service with clearly achievable goals that are communicated

to all staff
� Guard against taking on more projects without achieving excellence in others
� Transitions from the Institution to the Small Group Home environment must be properly managed and fa-

cilitated.

One more step in this direction will be Cedar’s project “Users’ involvement in the decision making process – a
step towards complete social integration”which has been approved for funding under the Human Resources
Operational Programme by the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy and will be officially launched in the sum-
mer of 2012. Cedar’s partners in the project are the Municipality of Kyustendil and theWelsh non-governmen-
tal organization Learning DisabilityWales. The project involves the delivery of training byWelsh experts to the
staff in the family-type homes “Siyanie” and the Municipality of Kyustendil as well as the creation of a munici-
pal strategy on users’ involvement and a guide with good practices.

Special attention is also paid to the planning of the users’day-to-day life so that it includesmore activities in the
community and communication with their peers as well as to be agreed with their wishes and needs.

Last but not least, the team is trained in how to present the service in the community in order to be advocate
of the service users’ interest, to protect their rights and at the same time to change the attitudes towards them
through provoking of interest, understanding and a wish for involvement in their lives.

Interview with Jenya Petrova,
Services and Volunteer Coordinator, The Cedar Foundation

How long have you been working for “Cedar” foundation and what has been your role so far?

I’ve been working for “Cedar” foundation since June 2008, almost since the beginning of the deinstitutionalization pro-
cess of the Gorna Koznitsa Home.

When there were foreign experts, I facilitated their visits and designed their programmes. I also coordinated our follow-
up actions, based on their advice and recommendations. My role was also to coordinate the changes we made in the in-
stitution, and with the implementation of all training sessions – I’ve been an organizer, coordinator and translator at
the same time. The biggest challenge and difficulty was to make people who had been working for 15-20 years in the in-
stitution, to believe that another care system could exist very soon, and that they would have the opportunity to be part
of it if they are able to see this new way of support and change their attitude. I think this was the most difficult thing
and we couldn’t achieve it with a big part of the staff. To help the institution staff that has sufficient potential for change
and to help enhance their professional capacity to perceive the modern methods of work and to use them, is invaluable.

Where did you find the strength to face such big challenges?

At the time I had little experience with social work and I was like a blank page. My meetings with our foreign experts
gave me the vision that things could happen in a much better way. I came to learn that to some extent that these bet-
ter practices could exist in Bulgaria, even at the stage where we were at the time. This gave me a lot of enthusiasm and
energy.
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What is the role of the volunteers in Cedar’s work?

The work of the volunteers is very key. Our most stable volunteers are foreign experts – special pedagogues, physiothe-
rapists, ergo-therapists. Their function is very important, as they transfer both their expertise and their attitude to the
work and the service users. I think it’s good from a moral point of view for a person who works with people with disa-
bilities in Bulgaria to see the confidence of the foreign specialists and to be able to perceive himself in the same way, as
a professional doing important work.

What are you currently working on with Cedar, in even further developing the services?

A big part of my job in the upcoming months will be related to the management of our European Commission-funded
project, which is aimed at increasing the capacity of the staff. We’ll be working to improve the skills of the staff in directly
involving the children and young people in making decisions which concern their own life, and in supporting the clients
in following through with their decisions and learning how to express their own choices.

You’re also working on the service development plan?

Yes, the plan is being implemented at the moment. We are applying western European standards about the way such a
service should function effectively. We made suggestions for changes which can improve the work of our staff so that we
can offer more to our service users.

I think that in Bulgaria all newly set up services should go through such a process. The physical movement from one place
to another, which offers better living conditions, is very important; however there are also other key factors to success-
ful deinstitutionalization. These are connected with inclusion, mostly with the human attitude and the understanding
about the value of the human being and to what extent this value depends on his intellectual development and the abi-
lity to express his will. The results of our strategy for development of the service are yet to be seen. It’s important to think
outside of the institutional framework – the human being and the quality of his experience should be paramount, rat-
her than the system which serves him.

4. How Cedar works to promote inclusion – Involving clients in external,
public programmes

The work outside the service is aimed at development of partnerships in the education, culture, employment
and all other aspects of the community life.

4.1 Education

Initially, the social therapists and special educators working with the clients in SGH “Siyanie” aim to help
them develop basic skills and habits for independent living: Maintaining a decent appearance, arranging
personal belongings and clothes, skills for hygienic eating, and maintaining good behaviour in the com-
munity. The Foundation encourages educators to take it one step further, to include them in mainstream
schools and design lessons to help them learn reading, writing, arithmetic. Unfortunately in Bulgaria
there are many who still subscribe to the notion that because they will not be able to learn, children with
disabilities do not have the same basic right to education as every other child. The Foundation begins
looking for ways to provide the children and young people in Kyustendil with an integrated, specialized
education.

On 8th December �011 two of the children – Elena and Georgi – attend mainstream school for the first time. The
director of the Kyustendil 6th primary school Zdravka Taseva reacts cordially and is ready immediately to admit
the children despite the fact that they already serve �� children with disabilities.

“The first school day for Elena and Georgi was one of themost exciting experiences I have ever
had. Elena had been waiting for it for months and was constantly asking when she would go
to school. For Christmas she asked for and received a school backpack. She was so enthusias-
tic about going to school. On the day itself her face was shining with happiness. Georgi was
more quiet and puzzled aboutwhatwas happening. The school bus came to pick themupand
the filmmaker TomKirk,who shoots the keymilestones inCedar’s history on volunteer basis, and
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I accompanied them. Initially, they stayed in a room together with other children with disabil-
ities. Afterwards the resource teacher took Elena to her future class and presented her to the
children. She started introducing herself to them and they all reacted in a friendly and open
way. This was the music class and at the next moment she already joined them in the dance
they were performing, holding the hand of a girl whom, as it turned out, she knew from the
previous visits to the school with the teachers from the Day Care Centre. And this big happy
smile didn’t go away from her face”

Irina Papancheva22, Acting Operations Manager, The Cedar Foundation

Interview with Zdravka Taseva, Director
of “Paisij Hilendarski” 6th primary school, Kyustendil

How many children with disabilities are there at the school?

From 1st to 8th grade – 23 as well as 2 children in the pre-school group.

How many of them are with intellectual difficulties?

I would say that about 50 percent of the children are with intellectual difficulties.

Why are there so many children with disabilities?

We started working as partners on a project of the Centre for social activities with Mila Marinova in Sofia. That was
the time when the term “resource teacher” was introduced. There wasn’t even legislative framework for these children.
The first children we had were from Lozen, following the closure of the school. They were 2-3 children and that’s how
today the number reached 23. I would say we have very good experience in admission and education of these children.

What was the beginning like? Was it difficult?

The beginning was extremely difficult at first because the teachers were not prepared and not only the teachers but the
parents too about the admission and education of these children. It turned out that a teacher could be required to work
with children who have different problems – hearing, visual, intellectual difficulties. After the project launch, we at-
tended many training sessions, sought ways to deal with the situation, but at the time there weren’t ordinances, legisla-
tion, or guidance… we managed on the principle “trial and error”. Unfortunately, that’s how it was at the beginning.
However, now with the existence of the Resource centre and the resource teachers, things are going better.

What were the biggest challenges for you?

The most difficult was to help the teachers accept the children who are not in the norm in their classes, because they were
not prepared and didn’t know how to work with them. In general, we didn’t have any problems with the other children.
In other words, they could accept the children, as in our school there always have been children of Roma origin so haven’t
had problems with the children in the integration process. The problem was rather the adults who found it difficult to
accept the different children.

How did you change these attitudes?

Before all, with many discussions, conversations, with qualification of the teachers. We had meetings and trainings with
associated professor Dr. Pelagia Terziiska from the Southwest university “Neofit Rilski” which really helped us. And our
desire to seek a way to manage.
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Do teachers receive training and support for the integration process?

Teachers receive such support on behalf of the management because without this things won’t work out. The colleagues
from the Resource centre already have separate rooms and premises where children study and we partner all the time.
Without a resource centre, without our joint work, things wouldn’t happen. It was very difficult at the beginning, now
we have other challenges.

What are they?

In my opinion, it’s normal for one resource teacher to work with one to two, up to three children while ours work with
10-12 which I think is absolutely unacceptable. In other words, I think the national government should secure more re-
source teachers and their salaries. Otherwise children are on schedule, they are taken out from class when they can so
that the resource teachers could work with them but in my opinion the resource teacher should be in class rather than
separate premises because such integration doesn’t make sense.

Yes, this is not integration but a different form of segregation…

Different form which we were satisfied with at the beginning as we didn’t have experience. Now, however, we have ex-
perience and I think this is absolutely wrong.

Do you think that children with intellectual difficulties don’t have capacity to attend general subjects with the
other children?

If the resource teacher is able to enter the class together with the child, then there won’t be any problem. The child won’t
be just ‘present’. The resource teacher will be with him/her and provide support. They really don’t have capacity as they
are only two people. We have two resource teachers for 22 children. That’s why I think we should be pushing for more
resource teachers. The state should commit to secure their salaries because money is really necessary for the integration
to be successful.

Weren’t you afraid to accept children with disabilities at the beginning?

We had some concerns about what could happen, from the reaction of the parents, how they will accept these children,
because they were grouped together in one educational establishment, isolated from the world and it was very scary at
the beginning because there was a real exodus of children from our school. Even when we sought children for first grade,
I was shocked by parents’ words: “How are we going to allow our children to study at 6th school with the mad persons?”.
This is something which is on my mind even now as our society is a little bit hypocritical with regard to integration and
both these children and children of Roma origin. I’ve experienced this and know it very well.

Have your fears transformed into confidence in the practice?

Yes, I think that during these years things happened and we overcame these fears of the parents, of the children and the
colleagues. It’s another issue that we should find the optimum way for the integration to happen.

Would you send a message to the directors of other schools where there still aren’t children with disabilities?

We just shouldn’t be afraid. We should look at things as a challenge, which are resolved more easily and I think that the
sense of integration for children with special educational needs is their socialization. In other words, children in the
norm get used to and accept, and love the different because in life they will meet such people and in my opinion this is
the purpose of it all – to love and respect the different. I think our children are more sensitive towards the children who
are different than them.

What is your vision for the school with regard to children with disabilities?

We have always accepted and welcomed the different, the new, because at the end of the day the most important is
the child. Whether the child will manage to socialize, whether the other children will accept him or her, as well as the
colleagues and the society, this depends on the school. We should strike here while the iron is hot. So that, later on
these children who communicated together, to have the same relationships as adults. Our teachers make maximum
efforts to include them; we all do so that we can fulfil this task. I wouldn’t say a mission because the mission is for
the child to feel well and significant at school including these children who have difficulties as well as the children who
have health problems.
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Interview with Siyana Spasova,
Resource teacher for Elena

How does the integration of Elena take place?

At the beginning, we started working only her and me. She had to get used to the school, the new environment, the new
people and situations. She stayed for a month in our resource room and after that we started going to her class. The chil-
dren accepted her warmly. I was worried that there might be a moment of rejection or distance as this often happens.
But they accepted her quickly. Maybe, because they are mostly girls and this was the reason. Even before New year after
I had suggested them they gathered money and bought her a present – two fish. Now she stays in class with me and an-
other resource teacher with the other children. I used to be with her in the class but since before the last time I let her
on her own and then the other children bring her. She couldn’t bear a whole class. I let her stay with the children in the
music class because the teacher plays a piano. The live music impresses her a lot. Especially the first time when she heard
the piano she was dazed. Maybe it was the first time she heard live music. When we go to the classes, they accept her
warmly. The whole attitude of the Director and the teacher is also positive. My idea is to integrate her in the students’
group. I’m far from the idea I could integrate her as teaching activities and knowledge because she has a moderate learn-
ing disability and we work mostly with social topics. Night, boy, girl….what does she do – cries, laughs….Her intellec-
tual capacity is limited and she becomes exhausted very quickly.

How much time does she spend at school?

She comes three times per week for two teaching classes.

Are you on your own or with the group of children with disabilities?
She’s with the group and feels very well with it. Recently she is feeling sympathy for a boy. She seeks him all the time, goes
to him. She knows all the children and seeks them when she comes. She asks where is this one, where is the other one,
when will he/she come?

She attends only music and sports classes?

Yes.

Doesn’t she study general subjects?

There’s no way for this to happen. As knowledge, she knows the vowels as morphemes. As graphemes she knows only three
sounds. She knows the numbers up to 5 but can count to 10. She related the name with a figure to 5. They are now study-
ing from 6 to 10.
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What are your aims for her?

To learn for all vowels to connect graphemes with morpheme and for the figures from 1 to 10. We are trying to count
but only with illustrative examples – addition and subtraction. Possibly if she learns the numbers from 6 to 10. She does-
n’t know the colours. She should know at least the main ones. For other knowledge…..I can’t see it happening. I don’t
think she has capacity for more. These are my aims for this year.

And your long-term goals?

I can’t say. I should see what would happen with the accomplishment of these so that I could build over them. If she does-
n’t accomplish them, we continue with them. This is the idea with us – repeated, on-going repetition.

Don’t you think that she however could learn other general subjects with pictures? For example history, geogra-
phy…?With pictures and more simple language?

We have pictures with things from the home and she doesn’t know most of them. Maybe next year we’ll try for her to
recognize certain historical persons. Vasil Levski, Hristo Botev….I can’t say from now. I’ll try.

Do you think that next year she could start attending more classes?

I can’t say again. I’ll try. The work with her is maximum 10 minutes. She gets distracted very easily. Originally I tried
to work only with her in a room but then I decided I deprive her from contact with the group. And decided she’ll be part
of it. But as I said, she gets distracted very easily. We could stay in a geography class, for example, but we could be only
listeners. Because they are 6th grade and 6th and 7th grade are extremely difficult as subjects. For this year, my idea is for
her to get used to the class, the children and possibly after that to build upon this.

And with regard to integration?

I think it’s going well. I think that integration for her is not related to the educational material but with the children,
among her peers. In my opinion if the children from the whole school accept her, this will be a success for me. I think
this is breaking the isolation. Because even if I teach her academic knowledge, I don’t think it would be useful in her life.
If I teach her the colours, what is this, when the sun is shining, what it is when the moon is shining, when the stars are
– during the night or the day…These are things which are learned in early childhood. This is the result of her life in
Koznitsa. She cannot make difference between a boy and a girl, man and a woman. Between the separate cutlery.

Is there something else you would like to share?

The earlier you start the better. There are classes who don’t accept these children. We have problems with parents too:
why do you take these children to the other? You traumatize and frustrate them in this way. Elena is not the heavi-
est case. There are children in wheelchairs who I cannot take to the class. The teachers don’t want them; the parents
of children don’t want them. Only for a child where the teacher is more open, we managed to get the wheelchair in
the class. So the fact that Elena can go where she wants at school and her recognition by the other children is a suc-
cess, in my opinion.

But you think that the place of these children is in an integrated school?

I don’t know. Especially recently with our problems that they want to close the special schools... I’ve been work-
ing 20 years in such a school and when it’s said that these children go to a mainstream school, there’s a big re-
sistance. If It’s first grade, it’s much easier. Also for the other children because they too understand that there are
such people who live among us and that unfortunately their number is increasing and these children see it’s not
only this home, not only the children from it, but that there are also other people and situations. The earlier it
starts the better for all parties.

4.2 Participation in local cultural life

The residents of SGH “Siyanie” have participated in every public event in the Kyustendil since the service was
opened in �010. There are many initiatives on the calendar: The Cherry Festival, Earth Week, Easter, 1st of March
(Baba Marta), Children’s Day, and others. The SGHs’ participation in bazaars and exhibitions is active. The team
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never misses the opportunity to present the service, show off the clients’multiple talents, and give the children
and young adults the opportunity to practice their social skills. The most recent significant participation was in
the first Plovdiv fair for social enterprises, organized by the National Alliance for Social Responsibility, a mem-
bership organization in which Cedar participates.

The number of general community members who attend events organized on SGH property is also in-
creasing. The children often hosts holiday parties, usually implemented in partnership with the 1st and 7th

primary schools, “Zdravets” kindergarten, or the Fine arts club at the Municipal Children’s Complex. They
are attended by many guests, including children from the neighbourhood. Service staff report noticing
a gradual change in public attitude towards the clients, sensing more tolerance, understanding and ac-
ceptance.

4.3 Leisure time and recreation

In �011 the young adults, six girls and three
boys have the chance for the first time to go to
a seaside vacation in the town of Kiten, Burgas
district. Common activities such as shopping,
walking and lounging on the beach, eating in a
restaurant, and organising evening entertain-
ments make users a part of the resort commu-
nity. It is an unforgettable experience.

The Foundation negotiates for the children and
young adults to attend, at no cost, the munici-
pal swimming pool and weekly dance classes in
the Municipal children’s complex. They take
clients to see the circus, a puppet theatre, make
day excursions to nearby places of interest, and
take nature walks.

From autumn �011 through January �01� eight
young adults participate in athletics activities
with track-and-field and Special Olympics
coach Radoslav Kostov. The initiative comes en-
tirely from him and he works with the young
people free of charge. For the young adults this

is not only sport but entertainment. Currently (June �01�)
these activities have been suspended due to the absence
of Coach Kostov from Kyustendil, but they will be renewed
upon his return.

Fourteen-year-old Elena and eight-year-old Georgi take
part in a camp for children’s participation, organised by the
National Children Network in Gergini village, Gabrovo dis-
trict. The aim of the initiative is to teach children how to
participate fully in the decision-making process, how to ac-
tively take part in public life and make their wishes be
heard. This is the first time when Elena and Georgi are away
from the environment in which they live. It is also the first
case of participation of children with intellectual disabili-
ties in a similar type of large-scale mainstream event. This
is a challenge for the two children but they cope very well
and become everybody’s favourites. They manage to inte-
grate very well among their peers and find many new
friends.
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4.4 Inclusion in Specialised services:
Kyustendil Day Centre and Rehabilitation Centre

Children from “Siyanie” currently attend the Day Care Centre “Faith, Hope, Love” or the Centre for Social Reha-
bilitation and Integration managed by the foundation “The Institute for Social Policy and Social Work” in Kyus-
tendil, for several hours a week. There they receive support from staff psychologists, rehabilitators and speech
therapists and engage in activities such as:
� Psychological rehabilitation;
� Speech therapy rehabilitation;
� Labour therapy – daily living skills and habits such as cooking, cleaning, laundry and serving;
� Social-integration activities – walks in the community, discussion about different buildings and their uses,

skills for safely crossing streets, shopping, etc.
� Music therapy
� Art therapy – drawing, gluing, pottery
� Development of study skills
� Conflict resolution

4.5 Employment

A significant challenge for Cedar is securing the labour employment for the young people from the SGHs for
adults.

“Employment is the bestmeans for social inclusionandat the same timea source of incomeand
opportunity for a decent living. For Cedar service users, it is also a way to feel like everybody
else, as part of the community. It is hard for a person to feel complete, independent and free if
he or she is not provided with equal access to labour. This is Cedar’s main task related to the
young adults placed in the SGH – to help provide themwith opportunities for employment.”

Margarita Parmakova, Manager of the SGHs “Siyanie”

Cedar’s attempts to include the young adults in different programmes of the labour bureau are unsuccessful.
They are ineligible to apply for these programmes due to the system used in Bulgaria for analysing the labour
capacity of persons with disability. The clients have been labelled by the Labour-expert doctor commission
(TELK) as being 90-100% unable to work due to their disability. This precludes them from being able to apply
for employment.

One of the biggest achievements of Cedar regarding the social inclusion of the clients through employment
comes from the initiative of Mrs. Radostina Nocheva, Director of “School nutrition”for the Municipality of Kyus-
tendil, following a discussion with the Mayor Mr. Peter Paunov. In March �01�, two of the young women who
live at the SGH“Siyanie”sign an agreement with the Kyustendil Municipality to work voluntarily as assistant hy-
gienists in a café in town. One of the labour therapists in the SGH is provided with a research paper (Supported
Employment: Creating a Working Model for Bulgaria, Irina Papancheva, �009, Unpublished manuscript) about
the supported employment model and receives guidance about the work of the job coach so that she can sup-
port the girls in their working place. At the time of writing this publication (June �01�), Petia and Ani work twice
per week for two hours per shift. The goal is that if they are happy to continue working, a labour contract will
be signed with them and they would switch to working full time.

“The decisions regarding the choice of staff to carry out the whole activities of the organisa-
tion are always difficult and hide risks and fears. With Petia and Ani my fears were not in a di-
rection that they wouldn’t manage with the given tasks but rather whether and when we will
find the rightway to support the potential they have. The support to peoplewith intellectual dis-
abilities is a process which requires commitment and inwhich the individual characteristics of
every person should be considered and innovation and non-standard approachesmust be al-
lowed. This is the place to emphasize that without the support of the „Siyanie“ team who are
people with professional experience and knowledge of these issues, I wouldn’t havemade this
decision. The colleagueswhowork in the placewhere Petia and Ani work are acquaintedwith
the disability of each of themandare aware of the difficulties and the need for support. The re-
sulting communication is effective and appropriate for their level of understanding. They al-
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ready participate in the preparation of the working schedule which encourages them and
makes themmore independent in their work.”

Radostina Nocheva, Director, Municipal Enterprise “School nutrition”

Interview with Maya Serafimova,
Sales Coordinator, “Champions” confectionary

How do the girls from SGH “Siyanie” manage?

They are very good girls. At the beginning it was a little bit difficult for them but after a month they started working on
their own. Not completely but little by little. They are doing better during the last days. I noticed that they don’t seek us
to stand by them all the time, they get used to the tools they are given and start to differentiate them – what they are
used for – and even there’s sequence in the order of their use. Apart from becoming more independent, they communi-
cate better with the whole team of the sweet shop.

And do they integrate well?

Yes, absolutely everyone accepts them very well in the team, as well as they us. We think of them as our colleagues, as
part of the team. At the beginning it was difficult to communicate with them, for the obvious reasons, but now we un-
derstand each other perfectly. Our communication is much better.

And they have capacity for work?

Yes, they have such capacity.

Would you send a message to the employers in Bulgaria who are still afraid to undertake similar step and to em-
ploy people with intellectual difficulties?

I would say to them to try. Not to be afraid, to try but there should be something in their hearts as well. To have the will
and the patience and to give a hand to these people. We should have this mentality, without it things will be more dif-
ficult. There’s something to gain from these children, they have capacity and I think they’ll be pleased too and the em-
ployer will be satisfied. I’m glad this is happening. I’m very pleased with what I do. My colleagues too. We are also
pleased with the work. Yesterday when I was on my own, I wouldn’t have managed without them. The hygienist was
off sick and the girls really helped me. They were perfect. Maybe because they were independent, without her, and were
perfect. I was really amazed by them yesterday.
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In May 2012 one more service user is employed with a part time contract. Ivan will be packaging the production for ex-
port to France at the “International Composite BG – AD” company, which produces sinks, three times per week for a
couple of hours. He will have a contract and be paid for his work on the base of the minimal wage for the country. Ivan
is very enthusiastic about this opportunity and has already been at his work place together with an SGH staff member
who has been explained the basics of the work of the job coach. In addition, Cedar representatives, Margarita Par-
makova and Levko Ochipalski, the job coach, hold a meeting with Ivan’s future colleagues in order to support his future
integration in the team.

These are the first steps towards implementation of a supported employment model in Bulgaria before even there is an
official methodology for this type of a service.

Interview with Irina Papancheva,
Acting Operations Manager, The Cedar Foundation

What does supported employment mean?

Supported employment consists of services designed to enable people with disabilities to obtain and maintain employ-
ment on the open labour market. These services provide a range of assistance such as job finding and coaching, providing
equipment to help the person carry out their tasks, specialized job training and individually tailored support and su-
pervision. The concept behind supported employment states that anyone can work if they are provided with the right
circumstances and the right job. A valid rule for the model implementation is to find a job in line with the preferences
of the client focusing on their talents instead of the disability. Another essential formula for the model is the triangle:
real job – real work – real salary. In most countries where supported employment is developed, it focuses mainly on per-
sons with intellectual disabilities and mental health problems and enables them to work on the open labour market.

What steps did Cedar take toward implementing the model?

I shared a study I wrote during my training, on supported employment, with the two persons whom we wanted to train
for taking over job coach functions. After they read it, we discussed the role of the job coach. The next step was to talk
with the future boss and colleagues of the potential employee. We stressed their abilities, positive sides and desire for work
and asked the staff to include them socially and to treat them as any other colleague. Now we are constantly following
their progress and advising the job coaches on next steps.

What challenges are you facing?

Surprisingly, we haven’t faced any challenges so far. The two employers as well as the colleagues have been extremely
open and supportive. And the two young women are very capable and are doing a very good job. The young man is now
starting but has already had first experiences at the workplace and is also managing and is very enthusiastic about it.
This is all very exciting since these are the first attempts of putting supported employment into practice in Bulgaria.

What needs to be done in order for the model to be distributed in the country and more persons with intellectual
disabilities to be hired on the open labour market?

The first step is the creation of a good practice which we are currently doing. Next this good practice needs to be shared
so that more people start believing in and trusting the labour capacity of persons with intellectual disabilities and men-
tal health problems. The ultimate goal should be the creation of a national methodology for the services comprising
supported employment so that their establishment would be funded by the state.

4.6 Policy work

In �011 Cedar significantly increases its presence on the Bulgarian and European social stage by developing
more focused policy work. In October Cedar representatives pay a visit to Brussels and have a number of meet-
ings with the key players in the area of deinstitutionalisation and children’s rights, including representatives of
the European Commission, the Flemish authorities and the European NGO sector. One of the results of this visit
is the creation of The Cedar Foundation Position on the Action Plan to the National Deinstitutionalisation
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Strategy and the Monitoring Report in which Cedar outlines the main challenges in front of the reform in Bulgaria
and makes recommendations for overcoming them. The Position is sent to the Directorate-General for Regional
Policy and the Directorate-General for Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion at the European Commission as
well as to the Bulgarian Government and the National Association of the Municipalities.The Cedar Foundation holds
meetings with Mrs Valentina Simeonova, Deputy Minister for Labour and Social Policy, Mrs Nadya Shabani, Chair of
the National Agency for Child Protection and Ms Lili Tsonkova, Deputy Mayor of Kazanlak Municipality to discuss it.

The Cedar Foundation also contributes regularly to the Eurochild organization’s policy documents and to all
the relevant discussion and strategic/legislative documents in Bulgaria and Europe in the sector.

4.7 Communications

Cedar realises the importance of communication in raising public awareness regarding children and persons
with disabilities and the deinstitutionalisation process and uses a variety of channels for this purpose.

The Foundation regularly updates its bilingual website with all new initiatives, reflected also in the monthly
newsletter (again prepared in Bulgarian and English). The Foundation sends out press releases on all the events it
carries out. The Facebook group is another important tool which Cedar uses in order to inform about its work and
cause. In the beginning of �01� Cedar organized for part of its staff one-day training on communications and con-
tacts with the media. A result of this training is The Cedar Foundation Action Plan for Improving Communications.

! LOOKING BACK, LESSONS LEARNT:

Here we share what we are learning as we continue to promote social inclusion in Kyustendil and in Bul-
garia:

� Get all stakeholders on board
Social inclusion cannot be achieved if all stakeholders are not cooperating toward this goal in their dif-
ferent positions and capacity. The state, the local authorities, the persons with disabilities themselves,
their families, service providers and representative organizations and the local community – all of them
have their role and function for ensuring social inclusion.

� All areas of life are important
Social inclusion is a complex process involving all areas of life. Educational integration ensures social in-
clusion for the children. In order for them to be included when they graduate however, they need to
move to the next level, labour integration. Access to health care and treatment is essential for ensuring
the well-being of disabled persons. Integration in the life of the community is social inclusion in day-to-
day practice. These areas are all interconnected and interdependent and must be horizontally repre-
sented in every social inclusion policy.

� Tackle social exclusion
In order to achieve social inclusion start with tackling the obstacles which face it, which comprise the
other side of the coin – the social exclusion. By clearly addressing the problems in all the above men-
tioned areas, the policy makers and actors are setting the scene for looking for creative and functional
solutions.

� Approach social inclusion as a cross-cutting issue
Include social inclusion and the barriers facing it in all state, district and municipal policies and offer so-
lutions and create action plans for overcoming them. Only when social inclusion becomes a well-struc-
tured and closely monitored policy will it be possible to achieve its complete and consistent realisation.

� Focus on the individual
There is no general case of social inclusion. It is always about the individual life of a human being with
their own issues and ways of overcoming them. While the overall policy is essential for creating the con-
ditions for achieving social inclusion, the individual work and the person-centred approach are the en-
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gines driving it. The two go together and are interconnected. The policy gives the framework, whereas
the individual support creates its content and ensures the best use of it.

� Communicate your work and cause as much as possible
By informing the society about your work and cause you are increasing the public awareness of the is-
sues you deal with. In this way you influence the general attitude towards children and/or adults with dis-
abilities, create better understanding of the challenges they face and their rights and contribute to paving
the way to full social inclusion.

5. Challenges – children and young adults with challenging behaviours

5.1 Rumen’s story

“Rumen is a charmer. Always the first to greet visitors at the gate, always ready with a smile,
Rumenwas among the staff’s favourite residents andwas the onewhose name guests always
remembered after a visit.”

Lindsay Saltsgiver, Operations Manager, The Cedar Foundation

Rumen, �6 years old, spends the majority of his formative teenage and young adult years in the institution for
Children with Intellectual disabilities in Gorna Koznitsa. Before that he lives in another similar institution, en-
tering at the tender age of 6 months. He is high-functioning, verbal, mobile, and physically strong. He is diag-
nosed with moderate to severe mental retardation and epilepsy.

The Home in Gorna Koznitsa, in many ways, suits him quite well. Its location out in the country means fresh air
and wide-open spaces, and he is provided by Cedar with his own room, which he shares with one to three other
male residents at different times over the two years before the Home is closed. He can come and go as he
pleases – no one holds him to the same schedule other residents are to follow – and he does not have to par-
ticipate in his own care or any other activities if he doesn’t feel up to it. He is at the very top of the hierarchy which
rules the web of social interaction in the institution; his status gives him the pleasure of feeling that he rules over
others, and gives him carte blanche in how he treats his fellow residents. He is, at the time, not particularly ag-
gressive or violent. He is in fact quite well-liked by most – or at least it seems so – thus he is granted the free-
dom to feel as though he is in charge, with little to no interference from the staff.

Unfortunately, because he lives his entire life in an institution, Rumen’s development falls far short of his po-
tential. He has only attended school for brief periods during his life (and that, a “special school”, meaning he is
not responsible for himself academically), and he has learnt no skills or engaged in any activities which could
be useful to him in his adult life.

“He was famously lazy – staff often had to ask him to bathe, and joked about how he would
never clean his room– but this also reflected a deep-set learned helplessness, or complete lack
of motivation to take care of himself. He had learnt no social skills or boundary limits, and he
often had to be asked to step away to give someonemore personal space. Thoughhewaswell-
liked, it was clear that he had not been given any opportunity to reach his potential. He was
deemed fit for moving into an SGH for higher-functioning residents, with the goal of one day
livingmore independently in a Supported Living environment.”

Lindsay Saltsgiver

Rumen is excited about moving into the newly-renovated apartment in the centre of Kyustendil. He has visited
the town a multitude of times, seen the small houses being built, and taken part in activities specifically de-
signed to help him positively adjust to a new community. Unfortunately (and in opposition to Cedar’s recom-
mendation), the Bulgarian government allows Rumen to be separated from his best friend Ivo, when Ivo is
chosen to be one of the residents to move into the Protected Home in Marchevo. Also, due to delays in the ren-
ovation process of the apartment, he does not see his new residence until the day he moves in, an oversight
which the Cedar Foundation would later regret. But Rumen is clearly looking forward to the big moving day, and
he takes to his new life with a positive curiosity. Or so the Foundation thought.
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“We began to see signs that something was wrong about four months after Rumenmoved to
Kyustendil. During November 2010 Rumen complained several times of back pain and
headaches but nomedical cause was found and the symptoms disappeared. During February
2011 however Rumen began complaining again of a series of symptoms which often accom-
pany epileptic seizures. Again, no physical causewas founddespite a series of tests; themedical
teamswho attended to Rumen expressed their suspicion that hewas faking the symptoms for
sympathy. In reaction to these episodes his neurologist increased his dosage of epilepsymed-
ication.”

Lindsay Saltsgiver

Staff, on the other hand, begins to notice a distinct difference in Rumen. He is suddenly pale and seems much
weaker. He also begins to weep frequently and stare into space. Staff reacts with compassion and gives him all
the attention they think he needs to bring his health back. But Rumen begins reacting to others around him in
a much different way.

In early March �011, Rumen attacks one of the other residents of the apartment, nearly breaking her finger. This is
to be the first in a series of episodes, occurring over a period of several months, during which Rumen breaks win-
dows, furniture, and objects in his apartment, and physically attacks both staff and roommates. He often hurts
himself in the process, cutting his hand on glass or banging his head against the floor. He has panic attacks, com-
plaining about his new residency and demanding to be brought to the new houses to live with the children.

“Wewere shocked. How could such a pleasant and outgoing youngman so suddenly become
an entirely different person? How did we not see this coming? And, most importantly, what
was wrong and how could we fix it?”

Lindsay Saltsgiver

Cedar turns to an array of experts to help solve this problem. The Foundation describes the situation to its ad-
visors abroad, who give a lot of detailed feedback regarding behavioural analysis and possible triggers for
Rumen’s strange behaviour. Quite insightfully, considering they were not in Bulgaria, they point out several rea-
sons for this transformation:
� Rumen no longer feels the privilege of being at the top of the hierarchy; he is now living with three others

who are close to him in age and ability;
� For the first time in many years he is being treated equally with others around him;
� He is no longer given free reign over his day’s activities – he is now expected to participate in his own care

and in other activities with the apartment’s residents (walks, gardening, etc.);
� He is now confined to an apartment, much smaller than the institution and its grounds, and any time spent

outside is now supervised by staff;
� He now sees many other people without disabilities in the centre of town and is reminded that he is ‘differ-

ent’ – a fact which is very difficult for someone of such high cognitive ability to deal with.

Wanting the staff to come to similar insights as a team, Cedar holds a series of team meetings focused on
Rumen’s situation and possible causes and solutions, and tasks them with describing what Rumen might be
feeling. They come to the very same conclusions as the foreign advisors.

Cedar also turns to the psychiatrist in Kyustendil who has worked with Rumen before; she at first is categorical
that it is a behaviour problem and not medical, then entertains the possibility of schizophrenia, then again de-
termines that it is a behavioural issue. The Foundation visits another psychiatrist in Sofia, who diagnoses schiz-
ophrenia and prescribes additional medication. Cedar hires a local psychologist to work with Rumen and the
staff; she blames the problem on the staff’s methods of working with Rumen. The Foundation works with his
general practitioner and neurologist, who can find nothing physically wrong. Cedar’s attentions are torn in all
directions and a comprehensive plan of action needs to be developed.

Cedar needs time, to plan its strategy and to repair the extensive damage that is done to the apartment, in-
cluding replacing the windows with unbreakable glass. Rumen is admitted into the psychiatric ward of the
Kyustendil hospital for �0 days, during which time:
� The windows are changed and the apartment is repaired;
� The psychologist works with the staff and discusses new methods which they are to use to deal with Rumen’s

problem behaviour;
� Rumen’s medications and physical and psychiatric health are completely re-evaluated;
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� Cedar develops strategies for helping Rumen feel more in control and adjust to his surroundings, without feel-
ing the need to become destructive;

� Cedar slowly acclimates Rumen back into his apartment, through short visits.

Interestingly enough, Rumen at first claims that he enjoys the psychiatric ward. He is allowed to come and go
as he pleases, and soon learns the routes to the children’s houses and his own apartment. He meets others in
the ward, though again occasionally displays aggression toward the other patients. It seems as though, be-
cause he has lived his whole life in an institution, he is most comfortable in an institutional environment. There,
he is not expected to participate in any activities to contribute to his own care, and he is left to his own devices
in all matters. However, by the end of his time in the ward he expresses a readiness to return to his apartment.

After Rumen returns, there follows a long period of readjustment. Rumen is given the opportunity to com-
pletely redecorate his bedroom (which he shares with one other resident). He is slowly brought back into the
daily routine and activities, but not pressured to participate beyond his own initiative. He is allowed brief peri-
ods of freedom outside the apartment, and given small tasks outside which would allow him to independently
function in the community. He is given an old laptop and taught how to use a drawing program and, feeling im-
portant, he often referred to himself as the ‘boss’. Staff no longer caters to his every whim; they treat him with
respect but do not allow him the opportunity to bully or dominate others around him. For many months Rumen
responds positively to the small changes made and Cedar thinks the problem has been solved.

Unfortunately, it is wrong. In December �011 Rumen begins exhibiting aggressive behaviour once again, this time
causing injury to several staff members. The staff working with Rumen begins to quit their jobs, and with the help
of British volunteers Peter and Bridget Charlesworth, Cedar develops a new behavioural plan and re-trains all staff
in physical restraint and methods for dealing with Rumen’s outbursts. Despite the training received and the rela-
tively favourable staff ratio of 1:4, it is impossible for the staff to handle him when he is having his episodes.

“Normally during the daywehadonepersonper shift and the team leader. But the team leader
in the case of the young adults is one for the two flats so she has to share her time between
them. It was hard to believe that one person cannot keep Rumenunder control, especiallywith
himnot being very physically big, until I experienced itmyself. Therewere twowomen from the
service staff holding him from the two sides but it was extremely difficult for them to calm and
quiet him. He was turning sharply in the two directions and was trying to bite them. Then he
started also kicking so twomore persons, one of whom aman, held his legs. Even for four per-
sons it was hard to keep him. It took two-three hours until he gradually calmed down and
agreed to go out for a walk. It would have been absolutely unthinkable for one or two persons
to copewith the situation. And this happens in a servicewith double asmany staff as the num-
bers set in the national methodology. Howwould the other services which are hiring somuch
less staff manage persons with challenging behaviour then?”

Irina Papancheva, Acting Operations Manager, The Cedar Foundation

In the end, to protect the other residents of the apartment the Foundation is forced to initiate court procedures
to check Rumen into another psychiatric ward in Bulgaria, this time for six months. The doctors evaluating him
there preliminarily diagnose him with schizophrenia, and Cedar is planning for two possible outcomes, de-
pending on their final diagnosis: Providing more training to its staff in the SGHs in stricter procedures for deal-
ing with problem behaviour, and exploring options for Rumen’s transfer to a service which is better suited to his
needs. Cedar is also considering opening a residential service for people with challenging behaviour, though
this will take a considerable amount of time and will require a significant change in the contributions made by
the Bulgarian government.

“This is a heart-breaking story for all involved; Rumen is very close to the hearts of many who
workwith him, andwe all feel as thoughwe’ve failed him somehow, especially if he eventually
needs to re-enter an institution in Bulgaria. However we also know that we are doing our ab-
solute best with the resources on hand. Our current situation imposes limits on what we can
handle. In an ideal situation, we would have three times the number of staff working in the
apartment,whichwouldmakehis outburstsmanageable. In an ideal situation,wewould have
an extra room for the creation of a safe isolation space. In an ideal situation, our staffwould in-
clude people who are highly qualified, well-paid behavioural management experts. But with
such little support we are forced to weigh the consequences and do the best with what we’ve
got, at least for the time being.”

Lindsay Saltsgiver
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5.2 Maria’s story

The story of Maria also reveals the challenges faced by the service team, and how they currently deal with them.
At the same time it demonstrates what could be the reactions and behaviours of a child who is placed in a new
and unfamiliar setting.

Maria spends her whole life in institutions without individual care, attention or love, without secured adequate
specialized help. Maria is fifteen years old and is diagnosed with severe intellectual disability. She displays autis-
tic and challenging behaviours, and has not developed speech communication skills.

Maria usually separates herself far from the other children in Gorna Koznitsa Home, looking fixedly at the ground
and making no overtures to establish contact. Originally she didn’t cope well with her move into the new serv-
ice. Due to the short time for adaptation, orientation and getting used to the new environment, she becomes
insecure which increases her crises. She shouts for hours, hurts herself and is aggressive to the staff and other
children. Emergency services are contacted often in order to give her a sedative. She sees the child psychiatrist
in Kyustendil and her therapy changes several times. She is also taken to Sofia for a consultation with a child psy-
chiatrist there.

The treatment prescribed by Sofia doctors turns out to be successful. She significantly increases her height and
weight, becomes calmer, stops hurting herself and starts smiling and seeks visual contact with other children.
However, in January �011 her condition changes again – she becomes restless and aggressive. The outbursts
with shouting and self-aggression and isolation return. She is temporarily admitted to the psychiatric ward of
the Kyustendil hospital. Her therapy is changed again. Maria is now calm, seeks contact with staff and no longer
shows aggression to herself and other children and staff.

“The constant changes inMaria’s condition and the need for adequate care were a huge chal-
lenge for the service staff. At the beginning they were shocked by their own inability to deal
with the situation, to help the girl, to calm her down. The staff wasn’t able to deal withMaria’s
behaviour not because they didn’t want to but because they hadn’t really accepted that this
could happen and that they could face this problemmanymore times”.

Margarita Parmakova, Manager of Kyustendil SGH “Siyanie”

! LOOKING BACK, LESSONS LEARNT:

Here we share what we are learning as we continue to learn better ways to work with challenging be-
haviour:

� Conduct a thorough risk assessment for every resident
It is crucial that a thorough risk assessment is conducted, by experienced professionals, for every single
resident who will be moved into SGH services. Rumen had a risk assessment, but the assumption was
made that he would be among those to most quickly adjust to the new setting. Not everything can be
predicted, of course, but had we considered the matter more deeply we would have predicted several
of the factors contributing to Rumen’s stress. It is very important that this is completed beforehand so that
these causes of stress can be avoided, if possible.

� Train the staff in behaviour management procedures well in advance.
No matter how passive or how aggressive residents are in the institution, staff of the new services should
always be thoroughly trained in behaviour management procedures before the services open. This pro-
vides them with tools which give them confidence that they can handle any number of different situa-
tions, which once they arise can become frightening for staff.

“Our staff was trained in the basic theories of behaviour management (behaviour always has
a cause, safety is themost important priority during a crisis, using trust and communication to
prevent challenging behaviours) andwere introduced to physical restraint and calmingmeth-
ods, but not thoroughly enough. Frankly, we didn’t think wewould need this. But we did – and
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we now know that Rumenwill probably not be the last case in whichwe need to handle situa-
tions involving severe aggression”

Lindsay Saltsgiver

� Make the staff aware of the potential of challenging behaviour
Staff should be informed well in advance that challenging behaviour will be in some cases unavoidable,
and they should be prepared to have to handle it. This is one of the toughest problems Cedar faced –
staff’s complete disbelief that they would have to handle such behaviour. This in some cases caused
them to resign the first moment problems arose. Even staff who had worked with the residents in the in-
stitution were baffled by the situation. Whereas before they could simply throw the client out of the
classroom to let him be aggressive by himself on the institution grounds, now they no longer had that
option and had to face the situation indoors using their own skills. For most of the staff this was too
much to handle and they ended up resigning.

� Encourage professionals to embrace deinstitutionalisation
Service providers must make a serious effort to encourage professionals in the community to embrace
deinstitutionalisation as a step forward for Bulgaria. One can imagine our disappointment when hearing
from psychiatric professionals in Kyustendil that it was our mistake to even consider bringing these clients
to live in the community. Whereas the Foundation thought that they would support the idea, they were
in fact blaming Cedar for changing the status quo, and openly disapproved of the work Cedar has un-
dertaken in the project. It was difficult to help professionals see that Rumen was everyone’s responsibil-
ity, just as a regular patient is the responsibility of both the doctor and the patient, and this affected the
quality of care he received.

� Do not underestimate the effects of living in institutions on a person.
Do not underestimate the effects that a lifetime of living in institutions can have on a person. Despite his
outwardly social behaviour and high potential, Rumen was very damaged by institutionalisation and
will need a lot of work in order to be able to live more independently.

� Lobby the federal government to increase funding for staff numbers in SGHs.
It is impossible for clients to receive individual support and care in a situation where one staff member
is forced to work with 8-10 children or young adults with intellectual disabilities (this is not even possi-
ble for children without disability). Our practice shows that even a 1:4 ratio is not the best solution but
is, at least, a starting point. Without the provision of high quality care and individual work with each user,
it is impossible to achieve social inclusion.

� Ensure there’s a full range of community-based services available
A full range of community-based services which meet the users’needs and their specific situation should
be developed before total closure of the institutions. Services for people with challenging behaviour do
not exist in Bulgaria and there are not enough trained professional capable of reacting appropriately
and adequately. It is necessary to develop methodologies for the missing services and to secure their fi-
nancing and the training of the staff.

Interview with Ella Kobets,
Kazanlak coordinator, The Cedar Foundation

How did you start working for the Cedar Foundation?

I started working for “Cedar” foundation in 2006 as a volunteer and a few months after that I began working full time.
I think it was at the charity event in 2007 at the Army club, Mark shocked me with the following words: “I’m sick of mak-
ing repairs at the institutions. I won’t do it anymore.” Then I thought that the Foundation would discontinue its activ-
ities. It was a shock for all in the room. His next words were: “We’ll be closing institutions because life in an institution
isn’t worthy for any Bulgarian child”. And then we understood that the direction of the foundation was changing and
that we would be heading down a new road.

Did you participate in the process of closure of Gorna Koznitsa?

Our whole team participated in this process directly or indirectly. I visited the institution for the first time when the child
assessments were done by Mary Crane’s group. I supported Toni in coordinating the logistics of the visit. We arrived in
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Kyustendil, and during the first few days we waited for permission from the Bobov dol municipality to enter the insti-
tution. We didn’t know until the end what would happen, but Mark was very persistent and this helped a lot so that we
got the permission to continue our work.

Every time I go to Kyustendil, I remember this first time. What I felt was shock. It wasn’t my first visit to an institution
but I had never imagined it could be so horrible. The living conditions of the home where children live and the children
themselves, they shocked me. They didn’t know how to behave. They didn’t react to what was happening around them.
They didn’t have any knowledge of how one should behave in public. I was afraid, as I neither knew how to react, nor
where to look. I remember that Mary Crane held my hand and told me: “You’re shocked at the moment and this is nor-
mal”.

What did this experience give you regarding your activities in Kazanlak?

The road we took to where we are now is significant. I thought that for the closure of this home at least five years would
be necessary. I thought it was impossible to be achieved but the time necessary for things to happen was impressive.
When I understood that we would be doing the groundbreaking for the services in Kyustendil, I couldn’t believe it. The
staff also changed a lot, thanks to the trainings; the children also changed beyond recognition…all that motivated me
to keep working. Today, I feel much more confident and experienced, and wouldn’t be at my wits’ end as we all were that
first time.

The living conditions in Buzovgrad, where you have done work, are much better. Do you think it should continue
existing?

I’ll never accept the existence of institutions – neither for children, nor for adults. After the institution in Buzovgrad is
closed, the building could be used to set up something like a hostel or a crisis centre, where people from different socially
vulnerable groups could have temporary housing. But no closure could happen without sufficient alternative services and
both processes should go in parallel. Kazanlak is privileged with the Municipal Day Care Centre which Cedar also helps
support. The work they do there is very high-quality, and they adequately support their clients. Support services should
provide care for the development of children according to individual programmes, otherwise these services turn into
something else.

We had big hopes for the Day Centre in Buzovgrad. We supported them for a long time, and hoped that it would de-
velop with the right methodologies and programmes, in which the staff would develop professionally and would be able
to contribute to the deinstitutionalisation and alternative services development. We helped build the Centre, which
worked successfully for a year with staff provided through funding from The Cedar Foundation. During this time we
managed the structure of the work, and we did what we could to teach them about different programmes the staff could
use for their work with the children. These are the programmes ABA (applied behavioral analysis) and PECS (Picture
Exchange Communication System) for children who cannot communicate verbally. During that time it was encourag-
ing to see what the children achieved, but unfortunately this relationship ended.

Similar methodologies could be applied in the whole country. We now provide staff, training opportunities and guidance
to the municipal Day Care Centre in Kazanlak. The management of this Centre accepted our methodologies and con-
tinues working with them. These are very effective programmes because with ABA the staff analyses the behavior of the
child and develops an individual plan according to the child’s abilities and his or her behavior in the community. It in-
cludes absolutely everything – child’s hygiene, clothes, communication in the community, understanding about close
and unfamiliar people, and development as a whole. I hope that this Day Care Centre will provide a good model for how
other Centres can work, and I hope that they will be able to give support to the children who will be placed in the fu-
ture small group homes in Kazanlak.
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Phase Seven:
Sustainability and Additional Services

Ultimately, true socialisation and integration also means that the surrounding community demonstrates a sense
of responsibility and ownership toward the fate of social services and the people utilizing them. We envision,
one day, a Kyustendil in which people of all backgrounds will be active stakeholders in the social services offered
to our residential clients. The municipality will have the full capacity to manage the services successfully, peers
and schoolmates of the clients will take interest through friendships and cooperative activities, and our clients
will take part in every aspect of community life alongside other community members.

For obvious reasons any SGH service developed needs to be sustainable. In previous chapters we outlined how
much the Cedar Foundation currently contributes financially to the running of the service, but we also concede
that for any service provider – NGO or municipality – this is impossible to sustain over a long period of time.

Additionally, the development of the residential service should be merely the first step in a long process of so-
cial inclusion and socialization of clients exiting large institutions. While the quality of the residential service is
very important and managers should continually work to improve the quality of care provided in the SGH,
measures should also be taken in the community to further develop supporting services and opportunities for
social inclusion.

We believe in focusing our energy on helping the former residents of the Home in Gorna Koznitsa achieve so-
cial inclusion to the utmost of their potential, and strategically The Cedar Foundation is committed to imple-
menting more projects which will directly affect the residents from Gorna Koznitsa. This chapter outlines some
of our thoughts regarding what the future should hold in any community where residents exiting institutions
are soon to be welcomed.

1. Sustainability of the Residential Service SGH

“The sustainability or the stability of the social service depends to a big extent on its ability to
preserve itsmain components – structure, aims, strategy, policies, ways of working, and finan-
cial sustainability during significant external or internal changes. In Bulgaria it’s difficult to
meet the requirement about sustainability of project results following the withdrawal of an
NGO, the organization or the sponsorwho secured the funding. Sustainabilitymeans tomain-
tain the results of the project – aquality social service after the periodwhen theproject is funded
by an NGO.”

Margarita Parmakova, Manager of SGHs “Siyanie”

1.1 How to achieve sustainability?

There should be a clear strategic plan which defines the vision and the mission and the activities for their im-
plementation. The strategic plan focuses upon the path the service would like to follow and how this would be
achieved. This document – an important and obligatory requirement for the management of the organization,
should be logical, clear, and consistent, without going into details and should form the basis for the work of the
service.

The definition of the aims and the objectives of the service allow the strategic plan to be implemented. They
should reflect the users’ needs and to be adaptable – the change in these needs should lead to a change in the
service aims. Through this process we can give an exact characteristic of the situation we are in at the moment
and to define the place or situation we would like to be.
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Clearly defined priorities should be set, which do not get bogged down in details, do not stress upon inessen-
tial distractions and do not waste human and financial resources. The planning of aims and priorities should take
into account the individual needs, abilities and talents of the users, and at the end of the day should not be too
ambitious or unattainable. If the aims are too ambitious then at a certain stage of the service development
they could turn into a demotivating factor both for the staff and the users.

An important condition for accomplishing good sustainable results is the process of risk planning and as-
sessment.

“There are always risks, especially given that the serviceworkswith a specific and finematerial
called the human being, which often is difficult to control and manage. That’s why, it’s neces-
sary to identify, analyse, monitor and have a contingency plan to prevent risk situations and
control them in case theyhappen. Sometimes the risk situations arise out of conflict in the teams
and then it’s necessary to implement anappropriate approach for conflictmanagement – open
discussion, understanding and establishing an atmosphere of trust among teammembers.”

Margarita Parmakova

Good team work is key. Even if they are not included in defining the general main goal of the social service strat-
egy, the team members should participate in planning the service aims and periodically assess the accom-
plishments which would make the team much more effective. If the team members have the feeling that they
not just meet some organizational aims but also develop professionally and personally, then this will motivate
them and be a stimulus for achievement of even bigger results. All suggestions which come from the staff
should be discussed and reviewed equally. This strengthens the trust among team members and is an indica-
tor for openness and transparency of the service management.

Motivation is a driving force in the life of every person. There are mechanisms which can guide, support and
stimulate people to be internally motivated. When the staff is convinced, sufficiently prepared, stimulated, feels
prepared and at the same time sufficiently autonomous and has opportunity to be creative in dealing with a cer-
tain problem, then this serves as additional motivation.

There should be clear and accurate quality and quantity indicators for monitoring and evaluation of the serv-
ice development. This is one of the best ways to measure development as the risks for mistakes are minimized
and there is a clear and accurate picture of accomplishments, which respectively is a prerequisite for good plan-
ning. The introduction of systems for measurement of effectiveness, efficiency and the quality of the social serv-
ice is an important prerequisite for its sustainability.

Sufficient and well trained human resources form the backbone of good social services. A quality service is
set up with optimum number of staff who is well trained and supervised. The process of service development
and later on development of a sustainable model of this service is impossible without on-going support train-
ing aimed at increasing the effectiveness of the staff’s work, to make them feel confident, to build upon their
professional knowledge and skills with the aim to prevent professional burn-out.

Creation of a quality service without the necessary financial resources for the implementation of a variety of
activities and securing sustainability and development of the service is impossible. The financial resources
should correspond to the scale of the envisaged aims and objectives. Despite that the state funding gives to a
certain extent security of the service, it’s not enough to guarantee sustainability and high effectiveness of the
work.

A short-term and long-term plan – a management strategy – which is both clear and innovative and is based
on the mechanisms for transparency in the management and active participation of the staff, will ensure the sus-
tainability of quality in any service. The management process is complicated and often contradictory. It requires
good knowledge of the strengths and weaknesses of the staff, delegation skills and effective mechanisms for
control upon the entire service functioning and feedback about the way the whole system functions. The man-
agement body should be able to unite, motivate and manage its team but also itself and the whole working
process.

Any quality service is a means for social inclusion, but this cannot happen without partners in the community.
When the general public is informed, the organization is persistent in initiating joint initiatives, and everyone
works together to build tolerance and a joint respect, then the needs of the service users will be consistently
met.
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1.2 Fundraising

For any social service, fundraising is a key element to ensuring financial growth and offering quality care to
clients. We are all aware that government funding for SGHs is not anywhere near adequate, and service providers
should continually lobby for increased allowances per client. Fundraising should never have to substitute
for adequate government funding, especially when the caretaker-client ratio is at stake. This is, unfortu-
nately, the current state that SGH services are in, and unless the Bulgarian government takes measures to in-
crease funding for social services, this will remain a great challenge to service providers. That being said, even
if it is not an NGO who is the service provider, the structure of the service itself should always allow opportu-
nity and stimulus for the engagement in fundraising activities in the community.

Fundraising can take many different forms, and does not always have to result in financial gain in order to be
useful. For example, clothing drives are very practical especially when the target group, due to various reasons,
frequently has to change clothing or will grow out of their clothing quickly. Clothing drives can also be very fruit-
ful, as in Bulgarian communities there are often many people who cannot help financially but would like to
contribute something. Their second-hand clothing means relief to an already-stretched service budget (though
it is also important to uphold the dignity of our clients as much as possible – stained, ripped or ruined clothing
should never enter the wardrobes of the clients of an SGH).

These are just a few ways in which extra funds can be obtained for critical service expenses. Other types of
fundraising activities or events could include:

� Charity concerts, fairs, dinners � Holiday gift drives
� Raffles or auctions � Art and craft exhibitions or sales
� Coin collection at local merchants � “Wish list” drives
� Child or carer sponsorship programs � Municipal small project programs
� Corporate material donations � Sports challenges or tournaments
� Local clean-up fundraisers � Book fairs or clubs
� Cooking or baking contests / sales � Consignment sales for charity
� Photo, film or artwork contests � Small grants from funding organizations

Based on our experience in fundraising in our SGH service “Siyanie” in Kyustendil, we recommend the
following:
� Always make sure that you report all funds raised – the public always likes to know what the final tally is –

and how the money will be used. Transparency is the key to building trust on a local level, giving people the
will and desire to contribute again when given the chance.

“I think that themain reasonwhy people contribute to the Cedar Foundation is thatwe believe
in what we do and they see a real desire to change things for the better in the lives of children
and youngpeoplewith disabilities. People see thatweare honest, thatweuse their funds aswe
said wewould, that we do quality work andmostly that we do it with a lot of passion andwill.
This infects people and encourages them to help us with what they can. If they are from the
business sector and don’t have a lot of time, they provide financial means. The environment is
also changing and people in Bulgaria are opening up to such activities and are more likely to
support different causes and to help people in underprivileged situations.”

Toni Stoykova, Marketing and Communications Coordinator, The Cedar Foundation

� The more the personnel from the service is involved in planning the fundraiser, the more ownership they
will feel over the results, and the more enthusiastic they will be during the implementation. Challenge them
to come up with fundraising ideas. Make sure they are involved at every step of the way, and congratulate
them at every opportunity.

� The clients should also be involved as much as possible, but be wary of exploiting their efforts in any way.
� Local media should always be invited to fundraising events or activities.
� Make sure you develop procedures in the service for thanking donors or sponsors on a regular basis.
� It is helpful to have someone on staff who has experience in (or the professional aspiration to learn) grant-

writing. Small grants can be obtained from many different sources, and can fill in gaps in the service budget
left by lack of government funding.
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Interview with Toni Stoykova,
Marketing and Communications Coordinator,

The Cedar Foundation

How long have you been with Cedar?

I’ve been working for The Cedar Foundation for more than four years. I joined at the beginning of 2008 when the idea
about the home had already matured but the process was at the very beginning. It was in February 2008 when I first
visited the home with Mark and [Cedar Board Member] Liane.

So you were directly involved in the closure?

I attended all the meetings with Mark in order to translate but this gave me the opportunity to learn much quicker
about the ideas he had for Bulgaria. So for me this was also a training process. My main task was to co-ordinate the
process which included meetings with the two municipalities for the right closure of the home and development of new
community-based services. My task was also to facilitate the trainings of foreign experts for the Gorna Koznitsa staff.
Part of my responsibilities also included support of the charity ball organization and fundraising.

The beginning was difficult. The smaller local authorities didn’t recognize best practices according to western standards
and what had already been working abroad; the central state agencies and the bigger municipalities managed to react
more adequately. We had to come up with creative, working solutions in the context of what we had. However, later
things changed with a lot of advocacy and persistency on our side so as a whole my impressions are that there’s a hope
for change. People realize what needs to be done, and what I mainly learned is that we should aim for the best but we
should be also realists and take into account the Bulgarian situation. We started closing the home when the world eco-
nomic crisis had come. Bulgaria was also affected, and this was reflected to a great extent in the national budget, mostly
in the social sphere.

“Cedar” is an organization which has very successful fundraising in Bulgaria and your work is directly associated
with that. How do you do it? How did you manage?

Credit for this should not go entirely to me, especially at the beginning when I joined and there was already a well-es-
tablished network of partners and sponsors. However in general we try to be creative in what we do and to raise funds
in ways where every party wins, for example the business gets PR and a positive public image, or through the charity
events we provide entertainment for everyone. We strive to provide something in exchange for the funds we get as do-
nations. Our aim is not only to receive but rather to provide a good service for the donor, which is useful to him, and
the funds are used for our projects.

Is there something from your experience in fundraising that you would like to share with other organizations as
a message or a recommendation?

For the fundraising, I would advise all organizations to adopt a more business-oriented approach, rather than a purely
charitable one. Many people whom we solicit for financial support are in the business sector, and they would like to see
that they are making a deal, rather than a donation. Thus it’s always valuable to have something positive for the busi-
ness itself. We are also very clear on where their money is going. What a business wants to see is very clearly prepared
budget, how and where the money will be spent. People should be predisposed to “buy” the project.

Is there something else you would like to share from your experience and time with The Cedar Foundation?

Because at the beginning, I participated much more in the coordination of the project and the negotiations with local
and central authorities: What I could share is that at the beginning I was very disappointed by some of the meetings. It
was very interesting for me to find out how the whole state system works and how the individual cases are treated - I
saw that there wasn’t a lot of individual treatment. With time things are changing and there’s more of a desire for ef-
fectiveness in state agencies and structures. We meet more and more determined people and I’m very happy with that.
I notice a big difference between how people worked then and how they work now that the idea of deinstitutionaliza-
tion has matured. People get more used to that idea and already are really working for its successful implementation.
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1.3 Volunteers

Volunteers are also a key element in the successful development of good services. They bring a dynamic at-
mosphere to the workplace and can contribute a considerable amount of expertise, energy, and skill to the
services. As anyone who has volunteered their time or skills knows, what develops is a mutually-beneficial re-
lationship – the volunteer also gains a sense of well-being when he or she gets involved in helping out the
client base. Volunteers also come in many shapes and sizes, and can be recruited from many different areas.

At the Cedar Foundation, we host several different types of volunteers:
� Volunteers, expert in special needs: Several groups and individuals with specialized experience visit the

services in Kyustendil on a regular basis and give free consultation and/or training based on our needs.
� Youth volunteers: We usually host at least one large group of youth volunteers per year. These volunteers

are not highly skilled but usually help in the implementation of fun and creative activities in our services –
summer day camps, building or constructing playground equipment, spending time with the clients.

� Other skilled volunteers: Artists, filmmakers, fundraisers, writers, lawyers, doctors, carpenters - anyone with
a specific skill and the desire to help can be included in making the service better for its clients.

� Fundraising volunteers: These volunteers assist the Cedar Foundation in our fundraising efforts, which
benefit the services in Kyustendil.

� Local Friend/Mentor volunteers: We are currently developing a program and looking for local volunteers
to spend time with the clients on a regular basis.

� Interns: Bulgarian students of social work and/or special education are usually required to complete a num-
ber of hours in an accredited social service. At the time of the writing of this material, we have one intern
working in our services, Bilyana Stanoeva. Bilyana has been a great asset to the services in Kyustendil, and
we hope that she has learned a significant amount in her time with us as well.

Volunteers are essential to providing a quality, dynamic service. They are also a great way to get the commu-
nity involved in the lives of the clients. In many communities where the public has not been exposed to peo-
ple with disabilities or people who have lived in institutions, it is very important that every effort is made to
build positive public relations and a positive public attitude toward the clients. Volunteer programs can be a
great tool not only in giving clients exposure to community life, but also in helping community members ad-
just to the newest demographic in their town or village.

It is also very important that work with volunteers is strictly regulated; measures should always be taken to pro-
tect the interests, rights, and safety of the clients at all times. At the time of the writing of this document, the
Bulgarian Act for Volunteers is being revised to protect the rights of children – this should, of course, guide all
work done in a service with volunteer assistance.

For the safety of both the volunteer and the client, and for the sake of creating a smoothly-operating volunteer
program, we also recommend:

� Organizations and services should have manuals and policies for work with children and/or vulnerable adults.
Ours is entitled, “The Cedar Foundation Policy for the Protection of Children and Vulnerable Adults,” and in-
cludes all procedures which we undertake Foundation-wide to protect our clients and any other vulnerable
groups associated with the Foundation, as well as staff and volunteers – from volunteer screening policies
to procedures for transporting clients or children in a staff member’s car. This is very helpful when any ques-
tions arise regarding volunteers.

� Background checks should always be provided by volunteers. We require them for any volunteer who will
come in direct contact with our clients. This is common practice internationally, especially when adults are
to come into contact with children. While this is no guarantee that the volunteers you work with are harm-
less, it is a great tool for “weeding out” any undesirable persons.

� Volunteer contracts or descriptions should always be drawn up to outline the parameters of any volunteer’s
work. Annexed to the contract should be a volunteer plan, which outlines the goals and activities of the
given volunteer’s work with the services. Service personnel should discuss this plan thoroughly with the vol-
unteer before drawing up the contract.

� When working with international volunteers, especially expert volunteers, we have found that it is important
to help Bulgarian staff make a strong connection between their profession and that of the volunteer. Some-
times staff is hesitant to incorporate methods introduced by foreign volunteers into their daily work – often
they have a difficult time comparing their work with the work of the volunteer. Strong and progressive lead-
ership is required to help staff grow professionally, and to take suggestions or advice from foreign experts.
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� Also when working with international volunteers it is important to provide those volunteers with continual
support. For most international volunteers the Bulgarian mind set is a bit of a mystery, at least at first – they
need some encouragement to help them understand where Bulgarians are coming from, and to help them
“meet their Bulgarian counterparts where they are”.

� Youth or inexperienced volunteers should never be left alone or to fend for themselves with clients. Activi-
ties should always be well-supervised. With expert volunteers, while the risks associated with leaving them
alone with clients are smaller, they should be used to train Bulgarian staff in methods, not take over for them
or do their job.

2. Spectrum of supporting services and partnerships

It is increasingly obvious to us that residential services should form only the backbone of a spectrum of serv-
ices offered in any community for people with disabilities. Three other types of services currently exist in Kyus-
tendil – a Day Centre for Children with Intellectual and Multiple Disabilities, a Centre for Social Rehabilitation and
Integration, and a Resource Centre for Special Education – which offer specialized expertise in working with
people with intellectual difficulties. However because their capacity is still too small to handle the increased
numbers of clients since the closure of the Home in Gorna Koznitsa, they have been able to pick and choose
which clients they will accept into their centres, and who they will not. Thus our clients do not benefit fully from
these services. Additionally, the focus of their work has for the most part been on a different target group, chil-
dren with disabilities who live in a family setting. Clearly, children and young adults who grew up in institutions
come with a very different, and often more severe, set of needs. In many cases, even if they are open to wel-
coming the new set of clients, existing services are unprepared to meet the needs of this type of population.

Thus over time it is also vital that this“spectrum”of services in the community is widened, to include specialists
and activities which can meet the wide variety of individual needs of all types of people with disabilities in the
region. The Cedar Foundation is currently working on building the Foundations for such services. Additional
services could include:
� Occupational services: As described in Chapter 6, This type of service should be aimed at assisting people

with disabilities in obtaining gainful employment based on their individual needs, skills and abilities. This
could include anything from the establishment of a centre, workshop or business specifically designed to hire
people with disability, to career counselling, training and job mentoring programs for people ready to enter
the external work force, with local businesses.

� Civic participation services: In many cases people with disability are excluded from civic and recreational
participation due to lack of access, social exclusion, or discrimination. An organization which lobbies and
works for the rights of people with disabilities and develops opportunities to encourage and enable civic
participation is an important part of any community which welcomes all to participate in community life.

� Housing services: Housing services help people with disability find appropriate housing, and may offer as-
sistance with daily living activities.

� Therapeutic services for adults: Children are not the only target group which can benefit from different
types of therapy. However few services are aimed at providing adults with therapeutic programs, and such
services need to be developed.

� Wider variety of therapeutic services for children and adults: There are many different sources and types
of therapy which, although highly effective, are as of yet untapped in Bulgarian communities. We would like
to see a much wider variety of therapeutic activities – art, music, dance, therapeutic riding, for example, be-
come available to both children and adults in Kyustendil.

� Wider variety of educational services for children: While in Bulgaria resource services for children with
learning disabilities have drastically improved, there still remains a big deficit in capacity, and most existing
programs are not yet equipped to serve the educational needs of children exiting institutions and entering
the community. We believe that a whole spectrum of educational support services needs to be developed
in Bulgaria, which would include special schools and mainstream education.

� Early Intervention programs: Early intervention has been proven to be very important in the treatment of
people with intellectual disability.

� Foster care programs for children with and without disability: Foster care is the next step in the spec-
trum of residential care programs for children with or without disability. When implemented correctly, fos-
ter care is an excellent, more effective alternative to SGHs, and we hope that someday SGHs will be replaced
by foster care in Bulgarian communities. For children with disabilities, foster care parents must be specially
trained.
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� Adoption programs: In the past several years, Bulgaria has made significant progress in reforming its adop-
tion procedures. However there is much left to be done to improve the processes for assisting Bulgarians and
foreigners who wish to adopt children from Bulgaria.

� Prevention and parental support programs: Programs, in which trained social workers work with risk
groups such as new parents, teenage parents, and parents of children with disabilities, should be imple-
mented in every community in order to prevent the abandonment of children in institutions or community-
based residential services.

Interview with Mark O’Sullivan,
Founder and Executive Director of The Cedar Foundation

When you look back at all that Cedar has done since the closure of the institution, how do you feel about it – what
do you see?

In some instances I’m very encouraged because I think that it’s very good that the government has changed a lot of its
policies… now there is a plan to close all institutions; when we started closing the Home there was no such plan in place.
They were still talking about restructuring and basically renovating institutions. So I feel our doing what we did has re-
ally helped as well to get the government to start looking at the problem from a wider perspective in the right way, in
other words to close down all institutions. It’s always going to be a very difficult process because it’s a huge, complex issue.

So the discouragements have been things such as still not having proper alternative care for children or young adults with
extremely challenging behaviour in Bulgaria. This is something that needs to be addressed immediately. The other ob-
vious discouragements are: as a profession in general, for people working in the alternative care services, the wages are
just not enough. It’s hard to attract good people, no one wants to work for that kind of money – which is a real prob-
lem. They need to start finding ways and means of raising the standards of all the professions involved in deinstitu-
tionalisation, of raising the profile so it can become a more attractive job. That needs to be of the highest priority.

I still have worries because still I think there are one or two institutions that might slip through the net.

If you had the chance to repeat the process now, would you do anything differently?

One of the things I think we failed in (although we had no other choice really) is that I would not have four small group
homes together. But we were forced to because of the budget which was made available. It makes it much harder to in-
tegrate disabled people in the community when they’re kept together in larger groups. Better to spread them out around
the community. If you have a house where there are only three or four kids then people don’t see them as such a big threat.
And the public, instead of being a force working against them, becomes a force working for them. We fought as hard as
we could, because what we got it from – they wanted to build one house for twenty-four kids which is another institu-
tion. So we managed at least to get it to four separate houses and it has only a capacity of 16, but even still that should
never happen again because in a few years that’ll be completely outdated.

We were put in an impossible situation because there was no plan from the government regarding how you cater for the
period of the closure. We were put under incredible pressure just to take people out of the institution and shove them
somewhere else, which is obviously the wrong way of doing it. They also tried to do it in one straight line: to close the
institution on a Thursday, and open the new services on the Friday. You can’t do that. We put together a plan of how
you would look at placing the residents, from the perspective of caring for their rights. But it became impossible to im-
plement because we just didn’t have enough staff to be so spread out – to be in different places at once.

The other issues that need serious consideration are the development of the other relevant institutions in the commu-
nity. In particular, things like hospitals – their ability to cater for disabled people, so we don’t have situations like we had
with one of our residents – a girl who was strapped to a bed because the psychiatric ward couldn’t cope with her autism.
The government needs to look at resourcing hospitals and other institutions so that they also can cater for our residents.

There needs to be much better, closer coordination between all the services that would be used by the users: schools, day-
care centres, the hospitals, so that everybody’s aware of a particular resident, what their care plan is, making it more ef-
ficient to be able to deal with them.
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How do you think this can be achieved?

The short answer is I don’t know. You have to look at developed systems around the world, see where it works better, try
and look at what makes it work and then adapt it so that it can work in Bulgaria. Ultimately I think there needs to be
a massive report done, a very detailed one with very workable solutions to the key problematic areas. Also the national
strategy and Action Plan need to have built-in review systems to allow the plan to adapt… What seems to be a mod-
ern approach today will most likely be completely outdated in 2020.

When you look at Cedar services, which do you think are the key areas of improvement from now on – where is
improvement most needed?

It’s hard to identify one area as they’re all connected, but for example the immediate care that the residents are receiv-
ing needs to be improved. The clients need more one-to-one attention. Development will only take place if a human being
has a trusting relationship with someone else. To make that possible you need people available to do it. So you need more
people working with the residents so that they can begin to trust them and they can begin to develop. Also if somebody’s
assessed properly and deemed that they’re at a certain level then the resources should be made available to provide a
higher level of care. At the moment it just doesn’t exist.

So they need to produce services that can work in a quality way with people with challenging behaviour. We’re caught
in a sort of vicious circle where a lot of what we’re doing is just what we call ‘plugging holes and putting out fires’, rather
than actually seriously implementing individual care plans and different things like that. Somebody has to spend qual-
ity time with Maria, with Rumen all of them – they just need far more attention than they’re getting. It’s as simple as
that and we can’t do it as our hands are tied as the budget isn’t enough. They need to find a way of making a bigger
budget for those that have a higher need – and that’s urgent.

What’s next – which direction do you see Cedar taking from now on, how do you see its development both as an
organization and as a service provider?

The ultimate project is integration, so continuing to, for those who are employable, to find employment for them; for those
that are unemployable, provide them with therapy to improve the quality of their life; to work more in the community
to raise awareness for the struggles of disabled people and to make sure that society’s not letting people slip through the
cracks of the system - buildings, roads, they’re being made accessible for disabled people.

It’s not just the child who’s disabled, it’s the whole community that’s disabled, and we need to make the community less
disabled and more able to cope with the people that live in the community - not just a certain section of the people. So
that means working more and more with for instance the municipalities like Kyustendil, helping them with their regional
plans, their district strategies and making sure that it’s up to standard. But definitely we need to focus on integration –
integration of the children into schools, development of the schools so that they can help with integration, that the kids
should be out of their houses as much as possible during the day so that they get to explore more of the world rather than
constantly being kept inside because the community can’t deal with them.

We need to be in constant contact with the wider world so that we can provide a channel where help can flow from one
country to the other, where expertise, new ideas, new innovation can be passed on. A lot of thought and organisation
has to be put into it.

I also definitely believe that we exist to help others and to help others develop. It’s as simple as that so I’m very open and
happy to help others who are in this process. I think we can offer quite a valuable insight because Cedar involves a lot
of foreigners in Bulgaria, so I think we can come at it from both sides, bringing knowledge from the outside in, but also
being aware of what’s happening on the inside. We’ve been here long enough and know how frustrating and annoying
it is sometimes, how much outsiders can get it wrong. Just because something works in one country doesn’t mean it’s going
to work in another country. You have to be aware of cultures in particular. We would be open to working in as many
countries as possible – where it’s appropriate and manageable for us.

Is there any message you would like to send to other NGOs which will be involved with deinstitutionalisation and
will now begin the process, or just to the whole society?

I remember the best piece of advice I ever got was from somebody who said, “we will succeed because we’re right”. It
sounds very simple but actually gave me incredible encouragement, that you can’t stop the flow of what is right. All
you need are people with the energy to take it on and keep it going. I would encourage people to not give in too eas-
ily or to settle for things which aren’t of high quality, because you just end up slowing the whole development down
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and not giving the new alternative services a chance of working. Certainly the simplest thing is you will succeed be-
cause you are right.

This is one case where you’re helping people who have no ability to help themselves so it demands the utmost in-
tegrity. Municipalities have got to show absolute integrity with the way they’re channelling money, the way they’re
managing money. Government does, NGO’s do – all of us have to try our best to do the right thing in a world where
everything isn’t black and white. I’m not saying it’s always easy, it’s not. It’s the extreme opposite. We have to try our
best to be honest as much as possible.
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Conclusion

Institutional living violates fundamental human rights. It deprives the individual of his basic freedoms and –
when it comes to children – leaves permanent scars in their psychological, emotional, intellectual and physical
development. There are many policy and legislative EU and international documents which assert the right to
community living and prohibit institutionalisation. All of this, together with the international attention attracted
by the BBC film about the residential institution in Mogilino, has triggered a drive for the Bulgarian government
to initiate mass deinstitutionalisation reform, starting with institutions for children and aiming at gradually clos-
ing all similar settings.

Even before the official start of this reform The Cedar Foundation began its “own”deinstitutionalisation process
by closing down, in cooperation with national and local leaders, the Home for children with intellectual dis-
abilities in Gorna Koznitsa. The closure of the Home and the parallel construction and establishment of the
SGHs“Siyanie” in Kyustendil, where �4 of the formerly-institutionalised children and young adults now live, has
been a journey of learning by doing, by consulting with other countries’ good practices, rapidly gaining ex-
pertise and implementing it in day to day work. More than anything it reflects a desire to create a higher qual-
ity of life for the children and young adults residing in “Siyanie” and to see their full social inclusion put into
action and daily practice. In this journey Cedar has managed to attract the support of many short and/or long
term advocates and partners and to win them over for its cause, i.e. the cause of all the children and young
adults with disabilities in Bulgaria.

The Foundation has faced a variety of challenges on the way to making its beliefs a reality. The reasons for them
have been different: the novelty and freshness of the experience in the context of Bulgaria; the lack of a com-
pleted successful local model to follow; the initial lack of expertise; the lack of understanding of some of the key
institutions and the prejudices in the local community; the lack of a full set of supporting services which is a se-
rious obstacle to inclusion; the lack of methodology for essential services - and expertise for their development
- without which deinstitutionalisation of some of the residents becomes impossible; the lack of qualified
staff…the list continues. More importantly, however, Cedar has recognized the challenges and deficiencies as
such and has been constantly looking for ways to overcome them.

This has led to such significant achievements as children being integrated into mainstream schools and young
adults being the first ones with severe intellectual disabilities to be employed on the open labour market in
the country.

The story of Cedar does not presume to be the answer to deinstitutionalisation. But it is, without a doubt, one
of the possible answers. Moreover this story is an honest account of what the Foundation has gone through,
which can be used as a basis for comparison for other organisations which have been or will be dealing with that
same process. It also points out some of the weaknesses of the practical realities of the on-going reform, purely
with the intention to inspire actions for their timely improvement.

The insights of The Cedar Foundation, shared in this document, have been borne by the clashes between the
urgent wish and need for changing lives of those who haven’t really lived a life, and the above mentioned cir-
cumstances. Though they have been summarised in seven phases, it is crucial to make it clear that these steps
do not guide the overall journey, but only mark its beginning.
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Glossary

Alternative services
Community-based services offered as an alternative to the institutional model. This broadly-defined category
includes services which support vulnerable groups in social inclusion, helping clients utilize mainstream serv-
ices such as health care, education, or employment, or offer residency or housing options in a family-type or fos-
ter family setting.

Challenging behaviour
Culturally abnormal behavior(s) of such an intensity, frequency or duration that the physical safety of the per-
son or others is likely to be placed in serious jeopardy, or behaviour which is likely to seriously limit use of, or
result in the person being denied access to, ordinary community facilities.��

Community-based services
Services provided at the community level, located within (not isolated from) a particular community, and/or
organised in partnership with or by the members of the community. Emphasis is placed on the involvement of
users in the whole process, including the prioritisation of needs, the service planning and the evaluation of
services received.

Deinstitutionalisation
The change in the provision of social or medical services, which involves:
� On the individual level,discharging the client from institutional care, into a family setting or into community-

based alternative services which imitate the family setting; working to integrate the individual into his sur-
roundings as an equal member of the community;

� On the administrative or policy level, systematically replacing large institutions with community-based serv-
ices.

Family setting
As defined in this document: The environment in which a child or adult lives with and is cared for by member(s)
of his immediate or extended family and/or relatives through blood, adoptive or marriage lines, such as uncles,
aunts, parents, grandparents, husbands, wives, children, brothers and/or sisters. The United Nations identifies
the family as being “the fundamental group of society and the natural environment for the growth, well-being
and protection of children”�4. An alternative residential service with a“family-type”setting, such as a Small Group
Home, may try to imitate this family atmosphere by creating a supportive environment in which the child or
adult’s needs are met on an individual basis in a small group setting. A situation in which a child is placed with
a foster family bridges the gap between the "family" setting and the "family-type" setting, as they live in a na-
tural family setting but with people who are not directly related to them by blood.

Family-type setting
Any social service provided in a residential setting which is intended to replicate the family setting as much as
possible, including Small Group Homes, Children’s villages or other similar services.

Institution
As defined in this document: Any facility which houses children or adults, with or without disability, and pro-
vides care based on the institutional model.
As defined by Professor Kevin Browne (�005),“a large institution is characterised by having �5 or more children liv-
ing together in one building. A small institution or children’s home refers to a building housing 11 to �4 children.
Alternatively ‘family-like’ homes accommodate 10 children or less, usually separated with � to � in each bed-
room.”�5
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Institutional model
A model of caregiving which often results in an attempt to meet the collective needs of a group of people rather
than allowing for the individual’s needs and wishes. This model often neglects the individual for the sake of the
collective or in favour of the institution’s regime, resources and standing in society.

Integrated employment
The employment of persons with disabilities through the open labour market, ensuring adequate remuneration,
which creates an environment in which they are deemed equals and are fully integrated with their colleagues.

Job coach
The person who mediates and supports the process of job-seeking for persons with disabilities by assessing the
skills of the potential employee, directing him/her to an appropriate type of employment, teaching the em-
ployer and co-workers on how to best integrate the disabled worker into the work environment and how to best
make use of his/her skills and capacity.

Medical model for disability
A model by which disability is considered to be the result of a physical condition, intrinsic to the individual (part
of that individual’s own body), which may reduce the individual’s quality of life, and which thus creates a clear
disadvantage to the individual. Under this model the “problem”of disability is located within the individual, i.e.
a person is disabled due to his individual impairments and therefore requires medical intervention to gain skills
to adapt to society. This model categorizes individuals by medical definitions and focuses on their impairment
and how this excludes them from mainstream society.

Person-centred approach
A caregiving approach which focuses on each client as an individual and prioritises his individual needs, wishes,
abilities and life story, and which arranges services in a way which enables his needs to be most effectively met.

Group home or Small Group Home (SGH)
A family-type setting - a house or a flat - where fewer than 10 people, usually with similar needs, live commu-
nally with organised support. In this publication the term “Small Group Home”(SGH) refers to the Bulgarian so-
cial service (in Bulgarian, termed “Family-type Residential Centre”), where children or adults receive �4-hour
care in a family-style environment.

Social model for disability
A model by which the issue of „disability“ is seen as a socially-created problem and a matter of fundamental
human rights. In this model, disability is not considered to be an attribute of the individual, but rather a com-
plex collection of conditions, many of which are created by the social environment. Thus, it is the environment
which creates the disability and deprives the individual from equal participation and inclusion. Therefore the
solution requires social action and the collective responsibility of society to make the necessary legal, policy, en-
vironmental and mentality adjustments in order to ensure integration of persons with disabilities.

Supported employment
A social service model designed to enable people with disabilities to obtain and maintain employment on the
open labour market. These services provide a range of support such as job-seeking and job coaching, equip-
ment to assist the person in fulfilling his duties, specialized job training and individually tailored support and
supervision.

Supporting services
Any combination of planned services in the community which support people with disabilities outside of the
residential setting and aim to ensure equal access and participation in all areas of community life. Such serv-
ices include Day Centres, Centres for Rehabilitation and Integration, Educational Resource Centres, and em-
ployment services.
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Appendix 1 European and international legislative and policy instru-
ments supporting deinstitutionalisation

1. The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child
The Convention obliges the states“to ensure to the maximum extent possible the survival and development of
the child” (Article 6, (�)). It also states that “a child temporarily or permanently deprived of his or her family en-
vironment, or in whose own best interests cannot be allowed to remain in that environment, shall be entitled
to special protection and assistance provided by the state as well as that the states are obliged in accordance
with their national laws ensure alternative care for such a child” (Article �0, (1), (�)). According to the Conven-
tion states must recognize that a mentally or physically disabled child should enjoy a full and decent life, in con-
ditions which ensure dignity, promote self-reliance and facilitate the child’s active participation in the
community ( Art, �� (1). Further on it says that states must “recognize the right of every child to a standard of li-
ving adequate for the child’s physical, mental, spiritual, moral and social development” (Art. �7). All of this is in
line with the on-going deinstitutionalisation reform.

2. The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD)
The convention is an overarching framework for disability which covers all areas of life. It entered into force on
� May �008 and was ratified by Bulgaria in the beginning of �01�. The following general principles (Art. �) are
integrated in it:
� Respect for inherent dignity, individual autonomy including the freedom to make one’s own choices, and

independence of persons;
� Non-discrimination;
� Full and effective participation and inclusion in society;
� Respect for difference and acceptance of persons with disabilities as part of human diversity and humanity;
� Equality of opportunity;
� Accessibility;
� Equality between men and women;
� Respect for the evolving capacities of children with disabilities and respect for the right of children with di-

sabilities to preserve their identities.

Art. 7 is focused on children with disabilities and states that “States Parties shall take all necessary measures to
ensure the full enjoyment by children with disabilities of all human rights and fundamental freedoms on an equal
basis with other children” (1). It also declares that in all actions concerning children with disabilities, the best in-
terests of the child shall be a primary consideration (�). The Convention entitles to the children with disabilities
the right to express their views freely on all matters affecting them, their views being given due weight in ac-
cordance with their age and maturity, on an equal basis with other children, and to be provided with disability
and age-appropriate assistance to realize that right (�). The Convention also pays special attention to the right
to living independently and being included in the community (Art. 19) by saying that persons with disabilities
“have the opportunity to choose their place of residence and where and with whom they live on an equal basis
with others and are not obliged to live in a particular living arrangement”(1). It puts forward the access to a range
of in-home, residential and other community support services, including personal assistance necessary to sup-
port living and inclusion in the community, and to prevent isolation or segregation from the community. Dein-
stitutionalisation is the process which ensures the exercise of these rights when properly undertaken.

3. UN Guidance for children living in alternative care
The UN Guidance for children living in alternative care is another important document supporting deinstitutio-
nalization. The Guidance clearly proclaims that every child and young person should live in a supportive, pro-
tective and caring environment that promotes his/her full potential. It also concludes that “children with
inadequate or no parental care are at special risk of being denied such a nurturing environment.”(II. General prin-
ciples and perspectives; A. The child and the family). The Guidance further imposes the responsibility for pro-
tecting the rights of the child and ensuring appropriate alternative care to the state, with or through competent
local authorities and duly authorized civil society organizations, where the child’s own family is unable, even with
appropriate support, to provide adequate care for the child, or abandons or relinquishes the child. The guidance
makes it very clear that it is the role of the state, through its competent authorities, to ensure the supervision of
the safety, well-being and development of any child placed in alternative care and the regular review of the ap-
propriateness of the care arrangement provided. Another important issue which is stressed on is the quality of
alternative care provision, both in residential and in family-based care, in particular with regard to the professional

___
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skills, selection, training and supervision of carers. Their role and functions should be clearly defined and clarified
with respect to those of the child’s parents or legal guardians. (VII. Provision of alternative care)

4. Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union
The Charter has a special Article �4 on the rights of the child. It says that “children shall have the right to such
protection and care as is necessary for their well-being” (1). It further continues that children may express their
views freely and they shall be taken into consideration on matters which concern them in accordance with their
age and maturity. The Charter underlines the supreme character of the child’s best interests in all actions rela-
ting to children, whether taken by public authorities or private institutions (�). Article �6 is focused on integra-
tion of persons with disabilities and proclaims that“the Union recognises and respects the right of persons with
disabilities to benefit from measures designed to ensure their independence, social and occupational integra-
tion and participation in the life of the community”. There is no way these rights to be exercised in a segrega-
ted institutional setting.

5. Europe 2020 Strategy
Inclusive growth is one of the three main strands of the Strategy. It means more and better jobs, investment in
skills & training, modernising labour markets and welfare systems and ensuring the benefits of growth reach all
parts of the EU. This should be achieved through � flagship initiatives:
� Agenda for new skills and jobs - helping people acquire new skills, adapt to a changing labour market and

make successful career shifts
� European platform against poverty - guaranteeing respect for the fundamental rights of people experiencing

poverty and social exclusion, and enabling them to live in dignity and take an active part in society; and mobi-
lising support to help people integrate in the communities where they live, get training and help to find a job.

This links to the deinstitutionalization of young adults and their integration in society taking employment as the
best means for social inclusion.

6. European Disability Strategy 2010 – 2020
The eight areas of action of the Strategy are Accessibility, Participation, Equality, Employment, Education and
training, Social protection, Health, and External Action. The Strategy recognizes the necessity of integrating ap-
propriately people with disabilities, in particular children, into the general education system and providing them
with individual support in the best interest of the child. It also says that the Commission will support the goal of
inclusive, quality education and training under the Youth on the Move initiative. In the Participation area the
Strategy declares the engagement of the EU to support national activities to achieve full participation of people
with disabilities in society by“providing quality community-based services”. In addition it engages itself with pro-
moting the transition from institutional to community-based care by: using Structural Funds and the Rural De-
velopment Fund to support the development of community-based services and raising awareness of the situation
of people with disabilities living in residential institutions, in particular children and elderly people. It also voices
the intention EU action to support national activities to achieve the transition from institutional to community-
based care, including use of Structural Funds and the Rural Development Fund for training human resources
adapting social infrastructure, developing personal assistance funding schemes, promoting sound working con-
ditions for professional carers and support for families and informal carers. In the Employment area the Com-
mission is willing to“pay particular attention to young people with disabilities in their transition from education
to employment…; to develop services for job placement, support structures and on-the-job training” and “to
enable many more people with disabilities to earn their living on the open labour market”.

7. The Council of Europe Action Plan to promote the rights and full participation of pe-
ople with disabilities in society: improving the quality of life of people with disabilities
in Europe 2006 – 2015
The Action plan has 15 action lines among which Community living, Education, Social protection and Employ-
ment, Vocational Guidance and training. The Action Plan proclaims that people with disabilities should be able
to live as independently as possible, including being able to choose where and how to live. It stresses that op-
portunities for independent living are “first and foremost created by living in the community”. CoE recognizes
that enhancing community living requires strategic policies which support the move from community care to
community-based settings, ranging from independent living arrangements to sheltered, supportive living in
small-scale settings. This understanding also turns the wheel of deinstitutionalization.
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Appendix 2: GK Project Flowchart
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Appendix 3: Kyustendil Small Group Homes Floor Plan
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Appendix 4: Sample Transition Plans

Preparatory Visits to New Service:

VISIT #1: Introductory Visit Date:

Resident is introduced to primary care staff of new services

Resident is introduced to other service users in new services

Resident is provided with a tour of new service facilities; sees living quarters and dining quarters

GK Staff is introduced to primary care staff of new services

Notes (resident reactions, does the resident understand that they will be living in new services, reaction to staff and other
service users, reaction of staff/other service users to resident):

Visit #2: Getting to Know You Date:

Individual Care Plan (ICP) is completed for resident and provided to primary care staff of new services

GK Staff and resident meet with primary care staff of new services (ICP review, transition plan review, res-
ident character discussed)

Resident allowed 1 hour of individual activity time with at least one primary care staff of new services

Resident is taken on short tour of the community

Notes:

___
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Name of Resident: Date of Relocation:

Location of New Service: Type of New Service:

GK Staff overseeing Relocation:
New Service Staff overseeing Adjustment:

Other GK Residents moving to service:



Visit #3 and Relocation: Transitioning into New services

DAY ONE (Arrival):

Resident sleeps in new sleeping quarters and eats in new dining quarters

GK Staff accompanies resident in all activities with primary care staff in new service

GK Staff and primary care staff in new service assist resident in unpacking and decoration decisions
(minimal funds to be provided)

Notes:

DAY TWO (Adjustment):

GK Staff accompanies resident only partially during daily activities

Resident and primary care staff of new services decorate room and settle resident in

Group activity with resident and other service users (new care staff and GK staff )

Notes:

DAY THREE (Farewell):

GK Staff meet with primary care staff of new services to discuss transition and make final edits to ICP

Primary care staff conduct individual activity with resident

GK Staff says brief farewell to resident and returns to Home in GK

Notes:

TRANSITION SKILLS and RISK ASSESSMENT

Objective: Skill
to be acquired Method Projected Outcome

(Resident will…) Responsible party Objective met
(date)

___
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Transition Risk Assessment

Are there any associated risks in the transition of this young person? If so, please state, together with agreed
strategies/sanctions that can be adopted by care staff (old and new).

___
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Appendix 5: Staffing Charts, Institutional vs. Community care models

Institutional Model (Gorna Koznitsa Institution)

Community-based Services Model (SGH Siyanie-Kyustendil)

Comparison chart: Institutional model v. SGH model, personnel

Employees responsible
for administration only

Employees working
directly with client

No. % No. %

Institution (GK) 1� 29% �� 71%

SGH Siyanie � 9% �1 91%

Employees responsible for administration Employees working directly with client

Director 1 Key Social Worker 1

Accountant 1 Labor Therapists �

Driver/Handyman 1 Team leaders �

Care workers �5

Total 3 31

Employees responsible for administration Employees working directly with client

Director 1 Nurse practitioner 1

Accountant 1 Head nurse 1

Steward 1 Staff nurse �

Cashier 1 Hygienist 1�

Driver / Purchaser 1 Rehabilitator 1

Stoker (heating systems) � Educator 10

Laundry attendant � Assistant Educator �

Cook �

Assistant Cook 1

Tailor 1

Total 13 32

___
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Appendix 6: SGH “Siyanie” Management structure

Management Hierarchy

Cedar Management

“Siyanie” Manager

Social Worker Labour
Therapist

Social Therapists Driver/ Maintenance

Team
Leaders Admin

___
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Appendix 7: Policy and Procedures Document List, Cedar Foundation
SGH Siyanie Kyustendil

As of April �01�, this is the current version of our master list for all documents guiding our work in the SGH
“Siyanie”, Kyustendil. We regularly update this list, adding or streamlining policies as necessary. Thus, it is a con-
stantly evolving document, and while it is thorough, there is always room for improvement. Readers can use this
as a baseline for the documentation they develop for newly-created SGH services in Bulgaria.

The Cedar Foundation SGH “Siyanie” - Kyustendil
Policies and Procedures for the Management of the SGH Service

I. General Documents:

ID Document Location *

1.1 Service development programme SGHs and CMU

1.� Schedule of service activities SGHs and CMU

�.1 Total annual service budget SGHs and CMU

�.� Individual SGH budgets SGHs and CMU

�.� Payrols CMU

�.1 Outside sources of financing CMU

4.1 Fire Safety Service CMU

4.� Labor Safety Service CMU

4.� Security company CMU

4.4 Companies responsible for upkeep, maintenance and installations CMU

5.1 Orders book for internal directives CMU

6.1 Daily report Notebooks – see Report Books, IV.�.� --

7.1 Ethical code, signed by employees SGHs and CMU

7.� Philosophy and responsibilities SGHs and CMU

7.� Principles of Care and Support of SGH Clientele SGHs and CMU

7.4 Written procedure for solving problems of an ethical nature SGHs and CMU

8.1 Rulebook for Internal Order (RIO) with signatures SGHs and CMU

8.� Meeting minutes from discussions of RIO with children/clients SGHs and CMU

9.1 Bulgarian methodology for SGHs for children SGHs and CMU

9.� Bulgarian methodology for social services for people with disabilities SGHs and CMU

9.� Bulgarian Child Protection Act SGHs and CMU

9.4 Bulgarian Integration of People with Disabilities Act SGHs and CMU

9.5 Bulgarian Social Assistance Act SGHs and CMU

___
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ІІ. Safety and Security

ID Document Location *

1.1 Plan of Action for Personnel in the case of fire, flood, or emergencies of a
similar nature SGHs and CMU

1.� Fire Evacuation Plan – approved by authorities SGHs and CMU

1.� Fire evacuation map/diagram SGHs and CMU

1.4 Procedures for the registration of incidents and notification of the appro-
priate authorities SGHs and CMU

1.5 Annual risk assessment SGHs and CMU

1.6 Plan of Action for Personnel in the case of emergency electrical cutoff and
the restarting of gas elements SGHs 1,� and CMU

�.1 Protocol for team action in the case of incidents and emergency crisis situ-
ations SGHs and CMU

�.� Plan of Action in the case of a missing client SGHs and CMU

�.� Procedures for the safe-keeping and use of potentially harmful substances
and access to the medical storage box SGHs and CMU

�.4 Report book for emergency/crisis situations (incidents) SGHs

�.5 Rules for the prevention and restriction of unacceptable behaviors SGHs and CMU

�.6 Registration book for deceased clients and procedures for notifying the
competent authorities SGHs and CMU

�.7 Plan of Action for Personnel in the case of escalating aggression in a serv-
ice user’s behavior SGHs and CMU

�.1 Policies for receiving visitors in SGHs SGHs and CMU

�.� Procedures for receiving clients’ close friends or relatives and the imple-
mentation of visit observations SGHs and CMU

�.� SGH Visitation Registers SGHs

�.4 Plan of Action in the case of Aggressive Behavior on the part of a Visitor SGHs and CMU

4.1 Procedures for filing a complaint or petition SGHs and CMU

4.� Rules governing the activities of the Commission for Reviewing Complaints
and Petitions SGHs and CMU

4.� Files for every complaint or petition and the actions taken by the service
provider to eliminate the violation CMU

4.4 Procedures for working with children to protect them from violence, abuse
or discrimination SGHs and CMU

4.5 Program for the prevention of violence toward children, parents or per-
sonnel SGHs and CMU

4.6 Procedure for responding to suspicion of violence or abuse, or the social
violence perpetrated over a client SGHs and CMU

4.7 Procedure for confidentiality of information / access to information SGHs and CMU

4.8 Book of complaints and petitions CMU

5.1 Procedure for securing an appropriate chaperone during visits to public
places SGHs and CMU

___
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ІІІ. Health and Medical Care

IV. Personnel and Volunteers

ID Document Location *

1.1 Written procedure for the recruitment and hiring of personnel with criteria
for evaluation of candidates CMU

1.� Job descriptions for all postitions SGHs and CMU

1.� Employment contract template CMU

�.1 Written programme for induction training CMU

�.� Training programme for newly-hired staff CMU

�.� Annual plan-schedule for training activities for personnel CMU

�.4 Written reports on trainings already conducted CMU

�.5 Procedures for support and supervision of personnel SGHs and CMU

�.6 Minutes/notes on weekly supervisory sessions conducted CMU

�.7 Personal plans for professional development CMU

�.1 Monthly work schedules for personnel SGHs and CMU

�.� Minutes books for team discussions, team meetings and meetings with
groups of clients SGHs

�.� Report books SGHs

�.4 Attendance Form 76 SGHs / CMU

�.5 Personal staff files CMU

�.6 Rulebook for Internal Labor Order SGHs and CMU

ID Document Location *

1.1 Record book for the disbursement of medications SGHs

1.� Procedures for access to medical closet, storage and disbursement of
medications SGHs and CMU

1.� Medical care plan for each individual child/client SGHs / client files

�.1 Medical documentation for each individual child/client SGHs

�.� Program and activity cards for rehabilitation for each child/client SGHs

�.1 Procedures for action in the case of need for emergency medical care and
the administering of first aid SGHs and CMU

�.� Procedures for schooling and discipline SGHs and CMU

�.� Procedures for action in the case of infectious or contagious illnesses SGHs and CMU

4.1 Menus – weekly and daily SGHs and CMU

4.� Procedures for food storage and preparation SGHs and CMU

4.� Procedures for the disinfection of hands, surfaces and utensils SGHs and CMU

___
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V. Therapeutic Plans and Programmes

VI. Administrative and Financial Documentation

ID Document Location *

1.1 Written procedures for placement and admittance into SGH SGHs and CMU

1.� Procedures for the termination of placement and discharge from SGH SGHs and CMU

1.� Packet of necessary documents for the client during admittance * SGHs

1.4 Client Register CMU

1.5 Incoming and outgoing document diary CMU

1.6 Client files, containing a packet of documentation ** SGHs

�.1 Procedures for the implementation of internal control (monitoring) over
the functioning of the service SGHs and CMU

�.� Protocol of monitoring activities SGHs and CMU

�.� Plan for the improvement of quality of the service SGHs and CMU

ID Document Location *

1.1 Individual care plans for every service user SGH / client files

1.� Case management list CMU

1.� Description and rulebook – case managers SGHs and CMU

�.1 Social skills programmes SGH / client files

�.� Plan for the Support of a child entering adulthood SGH / client files

�.� Plan of Action for preparing the child for school or kindergarten SGH / client files

�.4 Programmes for professional orientation and preparation SGH / client files

�.1 Skills Assessments SGH / client files

�.� Assessment of parental capacity CMU

�.� Plan of Action (Department of Child Protection) CMU

�.4 Plan for reestablishment of connections between the client and close
friends/relatives CMU

�.5 Diaries and personal history of the client SGH / client files

ID Document Location *

4.1 Policy for the protection of personnel (Labor safety service) CMU

4.� Procedures for the preparation of monthly work schedules and utilisation
of paid annual leave CMU

5.1 Procedures for the recruitment and training of volunteers CMU

5.� Personal files for each personal assistant and volunteer CMU

5.� Contract with volunteers, outlining rights and responsibilities CMU

5.4 Child and Vulnerable Adult Protection Policy SGHs and CMU

___
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* SGH – in each individual SGH; CMU – in the Central Management Unit offices

(*) Packet of documentation required for the admittance of a client to the service:
� Birth certificate
� Certificate for educational level completed
� Medical report from the General Practitioner, confirming actual health status of the child;
� Medical certificate from the General Practitioner confirming that the child has not been in contact with con-

tagious illness/infestation;
� Personal ambulatory/health card of the child, immunization passport, personal health card, test results;
� Documents, confirming the disability of the child, and existing medical analyses;
� Personal cases of the child from previous placements outside of the family (with close friends and relatives,

foster families, and/or specialized institutions);
� Referrals / orders for utilizing additional social services;
� Reception protocol, in which is described the condition of the child at the time of admission to the service.

(**) Personal client files, which contain:
� Personal data – three names, ID number;
� Birth certificate;
� Order signed by the Director for the Unit of Social Assistance for the placement of the child in an SGH, Deci-

sion made by the Regional court for placement of the child; assessment of the case, plan of action, and so-
cial report from the Department of Child Protection;

� Required documentation for the admittance of a client to the service;
� Specialized assessment and Individual Care Plan;
� Referrals/orders for the utilization of other social services;
� Template / reports on the development of the child in the SGH;
� Protocols from team meetings during which the child was discussed;
� Medical, educational and other documentation collected by the case manager in the SGH;
� The Document, “My Life History” of the child;
� Personal diary;
� A photograph of the child;
� Other appropriate documentation, connected to the child.

ID Document Location *

�.4 Annual general report on monitoring and the approved activities for the
correction of oversights found SGHs and CMU

�.5 Reports on activities conducted CMU

�.1 Internal rules for financial management SGHs and CMU

�.� Internal rules for salary and payment calculations SGHs and CMU

�.� Inventory book, reports and accounting forms with expiration date, in com-
pliance with the Bulgarian Accounting Act CMU

�.4 Protocol notebook for the registration of donations and accompanying doc-
umentation CMU

�.5 Household book CMU
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Appendix 8: Cedar Foundation Philosophy and Obligations Policy

Cedar Foundation Small Group Homes
Philosophy and Obligations

We believe:

� That all people are endowed with unimpeachable human rights, irrespective of their race, color, sex, lan-
guage, religion, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, property, disability, birth or
other status.

� That all people have the right to participate actively in their community and, if they cannot live in their bi-
ological family setting, to be provided the opportunity to live in a setting which most resembles the fam-
ily unit.

� That all children and adults have the right to a comprehensive support system which strives to help them
reach their fullest potential, to live their lives independently, and to enjoy self-determination to the great-
est extent possible.

All social services supporting persons with or without disabilities, including the Family-Type Cen-
ters in Kyustendil, are obliged to:

� protect and advocate for all recognized rights of the service users, and to not allow the violation of those
rights within the service or by outside bodies;

� provide a safe and secure environment, free of abuse or neglect, in which the service user receives all nec-
essary support for living;

� respect the service user’s right to privacy, confidentiality, dignity, and personal space and belongings, es-
pecially in a residential service setting;

� treat all service users as individuals, with individual needs and wishes, and respect the individual’s views
and opinions;

� make decisions regarding the service and/or the service user only in the best interest of the individual
and including the participation of the service user to the greatest extent possible;

� support service users to live as independently as possible and to reach their fullest potential;
� preserve and protect the service user’s right to an identity, including his/her nationality and family ties,

without discrimination;
� uphold children’s right to education;
� provide means through which individuals can participate fully in community life, through occupational op-

portunity, leisure and cultural activities;
� support and encourage the development of an individual service user’s network of social contacts (with

colleagues, friends, and regular contact with other community members) as a basic part of community par-
ticipation;
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Appendix 9: Sample Man-hour calculation table

The following is a sampleman-hour calculation for two SGHs housing 8 children each. Every service provider
should determine the number of caretaker, specialist, supervisory or other staff needed on each shift, and
plan accordingly. This is one method through which the total number of necessary staff members can be cal-
culated.

SAMPLE MINIMUM Staff Schedule for Family Type Center Service

Two Family-type centers, providing 24 Hour Care for 8 children each

One Family-type Center (8 children)

Regular Caretakers

Shift Times Number of Staff Hours Not Incld
Breaks

Total Man Hours
To Fund

MON-FRI

6am - �pm � 7 = 7 * � 14

�pm - 10pm � 7 = 7 * � 14

10pm - 6am 1 8 = 8 * 1 8

SAT - SUN

6am - �pm � 7 = 7 * � 14

�pm - 10pm � 7 = 7 * � 14

10pm - 6am 1 8 = 8 * 1 8

Total paid hours per weekday, Regular Caretakers �6

Total paid hours per weekend day �6

Total for 7 days �5�

Number of regular staff required if each works �5 hours per week 7.2

ROTATING / ON-CALL / PART-TIME SUBSTITUTE CARETAKER 1

Supervisors

MON-FRI

8am - 4pm 1 7 = 7 * 1 7

SAT - SUN

6am - �pm 1 7 = 7 * 1 7

�pm - 10pm 1 7 = 7 * 1 7

Total paid hours per weekday, Supervisors 7

Total Paid hours per weekend day, Supervisors 14

Total for 7 days 6�

Number of supervisory staff required if each works �5 hours per week 1.8

Two Family-type Centers (16 Children)

Total Regular Care Staff Required for 16 Children 14.4

Total Supervisory Staff Required for 16 Children �.6

Total Rotating / Part-Time Substitute Staff for 16 Children �

Total Care Staff Required for 16 Children 20
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